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The University Calendar 
1940 
Christmas Vacation ends 
Examination Study Day (nod** 
Mid-Year Final Examinations 
Second Semester begins 
Registration of all students 
Spring Vacation begins 
Spring Vacation ends 
Mothers' Day Weekend 
Comprehensive Examinations (M 






















Mar. 29,4 P.M. 





May 29-June 7 
June 10 












First semester opens 
Freshman Week 
Registration of former students 





Thanksgiving Holiday begins 
Thanksgiving 1 loliday ends 
Christmas Vacation begins 
1941 
Christmas Vacation ends Monday 
Examination Study Day (nodtwi)   Wednesday 
Mid-Year Final Examinations Thursday-Thursday 
Second   Semester begins Monday 
Registration of all students Monday 
Spring  Vacation begins Friday 
Spring Vacation ends Tuesday 
Mothers' Day Weekend Saturday-Sunday 
Comprehensive K\aminations<g«niort)Thursday-Saturday 
Memorial Day Friday 
Examination Study Day (DOCIUMI)   Wednesday 










Nov. 20.12:00 noon 
Nov. 25,8:00 A.M. 
Dec. 20,4 P.M. 





April 4,4 P.M. 







Board of Trustees 
orncot- OF TH* BOARD 
DM : !. D . CBAIBMA* 
D.EN&J Fn IT Via CHAIRMAN 
\V   ! BCCK, B S    U S . S I CHAIRMAN 
Kr,   MI. ill   km   -\< IINU THASUUB 
MEMBERS 
Bx- Offie io 
Pusmtm Ann A  SHAW, DD. LI. D., DC.I.. 
: ■ 
570 Lexington Ave.. New York City 
Elected by Alumni)  
1827 Harvard Blvd., Dayton 
■ D, D.D  Cranville 
■ 
 86 Olden Line, Princeton, N. J. 
D-D .    Cranville 
"  VV   l\ Collins. Ml • Tower, Cincinnati 
' V-M Otii B Co |  Cleveland 
TH  ■■■ — Box 804, Short  Mills, Dayton 
'•'        ■" ' ■   *   '■'■ S O* I.   3rd St., Dayton 
J1'"1 2H Brit St.. Toledo 
Niebolu Building, Toledo 
»G. SMITH S40! Hanutao Avenue. Cleveland 
w  '                    ... IS F     -th Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 
B. (MrtCF.)      .175 Riverside Dr., N.Y.C. 
WAUJ ' >'                   "            MID .   10700 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 
A|F|      ''             •   P"B Woodland Road. Mansfield 
1                        "          D.EKC, 20 Exchange Place, New York City 
ID 1805 N.B.C. Bldg., Cleveland 
OlHAM C Ho       •  A :.! . I. II I)  212 jeflerson Ave., Columbui 
•Alunu u 
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 7 
HORACE T. HOUF. A.M., B.D., L.H.D Ohio University, Athens 
KIRTLEY F. MATHER', PH.D., SC.D, (Elected by Alumni)  
155 Homer St., Newton Centre, Mass. 
HARRIET HUNT RICHARDS*, PB.B. (Mrs. C. E.) (Elected by Alumni)  
_ 379 Westland Ave., Columbus 
G. HERBERT SHORNEY', B.S - 5707 W. Lake St., Chicago, Illinois 
PERCY L. WILTSEE*, A.B _ 24 W. Ninth St., Cincinnati 
Class Ul—Ttrm Expires June, 1942 
THEODORE F. ADAMS', A.B., B.D., D.D 1st Baptist Church, Richmond, Va. 
FRED D. BARKER', PII.M., M.D Granville 
Pint. S. BRADFORD', I.T..B. (Elected by Alumni)....33 North High, Columbus 
WILLIAM R. BURWELL. A.B., A.M., PH.D 3311 Perkins Ave., Cleveland 
CLARENCE I.. Fox', PH.B 302 Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Michigan 
ALICE MCCANN JAMES', A.B. (Mrs. H. A.) 2807 Upton Avenue, Toledo 
ELLIS P. LET.LER', A.B., J.I) Callahan Bank Bldg., Dayton 
HAROLD COOKE PHILLIPS'. A.B., B.D., D.D., L.H.D. (Elected by Altar-1)— 
1575 East Boulevard, Clcve.and 
CHARLES I.YON SEASIIOLES, A.B., B.D., D.D First Baptist Church, Dayton 
CLIFFORD SCOTT STILWELL', B.S 5701 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 
HENRY A. STOUT 25 North Main St., Dayton 
LEWIS R. ZOLLARS R.F.D. 1, Hills and Dales, Canton 
•Alumnus of Denison University. 
Committees of the Board of Trustees 
Executive Committee 
Alfred M. Colby, Chairman 
Fred D. Barker Tileston F. Chambers 
W. Porter Beck Alice McCann James 
Millard Brelsford Howard Lewis 
Committee on Pinanee and Investment 
Clifford S. Stilwell, Chairman...- Term expires 1941 
Eugene J. Barney  - Term expires 1940 
Percy L. Wiltsee   Term expires 1940 
W. R. Burwell , Term expires 1941 
Ellis P. Legler   — Term expires 1941 
David  E.  Green - - Term expires 1942 
Franklin G. Smith Term expires 1942 
Millard Brelsford, Acting Treasurer Member ex-officio 
DtMiMM Uxnruttm BULUTIM 
Ins'.' -.'lite 
•II  Cathcart, Cbairnafl 
Millard Brchford Kirtley F   Mather 
\\illi..ni K   Burwell HuoM C   Phillip* 
Charlei i.  Seaaholci 
Budgfi CoMwtitltt 
■ Ircen, Chairnan 
MilUrd Brdtiord | I  Johnson 
Wallace II Calheart is   Stilwell 
Alfred XI. CoJbjr Franklin G  Smith 
Itu-.: ■ 'owwiftti 
Franklin i.   Smith. Chairman 
(lit5 fell   Vice-chairman 
Edwin! A   D«dj Cynu S   Baton 
H   W. T. Collim 
I Committe* 
G Her!  rt SI   rnt r, Chainnan 
Lorena Burke FJlii P. Legter 
•tlin Howard tawii 
''   • I.  Wlltaec 
Cf*> -,-es 
tall   A    \    Shaw. Chairman 
n F Chamben, Viee-Chairman 
cismaii C Hooper Horace T. Houl 
'■i lam 
'.  i  • : ■     Com  I 
Harold Cooke PhUlipa, Chairman 
Frank  I!   A mo. Avery A. Shaw 
A!,rr'> u  '      • G  Herbert Shone* 
H"™' "l!■' Clifford S  St.lw.il 
The Faculty 
;   intmenl to promt rank) 
President 
A ' •  > A M ■ '»! i &      CoUj tte-Rocoerter Divinity School, 
IMS; l.l. I). Ucatarter and ISucknell. 1928; D.C.L., 
KATI   S. HlNI | •. r- l.ihrarKin Emeritus 
A.M , Dent 
THE FACULTY 9 
PAUL Bir.rr.ui _ Professor Emeritus of Astronomy 
U.S. in E.E., Wisconsin, 1894; Ph.D., Zurich, 1900. 
WILLIS A. CHAMIIERI,IN Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages 
A.B., Dcnison. 1890; A.B., Harvard, 1891; A.M., Denison, 1894; Ph.D., 
Chicago. 1910; l.itt.D., Dcnison, 1937. 
ANNA B. PECKHAM Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics 
A.B., Wcllcslcy, 1893; A.M., Denison, 1901. 
FANNIE JUMOM FARRAK _ Assistant Professor Emeritus of Music 
MALCOLM E. STICKNEY _ _.._ ^...Professor of Botany 
A. B„ Bales, 1898; A.M., Harvard, 1900. 
FORMES B. WILEY Benjamin Barney Professor of Mathematics 
A.B., Kalamazoo, 1906; A.B., Chicago, 1906; Ph.D., Chicago, 1914. 
THOMAS A. LEWIS _ Professor of Psychology 
A.B.. William Jewell, 1905; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins, 1910. 
WILLIAM CLARKM I: KIIALCII Professor of Chemistry 
B.S., Pennsylvania, 1898; Ph.D., Pennsylvania, 1901. 
WALTER J. LIVINGSTON _ Professor of Physical Education 
B.S.. Denison, 1909. 
KARL II. ESCIIMAN Professor of Music and Director of the Conservatory 
Ph.B., Denison, 1911; A.M., Harvard, 1913. 
FRUIERICK (i. DETWEILER Professor of Sociology 
A.B.,   Denison,   1917;   B.D.,   Colgale-Rocheslcr   Divinity   School,   1908; 
Ph.D., Chicago, 1922. 
I.INIH.I.Y RiCBABD Df.AK....Eliam E. Barney Professor of Classical Languages 
A.B.. Dartmouth, 1909; Ph.D., Princeton, 1914. 
ARTHI'R WARI> I.INDSEV _ Professor of Zoology 
A.B.. Morningside, 1916; M.S.. Iowa. 1917; Ph.D., Iowa, 1919. 
F'RANK J. WRIGHT Professor oft Geology 
A.B., Bridgcwater, 1908; A.M., Virginia, 1911; Ph.D., Columbia, 1918. 
tJosErn I.. KING Lorena Woodrow Burke Professor of English 
A.B., Richmond, 1913; A.M., Columbia, 1922; Ph.D.. Columbia, 1927. 
FREDERICK W. STEWART...- Professor of Religion 
A.B.,  Rochester, 1901; A.M., Rochester,  1907;  B.D., Colgate-Rochester 
Divinity School, 1914. 
HELEN A. BARR - - Professor of Physical Education 
A.B., Wisconsin, 1917; A.M., Wisconsin, 1932. 
E. BASIL HAWES Professor of Education 
Ph.C. Starling Mcd. Col., 1908; B.S., Ohio State, 1913; M.S.. Ohio State, 
1914. 
I.EON E. SMITH Henry Chisholm Professor of Physics 
B.S., Ottawa, 1919; Ph.D., Pennsylvania, 1926. 
tOn leave 2nd semester 1939-1940. 
10 .IN I' \:\ MSI t\   111 I UTIN 
AJ»„A  ..-... 1920: BJ                         tei limraiy School, 1923j Th.M, 
■    I 
LIOND Professor <>f Speech 
A B     V :>.  Michigan.  IMJ. 
A liodtn l.'inijuiigfs 
PI KM     A M..   Urnison,   1907; 
line. 
-    • Hiii -. J-I( Citnwwl 
.!l    \ U    CUon IW4i 
. 129 
H«US Oma ,./  If'omn 
B.S. I 
Profeuor of Economics 
B.S "    :     nqrlnnia, 1924; Ph.D, Pcnrnvlvania, 
D*M O/ .Mm 
B rtte-Rochester Divinity School, 1924; A.M., 
" Professor of Philosophy 
1912; M A   ChfcafO, 1919. 
UU Auociou Proftstor of English 
A I'    McM iter, 1903    \M, Columbia. 1919 
EM •' •  /ejjor 0/ English 
A-B U . Denim, 1921; l'l. 1). Ohio State, 1934. 
W   A .'"    kit Proftstor Of. Chcmutry 
i'i.D   Ohio Slate. 1930. 
rofessor of History and Government 
1924; AM 25    I'll, Michigan, 1937. 
' ■■■■■Professor of Mathematics 
i      n,i e 
iafi   I •■ ■fessor of Zoology 
':        Pitt Ph. Ii   Ohio Suite. 1936. 
. ami Director of 
Stvosty Observatory 
1932    PH.D, Harvard. 1934. 
i; AtliltOMl Professor of Physics 
B.S   . 
A1-**1 Assistant Proftstor of Modern Languages 
Ph-B., Denl   n. 19      •. M . CcJumbU, 1923 
"' lunior I ..Urge. 1939-1940. 
"Iv! ■ • College, 19.19-1940. 
}'ii leave 2nd temeatei I "'1940. 
FACULTY 11 
SIDNEY JENKINS Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
B.S., Denison. 1920; A.M., Ohio State, 1937. 
DANNER I.KE MAHOOD Assistant Professor of English 
U.S., Davidson, 1922; M.S., Virginia, 1923. 
F. DBWEY A MM* Assistant Professor of Modern Languages 
A.B., Colgate, 192.1; A.M., Denison, 1927; Ph.D., Ohio State, 1938. 
A. COLLINS I.ADNER Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Engineering 
A.B., Brown, 1912; A.M., Brown, 1913. 
AN NIK   LOUISI   CRAICIE.   _... Librarian 
A.B.. Rochester, 1913; B.S., Simmons, 1916; A.M., Ohio State, 1935. 
CHOSABIIRO KATO  ....Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., Denison, 1925; M.S., Chicago, 1927; Ph.D., Ohio State, 1939. 
tC'MARi.Ks L MAJOR - Assistant Professor of Education 
A.B., William and Mary, 1919; A.M., William and Mary, 1923. 
ALHERT A. ROPEN Assistant Professor of History and Government 
A.B., Obcrlin, 1928; D.Sc.I'ol., Brussels, 1932; Ph.D., Georgetown, 1933. 
WILLIAM N. FELT Assistant Professor of Modern Languages 
A.B., Clark, 1926; A.M., Middlebury, 1931. 
HELEN I. BADENOCH _ Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
B.S, Northwestern, 1923; A.M., Wisconsin, 1932. 
THOMAS A ROCERS ...-Assistant Professor of Physical Education 
Ph.B., Denison, 1925. 
BRAVTON STARK ..._ _.._ Assistant Professor of Music 
B.Mus., Denison, 1932; A.B., Denison, 1933; F.AG.O-, 1933. 
REGINALD W. WHIHHEN Assistant Professor of English 
A.B., McMaster, 1925; A.M., McMastcr, 1928; Ph.D., Yale, 1937. 
NI:NRY J. SKIPP...~ .Assistant Professor of Modern languages 
A.B., Denison, 1904; A.M., Columbia, 1910. 
HORACE KING _  Assistant Professor of Art 
A II, Ohio State, 1929; AM., Ohio State, 1931. 
EDWAID A. WRIGHT _ ^Assistant Professor of Speech 
A.B., Iowa, 1928; A.M.. Iowa, 1930. 
KING KELLOGG - - .Assistant Professor of Music 
A.B., University of  Rochester,  1926; B.M., ICastman School of  Music, 
1930; Ph.D, University of Munich, 1935. 
tBuiHoa O. SHANNON Assistant Professor of English 
A.B., Tulanc, 1923; A.M., Columbia, 1924. 
CufORD S. AI»KS Assistant Professor of Engineering Science 
C.K., Renssclacr Polytechnic Institute, 1931;  M.C.E., Renssclaer, 1933; 
D.C.F... Renssclaer, 1935. 
I.YNDE C. STECKLE Assistant Professor of Psychology 
A.B., Miami, 1933; M.A., Ohio State, 1934; Ph.D., Ohio State, 1937. 
tOn leave 1st semester 1939-1940. 
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HAHI .1   Da NBVM 
i; . m - i   ' Mill, berg, 
Win MM  U Instructor in Violoncello 
SAM'M Instructor M Violin 
Si K IK' M Instructor in Piano 
MAK\ ! Instructor in Education 
Ph.B   : 
ARTIU H I.  lit rr Instructor in Public School Music 
A i:   Di   ii      I -■    \ M . 01 
SA«A I   H    iron Instructor in Physical Education 
A.B   v. |    M S   w 
EMU BtYB Instructor in Piano 
i"  History 
-    U 19)7 
■ in Philosophy .m.I is\,hology 
'■    I'M). Yale, 19.17. 
C. A Instructor in Physical Education 
H S .:<■. 1931    MS    Indira,' 1937. 
JOBS Instructor in Beonomici 
A It. 
Instructor in English 
It S     II 
'' Technical Assistant in Dramatics 
1    i    '      '•' .V,'f.-i.i; Instructor in 'Economics 
III:    W( I'M! 
■   Voatm languages 
\l-   '■ I■-'     *■ !■■    Nortl   Dakota   1924    A M    Rldcliffe. 
1929 
Assistant in An 
A B     i 
•First MI    • 
Officers of Administration 
v-                                    M, D.D., I.I.H. D.C I. President 
C""  '                      M * /;«» of Men 
HKUN Own   Its,    AM  Dtmtf Womn 
" '                         pHB   MS Registrar and Examiner 
*?mJ   J""' '■ A ''•• M " A B-WM1I A/a»«9/r 
BIKT T  Homes  It SAM Hurtar 
COMMITTEES of TUB FACULTY 13 
tRussEL II. WILLIAMS, B.S., M.D Physician 
•ALLEN AVERY. M.D _ Acting Physician 
JOHN 1.. BJEI.KK. A.M Secretary of the Alumni 
Mil. BAM WELLS Director of Women's Dining Halls 
GlACI   I.   SiwiilT, B.S., A.M Assistant Dean of Women and 
Adviser of Prsskmast Women 
MRS. GEORGE GROCAN, A.B., B.S ...Assistant Librarian 
v.w l\   Pin H, A.M. Assistant Registrar 
Bum  LOUCBIDGI,  I'll. H Assistant to Bursar 
MAKJOKU: I.. WCI.LMAN, A.B Assistant to the President 
FLORENCE E. KINDER. A.B Secretary to Dean of Men 
VIRGINIA ENGLISH, A.B Secretary to Dean of Women 
UAMAIH II. I'II-II -"V H.S Secretary /,> Rigistrar 
ETIIOL BRILLHAKT, PH.B., A.M Stcrttary to Business Manager 
V.\l.Kt.i\ \VI:II>. All. Secretary to Director of Conservatory 
Lois I'. Aon, A.B Library Assistant 
MARIAN BABBS. All., A.B.I..S _ I.ilirary Assistant 
PAL-LINK HOOVER, A.B Library Assistant 
JAMES COX Director of Publicity 
MAMINA COX MILUB Assistant to the Alumni Secretary 
BaMM Km IMS. A II.   Assistant to the Secretary of the Board of Trustees 
RUTH HOPKINS, R.N Nurst 
.MKS.  BsTHEl LAMOUAI x.  K.N' Assistant Nurse 
Mil. ROTH KW.T-WIIKEI.KR. AH  Campus Housekeeper 
MRS. ALEXANDER CANDLIIH Supervisor of Slum Hall 
MRS. WILLIAM B. COLE. Supervisor of Gilpatrick House 
Mks. M, I). GARNKI       Supervisor of King Hall 
MRS. MARION W. ABERNBTHY Supcnnsor of. Monomoy Place 
Miss GLADYS WELLS Supcnnsor of Burton Hall 
MKS. II. j. Howau Supervisor of Sawyer Hall 
Miss HKI.KS T. MI QI MI.I.N Supervisor of Parsons Hall 
tOn leave second semester 19.19-1940. 
•Secon.l .semester 19.19-1940. 
Committees of the Faculty, I 939-1940 
The first named is chairman. 
Executive Council: Shaw, Richards, Olney, Fitch, Ebaugh, H. King, Utter. 
Absences: Stewart, OIncy, Richards, Kat<>, Rodcn, 
Admission; Fitch, Bjclkc, Richards, Olney, Hodges, Spacht, Whidden. 
Athletics: Livingston, Barr, Johnson, Olney, Shumaker, Skinner. 
Rudt/ct: Shaw, Johnson, Dctweiler, Eschman, Everhart. Felt, Gordon, Lind- 
sey, Richards. 
14 KSITY BULUCTIM 
I 
Chaft\ Her, Ward 
I ■' i •   Odebracht, Rogers, 
Curriculum   f B.Wi   i  : I .-  Hawes, lluier.Obey, Richards,Titua, Utter. 
:    A  Wright. 
'-.ipp. 
1941); P. J. Wright 
'a  Pi,  Rupp:   Phi 
Phi Delia Theta, 
Dt W m \';'i<. Bptilffli, 
T, Cnmmoni Club, 
■ 
•■!-.   llcWecrrl.   Houston. 
J  Wright 
\   Wright. 
■ ti. Ilaury. Mahood. 
ith, B  A   Wright. 
J    Wright. 
'.' rgin, W ird. 
.11.   King. Trmcrario. 
Pierce, Stark. 
' llney,   Richards, 
I   Wright. 
• 
Ch '.urdon. 
Ha»      Stccklc. 
"N'IROI. 
n   (1941), Skinm-r  (1942). 
1941), Liri pi m  (1942). 
1941), B  A. Wright 
■   (1°4I), Crocker 
■ 
1! ;fi (1941), Celler (1942). 
rv (1942), 
Women     Odebrecht  (1V40). Whidden 
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THE SOCIETY OF THE ALUMNI 
This organization, founded in 1846, is composed of the grad- 
uates and former students of Denison University for the purpose 
iif assisting the college as circumstances may require. The Society 
maintains a central office, employs an executive secretary and two 
assistants, publishes the Denison Alumnus, assumes responsibility 
for the securing of new students, lias charge of the college pub- 
licity, and cooperates with the administration of the college in pro- 
moting the interests of the college, working with the alumni mem- 
bership and with friends of the institution. 
OFFICERS OF THE SOCIETY AND MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL 
President, Ford R. Weber 240 Spitzer Bldg., Toledo, Ohio 
1st Vice President. Harold Rosene   2434 Kingston Rd., Cleveland Hts., Ohio 
2nd Vice President. George McDonald 261 Rugg Ave., Newark, Ohio 
Executive Secretary, John L. Iijclke Granville, Ohio 
Assistant Secretary. James G. Cox Granville, Ohio 
Assistant Secretary, Martens Cox Miller Granville, Ohio 
Henry S. Stout, '15 Dayton, Ohio 
Lester Black, '14 Newark, Ohio 
Sidney Jenkins, '18 Granville, Ohio 
Mary Ferguson l.egler, '06 Dayton, Ohio 
Dalton Deeds. '2'. Mansfield, Ohio 
Sue Theobald Miller, '10 Canton, Ohio 
Dorman K. Richardson, "17 Toledo, Ohio 
Karl Klinck, '25 _ _ Cincinnati, Ohio 
William P. Huffman, '11 Dayton, Ohio 
Gordon Lang. '18 Chicago, III. 
Frances Rohrer Burris, '27 Carnegie, Pa. 
Sherman Ilaggs, '10 Newark, Ohio 
Florence Reef, '16 Toledo, Ohio 
William Evans, '06 Madisonville, Ohio 
TRUSTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY ELECTED BY THE ALUMNI 
Kugenc Barney, Dayton; William F. Chamberlin, New York; Dr. Kirt- 
ley F. Mather, Newton Centre, Mass.; Harriet Hunt Richards, Columbus; 
Dr. Harold C. Phillips, Cleveland; and Phil S. Bradford, Columbus. 
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•!i Wood, B05 North Street 
Iir Gabriel DeCieco, 37 E. Dewey Avenue 
Mr-   J   n  Supplee, 1724 Euclid ATenuc 
DENISON HISTORY 
A TABLE OF IMPORTANT EVENTS 
1830 Organization of the Ohio Baptist Education Society. 
1831 May. Granville chosen for the site of the college. 
1831 December. Granville Literary and Theological Institution 
opened with 37 students. John Pratt, president and sole 
teacher. 
1832 Granville Female Seminary opened with 25 pupils. 
1835    Founding of Calliopean Literary Society. 
1837   Jonathan doing, D.D., became second President. 
1843    Charier of Franklin Literary Society. 
184<S    Silas Bailey, D.D., became third President. 
1846    Founding of Denison Alumni Association. 
1853 Jeremiah Hall, D.D., became fourth President. A scientific 
course established. 
1854 Name changed to Denison University in honor of William 
S. Denison. 
1856 Removal of the institution to the present campus. Cemetery 
laid out.   Marsh Hall built. 
1857 First number of old Dcnisonian. 
1863    Samson Talbot, D.D., became fifth President. 
1865    John  I).  Rockefeller makes  first gift to Denison.   First 
modern languages offered, French and German. 
1868    First Greek Letter Fraternities established. 
1871    Talbot Hall erected. 
1873-5    F. O. Marsh, acting president. 
1875     E.  Benjamin Andrews became sixth President. 
1878 William Kainey Harper became principal of the Academy. 
1879 Alfred Owen, D.D., became seventh President. 
Founding of Denison Y. M. C. A. 
Construction of first Doane Library. 
1882    First issue Of Adytum. 
1885    First number of the Journal of the Scientific Laboratories. 
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1887 Gala I   became eighth President. 
The ) - school named Sbepardson College in 
of Dr. 1 >■■ 
1888 Burton Hall. 
Purinlon became ninth President 
i [all. 
1B  3 ing Hall. 
1895    I   unding of the Coi I Musk. 
D mj   Hall anil  Barnejr Memorial Science Hall 
built. 
'•'  " ■        ■•i Hall and erection ol Recital Hall for the 
Coi ol Musk. 
Hunt, D.I >.. became tenth President. 
built. 
•  . Economics established. 
1903   1 established. 
•   Hall, and Doane Gymnasium built. 
pyed by fire. 
1 06   1 nee 1 lall rebuilt. 
1909   Swasey < 
v'v '        i. Phi Beta Kappa fttiMithM 
Ph.D., became eleventh President. 
itioo ol M (tier's Day. 
cated. 
1924   Swa! 
7   Bunyan Spencer, D.D., acting president. 
•926   !• : Sawyer Hall. 
1926 Chi mistry Cotl i 
1927 D.D., became twelfth President 
Whislei Mo pita], 
1931 ration. 
1937    \\ illiam 11 iwai ! Doane Memorial Library 
VJi'J    Shaw Hall. 
1940 
1940    Kenneth I. Brown, Ph.D.. became thirteenth President. 




Denison University is accredited by the North Central As- 
sociation of Colleges and Secondary Schools as a degree-granting 
institution. It was placed on the association's first published list of 
accredited institutions in 1913. It is recognized and approved by 
the Association of American Colleges, the Association of Amer- 
ican Universities, the Ohio College Association, the Ohio State 
Department of Education, the American Association of University 
Women, and the American Association of University Professors. 
AIM 
Denison University is a Christian college in the sense tliat 
all its instruction is motivated by Christian principles. There is no 
attempt to force religion into a particular denominational expres- 
sion and all the advantages of the institution are offered without 
any religious distinction. 
Denison University is a college of liberal arts in which the 
development of (wrsons takes precedence over all other aims. 
Consequently the University attempts to aid the student to achieve: 
(1) an ability to think honestly, clearly, and constructively; 
(2) a facility in the oral and written use of English, and some 
familiarity with the treasures of literature; 
(3) an understanding of the meaning and methods of the main 
branches of learning; 
(4) sufficient concentration in one or two fields of learning so that 
he may l>e prepared more adequately for his life work; 
(5) an interest in the excellent management of his mind and body 
so that they may become contributing factors in the furtherance 
nf his life aims; 
(6) an appreciation of all peoples, jiast and present, which will 
contribute inward a cosmopolitan attitude of mind ; 
(7) a social outlook and way of living that will lead to mutually 
satisfying and helpful relations with others; 
(8) an appreciation of lieauty as expressed in nature and the arts; 
(9) the determination to use his knowledge for human welfare; 
and 
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1IO1  a  personalit} ped a   und Christian  principlet and 
''"' ' urses •! the purpose of im- 
port" • •• the arts and iciences.   Students arc 
dge, to form an 
acquaintai iration for 
laterspecializati •:,,; ,,„ general 
rathei nal training, it is found in practice that this 
I""" i all kmd, ..i" professional 
Is prefer and in mam cases demand it 
"' ' to prepare stu- 
dents foi entrance to schoi medicine, theologj or other 
"•'- •'""' '■       tart in many technical etnploy- 
PERSONNEL WORK AND GUIDANCE 
•   maintain dote personal con- 
facultj members.   Before the student 
made out for him on 
which his "-' - n, togethei with his high school rank 
to help his counselor to under- 
bm M "• •    The personnel card alto gives his 
carJonal interest 
"■'' f this information, we are able to assign 
faculty o ui ■    ■■ ,,- less in line with his 
"'a,, : na lummary of all the 
lnfon ibout the student and is advise him 
reBardm8 tra-curricular activities  More 
than forl> """ " acting as countelora. each 
n as his advisees They are asked to re- 
in week intervals, giving briefly their 
",m"":' '" lhe ■' whether or not he is 
""•■;: ng what lines he is showing most de- 
ment, and in what way. he ,- experiencing difficulty.   In the 
er, the counselor is asked to state .he trouble, its 
probable cause and the remedy be has suggested, 
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On the basis of the test scores, together with higli school 
marks and principal's statements, certain recommendations are 
made to the counselor regarding the student's registration. Some 
freshmen classes are divided so as to group students of similar 
ability in the same section. Evidence of the student's reading 
ability is obtained from the test scores, and students with relative- 
ly poor reading habits are required to take a course in Reading 
Therapy. Some students, whose records indicate that they do not 
wmk up in their ability by reason of poor study habits, are re- 
quired to take a course "The Psychology of Adjustment to Col- 
lege Life." In this course they are led to consider their general 
attitudes and interests and such practical matters as the use of 
their time, their methods of note-taking, reviewing, preparing for 
examinations, and so on.  (See Psychology 101, page 100). 
As the student progresses through his course he has the 
privilege of changing counselors. He normally seeks advice from 
the head of the department in which he decides to major. The 
deans' offices keep a cumulative record for each student, on which 
arc entered his significant college experiences—grades, honors, 
changes in vocational aim, student activities and so on. Students 
are free at any time to consult the deans and appointments are 
made for interviews as need arises. Each faculty member is will- 
ing to give generously of his time to personal consultation, whether 
for aid in rethinking matters of conduct or for assistance in sur- 
mounting defects in previous scholastic training. Students should 
not fail to seek the acquaintance and help of any officer or teacher. 
SOPHOMORE TESTING PROGRAM 
As a further means of guiding the student according to his 
interests and abilities, students are given several objective tests in 
the spring of their sophomore year. Published by the Coo]XTative 
Test Service of the American Council of Education, these tests aim 
to show a student's level of achievement in certain l>asic general 
fields independent of specific courses taken. They are used, in con- 
junction with other data, as a basis for advising the student re- 
garding his choice of courses in the junior and senior years, and 
as to his major and honor possibilities. 
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COURSE PLANNING   VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 
The  I Instruction offer n wide range of 
courses,   li  is essential tl make careful chain 
among them    J ection a bulletin has 
been prepa iffereni program of 
. counsellor and. with 
- tn follow. 
■ •   i    nit)! Committee on Vocational 
'"•i" arc made pos- 
sible.   Professioi • ;ln ,,, the 
cam| callings.   Voca- 
al times to speak to the ttudent body, 
I'urtlier per- 
!:    hea :- of depart- 
: from them or 
I 'I'tnmittee, with 
whom student • the taking of person- 
■ • 
APPOIN1 \i. PLACEMENT 
I  departments and the 
mem or enrolment  in graduate 
succes ful placements is rnaintain- 
nsinesa and industry. 
in nitration 
t ol Education aims 
I     hing positions. In re- 
idati    forteach- 
itions are made with 
rds.   In ac- 
raining Denison dues not thereby 
 iperimendenta and school 
ppointmenl service and to interview 
I niversity is in session. 
N" '' ndidateoi employer.   Information may 
.'".ranville. Ohio 
Method and Terms of Admission 
Students are admitted to Denison University by presenting a 
certificate of graduation from an approved high school or pre- 
paralory school and by taking an examination. Certificates are 
acceptable from schools which are approved by State Superin- 
tendents of Public Instruction, or by regional accrediting agencies 
such as the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools. Applicants for admission must present evidence of good 
moral character, and the act of registration is regarded as an 
agreement on the part of the student to abide by all college regula- 
tions. An Application Fee of $3.00 is charged to cover the cost 
of investigating the applicant's fitness for admission and evaluat- 
ing of credits. Irrespective of the decision of the Admissions Com- 
mittee in granting or denying admission this fee is not returnable. 
This fee is not to be confused with the dormitory room retaining 
fee. (See pages 24, 40 and 41). The certificate blank and applica- 
tion for admission blank may be obtained upon request from the 
Office of the Registrar, Denison University, Cranville, Ohio. 
Applicants for admission to the freshman class must (1) 
present an official certificate of graduation from a first grade high 
school or preparatory school, (2) present an admission blank 
properly filled in, and (3) take several objective achievement 
tests the results of which are useful in personal guidance of the 
student (see page 20). Students are accepted for admission on 
certificate, and without examination in specific subjects, but all are 
required to make a satisfactory score in the achievement tests. 
Information as to time and place for these tests will be sent out 
in the spring of the year. Each applicant is required to furnish 
character recommendations from the high school officer, pastor, 
and a business man. A recommendation from a Denison alumnus 
is requested and desired but not necessarily required. It is normal- 
ly expected that the applicant rank in the upper half of his graduat- 
ing class, statement to this effect to be furnished by the high school 
principal. Applicants not ranking in the upper half of their class 
will be expected to furnish strong recommendations of ability from 
persons in the home community (including the high school prin- 
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dpol), and otherwise to satisfy the Committee on Admissions. 
The certificate and admission blanks for these credits and recom- 
mendations should IK- filed in ;!•.<■ Office of the Registrar as early 
in the year as possible, and not later than two weeks before the 
opening 
Appl .'■.-   advanced standing as a trans- 
fer from anothei sent an admission hlank properly 
filled in. and an official transcript from the i iriously at- 
tendi     ■ • with a letl The tran- 
scripl must contaii tati liege credit sl- 
id and a list of the preparatory school units presented 
. Imission. 
1 Mir Health Service requires of all entering -indents i tresh- 
men 01 transfer students rings successful vac- 
cination against -ma!!;. » ■ a certificate showing that a vaccina- 
tion has been unsuccessful!) done within the last Near. They arc 
willii rement for good reason it that reason is 
COtrai at  the time other entrance 
• -it in. 
All new student:   exo tophomores, jun- 
usl   ! posil ■ n   ni retaining tee of ten dollars 
i SI1   ■ making application.   Tin-   tec automatically be- 
COnn •   '   - ribed on pa  ■ -  In and 41 if the ri>om 
i- subsequently occupied by the applicant. Tin- fee i- not return- 
able nil' lation of the application is received by 
the i mice of the Registrar prioi to August lirst. 
-. REQUIRED 
Fifteen tint- completed in ai I sec lary school and 
■    ■ required for admission.  No stu- 
:ii ran',, who ha- not completed at least 
fouri                A n- • i year's cours. of study in a 
given subject, ■■■■■.■■'.  I or 5 forty-minute period- of recitation per 
week. Two peri rk are counted as the equiv- 
slenl of one pe may he admitted with 
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twelve units from a "senior high school" (grades X, XI and XII) 
provided that the subjects taken in the senior high school together 
with the work done in the junior high school satisfy the subject 
requirements as listed below. 
1.   The following 9 units are prescribed for all: 
English, 3 
Algebra, 1 
Plane Geometry, 1 
Foreign Language, 2 (in 
the same language, 
preferably Latin) 
History, 1 
Laboratory Science, 1 (Biology, 
liotany, Chemistry, Physio- 
graphy, Physics, Zoology) 
2, At least three additional units must be selected from the 
following subjects, the number indicating the maximum number 
of units that will be accepted in any subject: 
English, 5 (may include 
Dramatics, 1 ; or Public 
Speaking, 1) 
Latin, 4 
1 listory and Civics, 4 
Mathematics, 4 (Algebra, 












General Science, 1 (does not 
satisfy laboratory science 
requirement in No. 1 above) 
Bible, I 




3. Not more than three units may be presented from the 
following subjects, the number indicating the maximum number 
of units that will be accepted in any subject: 
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ing, 1 
-'. 1 
I' m • e, 1 
■ 
for less than 1 unit) 
':   MUM,'.   I 
Man:: 
'■-in. ! 
Commercial Law, 1 
mercial i ieography, 1 




Commercial Arithmetic, J4 
Business English, yi 
Paoci UCATION ASSOCIATION 
::itni — ion on the 
I the Progressive Education As- 
edentials in accordance 
with this without   egard to lattern of 
tfj  the Committee on 
• 
who lack not more 
than . Imission  - No. 1. jage 25) 
. itudent thus admitted is requir- 
: year of residence. Me 
r foi es in the subject i or sub* 
• the university, take spe- 
 en I in the regular college cur- 
■ an 16 i th credit! |ier 
-•   '  lu li   •     lubject Cor 
STANDING 
f their I une at other 
I  Handing.  They 
musl ' legi  record from the 
co"e8' •    ether with a letter of 
tain a detailed state- 
ed.anda list of the prepara- 
,,,M Imission. Favorable consideration 
wi" ' tudents who have maintain- 
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e<l an average of at least "C" in all work done in the institution 
previously attended. When a transfer student is accepted for ad- 
mission he will be Riven credit without examination in liberal arts 
subjects taken at a college accredited by the North Central Associa- 
tion (or an accrediting body of similar rank). No quality points 
are allowed on transfer of credits which arc of "D" (lowest pass- 
ing) grade, or equivalent. Classification is lascd on the number 
anil quality of credits accepted, subject to revision after the first 
semester in residence. Any of the requirements specified for grad- 
uation at Denison and not satisfaclorily completed at the college 
previously attended must l>e taken during the first semester or year 
of residence. Students admitted with advanced standing are ex- 
pected to meet entrance requirements as mentioned above and may 
become candidates for degrees only after the completion of all 
specified requirements for graduation, and at least one year in 
residence. 
SUBJECTS OPEN TO FRESHMEN 
The following courses arc required of all candidates for de- 
grees: English 111-112 or six other hours approved by the De- 
partment of English, and Physical Education 111-112. 
The freshman schedule, in addition to the subjects mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph, will be determined by the student in 
consultation with his adviser from the following subjects: 
Art, 101, 103-104, 111-112 History 111-112 
Astronomy 111-112, 113-114 Latin 101-102, 104, 111-112 
Botany 111-112, 113-114, 209, 210     Mathematics 109, 110, 
Chemistry 109-110 (women only) 
111-112, 113 
Engineering Science 111, 115, 122, 
212 
Fine Arts 201 (2nd semester) 
French 111-112, 211-212, 213-214, 
221 
Geology 111, 112, 115, 116, 121, 122 
German 111-112, 211-212, 213-214 
Greek 101, 111-112 
115-116, 121-122 
Music 101, 102, 103-104, 
111-112, 113-114 
Applied Music 111-112 
Physics 111-112, 113-114 
Psychology 101 
Religion 111, 112. 115, 116 
Spanish 101, 102, 111-112, 
211-212,213-214 
Zoology 111-112 
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ADDITION U RCOVL ITIONS 
NOI n The average number of credit hours 
is 16. estimated as 1 credit for 1 hour recitation period or 2 hours 
laboral week during the lemester, to complete the 
This i- the amount recommended for 
students in all classes, :■ secure best results. 
!■'■■ ' than l'i hour, i- considered to be 
EXCESS and I except by consent of the Reg- 
istration Committee. The Committee will act in accordance with 
definite regulations approved by the Faculty,   To icgistcr for 17 
liour~ a student must lie in good scholastic standing.   To register 
for is hours a student must have earned 25 points in the preced- 
ing semester with no mark below las.ing. and pay an additional 
tuition tee of $10.00. A special petition to the Registration Com- 
mittee is rc'iuiv hedule in excess of 18 hours, and if 
8ra''! $10.00 shall be charged for each registered hour 
in excess of 1" h it that a student requesting such a 
privilege will have earned 29 points or more in the preceding 
-run-tit     Without special permission from the Dean I except for 
-in lei i- on a limited schedule because of scholastic probation), 13 
shall be the minimum amount of registration. 
rutration. Ordinarily no changes are allowed 
in registration after the registration card ha., been filed with the 
Registrar. For every change that is allowed, a fee of $1.00 will 
'"'  charged,  unl |  by  the   Registrar   for  satisfactory 
reason. 
'•':'' VII   student-  must  complete their   regis- 
tration and Bursar on the days set apart for this 
purpose.   Failun  ■ will he counted as late registration en- 
tailing a special fee of $5.00. 
Dropping Work. Work for which the student has once reg- 
istered cannot be dropped except by formal |«rmission secured 
through the office of the Registrar,   A course abandoned without 
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such permission, likewise (under certain conditions) a course in 
which the student is failing, will be counted as a failure and so 
recorded on the |>ermanent record. 
Withdrawal. Students who find it necessary to leave the 
University before the close of a semester, should report to the 
Dean and receive withdrawal cards. This card is then presented 
to the Registrar, who completes the withdrawal. 
Chapel. Students are required t.. attend two weekly chapel 
session! and a monthly student assembly for which they are given 
credit toward graduation. Failure to attend at least thirty chapel 
and assembly i>eriods per semester will result in loss of this credit. 
Frequent unexcused absences will lead to disciplinary action. 
Extra Curricular Activities. To be eligible to represent the 
University a student shall present at least fifteen units of high 
school work, twelve of which are academic units, when he enters 
college. Further, he shall be a regularly registered student and he 
shall have passed 12 semester hours of credit and earned at least 
10 quality points in the preceding semester. 
No other students are permitted to take i>art in the following 
activities: intercollegiate athletics, glee club concerts, perform- 
ances of the Masquers, intercollegiate debate, land concerts; or to 
be on the staff of the Denisonian or Adytum, or to hold office in 
the Student Government, Y. M, C. A. or Y. W. C. A. 
Student Schedules: As a part of registration procedure on 
Thursday of Freshman Week each new student will make out a 
schedule of studies or courses. Blank forms similar to those print- 
ed below are used. In these sample schedules there are four 
courses, all of which satisfy Freshman requirements. The sub- 
jects below are chosen solely to illustrate the distribution of class 
hours. Every student schedule must be approved by a faculty 
counselor lief ore it is accepted by the Registrar. 
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SAMPLE SCHEDULES 





Cr. Ptriti SI T. W T. F. 
i I. L 
^ tiemistry 4 11 X X 1. 
madcs 115 l X X X x 
English Ml 1\ X X X 
Spanish .!! 4 X x X x 
1    ■ Ill 1 
16 
■ 
Vo.     ,   Cr.    , I'tritd ! M. |  T. I W. T.   F. 
Ill 
111 III 
' 111 . 




■ An     Hours to be arranged. 
I   \T- 
For Ft 
man who is deficient in 
work, 
All entrai must 1»- removed, 
I 26 |*>ints (including 
in English and Physical Ed- 
'   ■ 
For Junior Stan 
»nti - including Physical Education 
211-212 and all preceding requirements.) 
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For Senior Standing 
At least 94 hours and 94 points, and all preceding require- 
ments. 
The Baccalaureate Degree 
REQUIREMENTS 
It is expected of candidates for degrees at Denison University 
that they shall he persons of good cliaracter. To secure the A.B. 
degree the student must satisfy the following conditions: (1) he 
must meet the specified requirements: (2) he must complete a 
major: (3) lie must carry a sufficient number of elective courses 
to bring his total credit to 128 semester hours (126 for degree in 
1941; 127 for degree in 1942); (4) he must meet the group re- 
quirements: 15) lie must pass a comprehensive examination in his 
major subject; and ( 6) his work must conform to certain scholas- 
tic requirement*. (I'or degree of Bachelor of Music see page 111). 
A semester hour of credit is defined as one hour |>cr week of 
lecture or recitation, or two hours per week of laboratory work, 
through one semester of 18 weeks. 
On entering, every student is assigned to an adviser (see page 
20) who will recommend a schedule of courses designed to 
strengthen the use of his mother tongue, to develop him as an in- 
telligent citizen, and to introduce him to the major fields of human 
knowledge. This means (1) that most freshmen will continue their 
study of English, for the University expects all students to develop 
the ability to express themselves correctly in written and spoken 
English. In addition, their courses normally will include foreign 
language, mathematics, and science, or a social study. To promote 
physical well-being all students are required to participate in phys- 
ical education for at least two hours a week during their first two 
years. 
As students progress in their courses of study some will wish 
to specialize in certain fields, looking toward professional careers; 
in such cases the head of the department concerned shall become 
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the adviser. < tthet students, not desiring such complete social- 
ization, my wish to concentrate in a group of related fields such as 
languages, ial studies; in such cases appropriate 
[acuity representatives     I will assist itudents in plan- 
ning their courses ol study. 
(2). Sin ■ tlize in a particular field wiO 
be expected to do from 24 to 36 semester hours "i acceptable work 
in tb -■  who wish to concentrate 
in a general field, rather than in one department, a minimum of 36 
. ;en from two oi three closely related 
th ii '. less than 1? semester boors, ordinarily in 
sequence, ii 
The remait course ihall l>e de- 
■ ■ ! in oilier groups, so as to bring 
the total number of semester hour- up to a minimum of 128. Kor 
I adviser the constant aim in choosing such course* shall 
lop i well nality.   If one is 
unacquainted with a particular subject or field that constitutes a 
Wrong I lot undertaking rather than avoiding its study.   To 
pet distribution for the student these fields arc grouped 
—A— —B— 
Language and Literature Social Studies 
Minimum, 12 hours 12 hours 
English I except 111-112) Economics 





German Religi  ■ 
Italian Sociology 
Spanish 
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-C- _D- 
Natural Science The Arts 
and Mathematics 3 hours 
14 hours Art 
Astronomy Music 






(4). For all students the minimum requirement: (A) in lan- 
guage and literature is 12 hours, with the understanding that, with 
the approval of his adviser, three of these hours may be taken in 
the Department of S[icech. All students who contemplate graduate 
study are reminded that they are expected to develop a reading 
knowledge of at least one modern foreign language. For advanced 
degrees graduate schools usually require two. The faculty and 
alumni, in general, believe that any student graduating from Den- 
ison should have had college work in a foreign language. The 
minimum requirement: (B) in social studies is 12 hours in basic 
courses, not all of which may be taken in one department; (C) in 
natural science and mathematics is 14 hours, not all in one depart- 
ment and including a one-year course in a science accompanied by 
laboratory |>eriods. Most detriments in the natural sciences will 
require students to include Mathematics in their schedules. The 
minimum requirement in (D), the Arts, is 3 hours. 
(5). Merely passing a certain number of courses, no matter 
how carefully they may have been integrated, is not sufficient evi- 
dence that the purposes of four years of study have been realized. 
A final comprehensive examination is necessary to judge the abil- 
ity of a student to correlate his knowledge for effective use. Con- 
sequently, toward the end of his senior year, the student shall take 
an examination covering all his work in his field of concentration. 
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This may be followed, at the diicretion of the department or de- 
partments concerned, bj an I nee, and must be passed if 
the Jtu lent it to gra ■■ 
6). 
AH credit ('" grade or 
above.   B) the .. graduation, the 
. •    111    -muster 
ft paid all University 
bills. 
-   with the acconi- 
panying ; oim value I i each gra 
ints jar credit hour. 
•    |KT credit hour. 
I lu hour. 
' point per credit hour. 
'A 
"C ■ Fair I 
"D" 
and in order to receive credit the course must be 
128 Mmeater hours of 
th  a cumulative 
•    n  an that the 
urt attempted whether 
'      • r failed mutl ihow an 
nt per hour of credit attempted. 
isd fined above), 
Ion probation.  He 
 n probation with a limited 
ration Committee but in 
thai   10 noun     During this 
r, at its close, discon- 
tinue his r :    He will remain on probation and on limited 
schedule until his cumul again at least C 
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After the lapse of at least one semester, a student dropped for 
low scholastic standing may present a petition for readmission to 
be considered by the Committee on Registration. 
An "Incomplete"—When a student's registration in college 
is affected by an "I" grade upon his record, he must remove this 
incomplete at least one week before registration to receive credit 
in the course. 
JUNIOR YEAR IN FRANCE 
Students may spend their junior year in Paris, living at the 
Cite Univcrsitaire. There will be a regular course of study at the 
University of Paris. Credit hours toward graduation from Den- 
ison will l>e determined on individual records. 
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SPECIAL COMBINATION COURSE 
roi PIOFESSIONAL STUDENTS 
Any studenl who successfully completes all the s|iecific re- 
quiremenU i i graduation ai Denison and all the specific require- 
menu for admission to ■ school of engineering, law or medicine 
approved by the faculty, mester hour* 
at the graduating rate oi one point per hour, or better, shall re- 
ceive tl • successful completion of the 
first year's work 
SPECI M. ARRANGI IE INSTITI I 
Ttl HKOI 
ie Institute of Tech- 
i: with Denison Univer- 
Ml>  wliiii!,. .. ,.,  I,,,,,), ,1,,.,.,. vral, 0j 
work ai I lei ison an I ■■■■■ , ,,,-, -. some sum- 
mer school w..rk i at Carnegie Institute of Technology, and upon 
satisfactory completion of the program receive a Bachelor of Sci- 
t*KK  :' Vt- degree from 
Denison. This arrangement makes possible an engineering train- 
in8 ,i;i" ral arts background with the saving of at 
least one year and with th institutions.  Denison ia 
the only Ohio colle) in this plan.   The fields of en- 
Pnee™ ecivil, electrical, mechanical, management, 
al and metallurgical.  For further information write to the 
Officeofi istrar, Denison University, Granville, Ohio. 
EXTENSION COURSES 
A limited number of extension classes arc conducted in New- 
ark and other neighboring localities from time to time.   Each class 
'■"' » ,w" ! «i one evening in the week during 
a semester and carries a two-hour credit. 
Being away from the campus and not enjoying the facilities 
nts, members of these classes 
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are charged less than the regular tuition fee. Each class must con- 
sist of at least ten students. 
For further information write to Dean C. F. Richards, Gran- 
ville, Ohio. 
FRESHMAN WEEK 
Several days during the opening week of the college year are 
devoted to familiarizing the freshmen with the aims and methods 
of college work. The program begins with a dinner in the Wig- 
wam, at which the freshmen arc the guests of the University and 
have a favorable opportunity of meeting one another and members 
of the faculty. Tests of special aptitudes are given. Every effort 
is made to help the freshman to find his place in the community of 
students and to plan his course intelligently for the coming four 
years. All freshmen are exacted to be present during these pre- 
liminary exercises. For the dates, see University Calendar, page 5. 
Expenses 
Cost per semester of eighteen weeks 
For Young Women 
Tuition  $150.00 
Incidental Fee    25.00 
Hoard    108.00 
Room       75.00 to$l 12.50 
Hooks and Supplies     10.00 to    20.00 
$368.00 to$415.50 
For Young Men 
Tuition  $150.00 
Incidental Fee .'   25.00 
Hoard (Freshmen $108.00)  100.00 to$110.00 
Room     47.50 to    07.50 
Hooks and supplies     10.00 to    20.00 
$332.50 to $372.50 
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The  Incidental  Fee covers athlelics, publications, concerts! 
lectures and drai rmances, Buppori o! student govern- 
ment and certain other student organizations, health service (in- 
cludii . diploma, and all 
Partial '.' student who by signal permission 
es less than hours.and 
who will not be within yeai  after 
I ■ part time student 
The vill be $10 per credit hour plus a 
$3 libran ng hospital, laboratory 
• rangements with the 
Ext ■ ■■■:,».•   Students permitted to register for more 
hour, 
Late  Registration    An)   student  who  fails to complete his 
registration or ,; maally set aside for that purpose 
at the beginning I ea sen* ster will \<c charged a late registra- 
tion fee of $5.00. Registration is not complete until the student 
has -eenred the approval of the Registrar and the Bursar on his 
schedule card. 
Late Choi V fee of $1.00 will be charged 
for making any change in course- after registration day, unless 
the change is made at the request of the professor, Dean or Reg- 
■   ' '"   •■   i ntemplated, hut in view of the 
• •'■'      '     rial •       reserved to change the 
••K.nnn.K of any new 
the University Bulletin the 
Expenses for clothing, travel. sr,cial and recreational activities 
and personal incidentals depend for the most |art on the home sur- 
roundings and habits of the student before he enters college. In 
general, fraternity or sorority membership is likely to add about 
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one hundred dollars to a student's necessary expenditures the first 
year. The college does not encourage a large allowance of spend- 
ing money. 
All students paying the regular college tuition will he permit- 
ted to take private lessons in the Conservatory in voice or instru- 
mental music at the special rate of $15.00 per credit hour, provid- 
ed the total number of hours carried including music docs not ex- 
ceed seventeen. 
For Conservatory fees for social students see page 114. 
PAYMENT or liiu.s 
All hills are payable at the Office of the Uursar. Checks 
sliniild l)e made to Denison University. 
Student! registering for the first time are not billed in ad- 
vance. Hills for such students are made out when they register 
and will be sent home the same day. Where |«ymcnt is not made 
ai registration but is to come from home, one week's time will be 
allowed to meet the required first payment of at least half the bill. 
Hills for all other students are rendered in advance and may 
be |aid in full at that time if desired, or may be divided into two 
payments. One half must be paid on or before Registration day 
and the balance within sixty days. Final ]>ayment on all first 
lemester bills is due November 15th, on second semester bills, 
April 1st. Student will not be permitted to attend classes if these 
payments are not made when due. No student will receive honor- 
able dismissal or obtain a transcript of credits, or be permitted to 
duate until all college bills are paid in full. 
Students who are required to leave college within any semes- 
ter for any reason will receive a refund of the proportionate share 
of the semester charges for tuition and board, but not the room 
rent nor the incidental fee. 
Women's Dormitories. Dormitories are provided for young 
women at $75.00 per semester per person in Burton Hall, King 
Hall, Stone Hall, and Monomoy Place on the lower campus and 
in Parsons Hall on the corner of Elm and Mulberry Street. These 
rooms are all designed for two girls with the exception of a few 
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three-girl rooms in Monomo) Place, i m the upper campus, where 
Beaver Hall, Sawyer Hall, and tin- new Shaw Hall are located, 
the room rent ra 0     (112.50 per semester, depend- 
ing upon size and local .... ,w,, three, and 
loui girls, i in. and lath 
shared by the mite   There are also a 
number of single rooms an ns in Shaw Hall. The 
"" n with single beds, study desks, desk chairs, easy 
chaii rs and small rugs.   Mattresses and pil- 
lows are fi in all other bedding and toilet accessorii 
i" be furnisl • I bj the students. 
Room resi new students may l«- -.cured by pay- 
ing a deposit ol $10.0   '!'! is deposit is refunded if the applicant is 
not a r if, even though accepted, the Registrar 
is notified in writing before August iir>t that the applicant wi 
to cancel the reservation.   When the student enrolls tins tee De- 
posit, which must be maintained during the 
: an) damage to the room or fur- 
nitun rdinarj weai   • I tear will be deducted from this 
dep sit. N rter time than one semi it r. 
ervea r n for the fol- 
'"": ntaining the breal sil of 
SI""" al ; aymenl of $15.00 on room rent 
D)  Ma) 1st. Tl meni and any balance in the breakage de- 
posii will l,i refunded ii ■ tion i- cancelled hn',ire lulv 
l-t. '   ' 
The right to occupj a college room is given only to the stu- 
dent to whom the room and her room-mate. There 
shall be no exchanges of i institution of one occu|>ant 
f"r ' mission ol the Dean of Women. In 
n '- given for a change of room a transfer charge 
of $2.00 mac be made. For important information concerning ad- 
and fi llowing. 
Two Cooperative Houses are in operation, housing a total of 
aboul thirty girls, Under the supervision of the house supervisor 
Ihe girls buy and cook their own meal, and do all their own house- 
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keeping. In this way the cost of board and room to each girl has 
been reduced to about $190.00 per year. Selection of girls for 
these houses is made by the Committee on Scholarships and Stu- 
dent Aid. 
Milt's Dormitories. Rooms are available for eighty-four men 
in the new freshman residence, I-anson S. Curtis Hall. Thirty ad- 
ditional freshmen may room in Talhot Hall. In special cases, and 
in view of the limited number of rooms available on the campus, 
freshmen may obtain jiermission to room at an approved private 
rooming house. Room rent in Curtis Hall is $67.50 per semester 
pet person and in Talbot Hall, $47.50. 
All freshmen will board in Curtis Dining Hall, provided, how- 
ever, that men pledged to ■ fraternity may take their dinners daily 
at their fraternity house at no extra cost. 
No freshman will be permitted to room or board off campus 
or in a fraternity house except on permission of the Dean of Men. 
Alter the freshman year men may reside in fraternity houses, the 
American Commons Club, or in approved private residences. 
I'reshmcn may make room reservations by paying a deposit of 
$10.00. This deposit is refunded if the applicant is not accepted 
for entrance or if, even though accepted, the Registrar is notified 
in writing before August first that the applicant wishes to cancel 
the reservation. When the student enrolls this fee liecomes a 
breakage deposit, which must be maintained during the period of 
enrollment. The cost of any damage to the room or furniture be- 
yond ordinary wear and tear will be deducted from this deposit. 
No room i-. rented for a shorter time than one semester. 
The right to occupy a college room is given only to the student 
t" whom the room is assigned and his room-mate. There shall be 
no exchanges of rooms or substitution of one occupant for an- 
other without the permission of the Dean of Men. In case per- 
mission is given for a change of room a transfer charge of $2.00 
may be made. For important information concerning admission, 
see page 23 and following. 
The rooms in Curtis Hall are designed for two men with the 
exception of a few larger three-men rooms.  The rooms arc ad- 
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jacent to an ample social lining hall, a recreation room 
and ;i study room   All •••• ms are steam heated and the building is 
of firt struction.   In Talbol \i.C. rooms are in suites 
comprising stud}  i igned (or two on I 
* Hall i- heated bj hoi water. Eioth 
buildinf with shower baths     Ml 
•  tn earn chair, 
single bi   - lamps.  Mattresses and piOowa are 
furnished, but all other In furnished by the occupants. 
S< HOLABSH IPS AMI LOANS 
The annual income from certain funds which have been given 
'othi Collegi : rthispurp ge over a long period of years is avail- 
able foi scholarships 01 loans Because of the limited amount 
available only a small number of scholarships can be granted to in- 
lastk -landing is required of any 
student who n irship of any kind.   Uans are avail- 
able only in junior- and seni i 
Ii is expected thai those whose necessary expenses can be 
"u; !,> will not call upon the 
conditions in regard to these 
"a™"" and loan funds are on file in the office of the 
Bursar and the Secretary of the Board of Trustees. 
Schi lar hif Funds 
At ui "      , KRIAI. STUDENTS 
Estimated 
Prim <fal   Avatiablt 
" 
The David 
'I he J 
* 
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AVAILABLE FOR MEN STUDENTS 
The Ebenezer Thresher Fund 
((or one student (rom each class) 410.000.00 350.00 
The David and Jane Harpster Fund    5,000.00 175.00 
The Mary Arnold Stevens Fund       500.00 20.00 
The Eugenia Kincaid  I^onard  Scholarship     1,000.00 35.00 
The A. F. and A. A. Bostwick Scholarship Fund    1,000.00 35.00 
The Harry Thurston Crane Scholarship Fund    5,000.00 175.00 
AVAILABLE FOR WOMEN STUDENTS 
The King Scholarship Endowment 
((or five students) $12,000.00 420.00 
The Martha A. I.use Scholarship Fund....-    1,000.00 35.00 
The James McClurg Scholarship Fund     1,000.00 35.00 
The Mary Miller Scholarship Fund    8,282.00 290.00 
The Charles T. Chapin Scholarship Fund 
((or two students)    2,000.00 70.00 
The I.ide-Shepardson-Marsh Scholarship Fund    1,000.00 35.00 
The Daniel Shepardson Memorial Scholarship    2,500.00 87.50 
The Flora Price Jones Scholarship Fund _...    1,000.00 35.00 
The Agnes Wilson Weaver Scholarship Fund '30.00 
The Harry Thurston Crane Scholarship Fund    5,000.00 175.00 
•Income on one fi(th o( Trust Fund held by U. S. National Bank o( Omaha. 
AVAILABLE FOR MEN OR WOMEN STUDENTS 
The Elizabeth S. Ewart Scholarship Fund $ 2,000.00 70.00 
The Charles T. Lewis Scholarship Fund 
((or two students)    5,000.00 175.00 
The John Doyle Scholarship Fund 
((or one student)    2,500.00 87.50 
The Wells A. and Cynthia Aldrich 
Chamberlain  Scholarship    5,000.00 175.00 
The G. A, Griswold Scholarship Fund    5,000.00 175.00 
The Daniel Van Voorhis Scholarship Fund       500.00 20.00 
The Saunders Scholarship Fund -...   2,000.00 70.00 
The Amanda Sperry Scholarship Fund    1,000.00 35.00 
The Mary Hartwell Catherwood Scholarship    1.000.00 35.00 
The Francis Wayland Shepardson Scholarship.    5,000.00 175.00 
The Cora Whitcomb Shepardson Scholarship    5,000.00 175.00 
The Herbert F. Stilwell Scholarship Fund    2,500.00 87.50 
The Samuel B. Brierly Scholarship Fund  20,250.00 600.00 
The Class of 1913 Scholarship Fund    1,000.00 35.00 
The Class of 1917 War Memorial Scholarship Fund    3,358.00 100.00 
The George H. Shorney Scholarship Fund    5,000.00 150.00 
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AYMI.MU.E FOR STUDKNTt IN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
Tht Eliia Smart Shrnar.Uon Scholarship Fund $ 2.500.00 87.50 
The Gertrude Carhartt Breblord Memorial Finn! 1.00000 35.00 
hotarship funds the following was established 
during the past ) car : 
The George H. S holarship Fund $5,000.00 
Contributed by G Herbert Shornej o< Chicago in memory of 
In- father, George 11. Shorney, The income only 1- to In- uied for 
a scholarship to be awarded annually to a superior student in the 
University in need ol financial assistance. 
a! Scholarships 
Poi  Baptist Ministers 
Sons an*! daughters of Baptist ministers and missionaries may, 
upon application and approval by the Student Aid Committee, re- 
ceive a tram of (50.00 a semester. This aid is given in recognition 
of Denison"* heritage from the Baptist denomination throughout 
the entire history of the college, The grant will lie continued dur- 
ing the student's ourse it a satisfactory record is main- 
tained. 
The IjVeme Noyes Scholarship Fund 
Certain scholarship funds are available from the income of the 
LaVerne Noyes Estate for men who served in the World War and 
their children. The numlxr and amount oi grants is limited an- 




. ■     " 
i.'<  I- etel  r l    '.' 5.000.00 
Fund 9,028.00 
di  Hi ted Put d        l OOtMM 
The Ida S  Fisher Loan Fund 
The C. L William. Alumni Loan Fund 
The Clan ol 1927 Lc«i Fund 
The Phi Beta Kappa Loan Fund 
Asher KM g Mail i •  Loan Fund 
Edward Gear Ewart Loan Fun<l 
I'.slxmtiled 
■ Available 







250.00 100 00 
1.000.00 350.00 
.WO 00 100.00 
15000 50.00 
Scholastic Awards 
1. PHI BETA KAPPA 
The Phi Beta Kappa Society was founded more than one hun- 
dred and fifty years ago for the purpose of recognizing and encour- 
tging scholarly pursuits among college students. The chapter at 
Denison, known as Theta of Ohio, was instituted in January 1911. 
New members are elected each year from those who have the 
highest standing in scholarship in the junior and senior classes. 
The Phi Society was organized in 1926 by the Phi Beta Kap- 
pa to encourage scholarship among the members of the freshman 
class. Membership is gained by winning 56 scholastic points in the 
freshman year. 
2. HONORS 
1. Annual Honors. Annual honors are awarded at the end of each 
year to (he members of each class according to the following standard: not 
less than twenty-four hours of A grade, the remainder not lower than B 
grade. The total number of hours for the year shall not be less than thirty- 
two (or their equivalent) except when courses 111, 112, 211, 212 in Physical 
Education are being taken, in which case the total number of hours exclusive 
of these courses should not be less than thirty. Grades made in the required 
courses in physical education are not to be counted in competing for Annual 
Honors. Laboratory or teaching fellows whose schedules have to be reduced 
to make room for their work as assistants may have such reduction con- 
sidered as part of the 32 hours. 
2. General Honors. General Honors arc awarded at graduation only, 
according to the following standard: Ninety-three or more hours of A 
grade, the remainder not lower than B grade. Grades made in Physical 
Education 111, 112, 211, 212, are not to be counted in competing for Gen- 
eral Honors. 
3. Departmental Honors. Departmental Honors arc awarded at grad- 
uation only, to those who have obtained a standing of A in one or more 
departments in courses amounting to not less than twenty-four semester 
hours, provided that there shall have been no grade less than B in any other 
courses which may have been taken in the department. In Modern Lan- 
guages no first-year courses may be counted for departmental honors. 
4. Special Honors. Special Honors are awarded at graduation only, 
according to the following plan: Any regularly classified student who has 
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maintains!  an  A  rank  IT:  KM  leu  Umi  hall  of   his  work during five suc- 
leucsters of  the freshman, top] first  half  of junior 
e   bi km  C ■  may with the 
consent - for booon in s,»me selected 
department of The office of the Reg- 
istrar. 
All I. ill entitle the student tu have his name placed 
upon the records of the Universitj with the statement of the Hocwn which 
received, the fad nay be en| it In- diploma, shall be an- 
nounced on t'onimencenu: ■ published in tlie annual catalog. 
3.  GlADUATI  SCHOLARSHIP 
The Denison University Tuition Scholarship is one of the 
Ohio College Tuition Scholarships established by the Trustees of 
The Ohio State I fi Open t" graduates of Denison for 
one yeai    '.' m   ai | qualified students are made from year 
to year by the President and the two 11 
4. RHODES SCHOLARSHIP 
Men who have completed their sophomore year at   Denison 
University are eligible to compete for the Cecil Rhodes Scholar- 
ship, tenable for thn ird University, Kngland. with 
a Btipet year. These scholarships are awarded on 
'll1' combined basis of character, scholarship, athletics, and leader- 
ship in extra-curricular activities.    Further  information  may  be 
obtain.-.! from the Secretary of the Rhodes Scholarship Comrait- 
I r Ohio,  Professor Uigh Alexander, Oberlin 
College, Oberlin, (Ihio 
5.  PRIZES 
I.   The Lewis  Literal)   Prize  Contest,   These prizes were 
given to tie Franklin and Calliopean literary societies by   Mr. 
i T.Lewis idem of the Board of Trustees, and 
are n..w continued by h .■. ird Lewis and Prank Lewis 
of the classes ■ I 1900and I'*'-', respectively. During recent years 
''"' P' I * excellence in extempore speech. 
Com|>elition is open to men students. 
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2. The Samson Talbot Bible Reading Contest. This is an 
endowed prize for the best reading of Scripture and is open to 
seniors and juniors.  The prizes are $20 and $15 respectively. 
3. The Gilpatrick Scholarship. This is endowed by a fund 
contributed through the Society of the Alumni by former students 
and friends of Professor John Lord Gilpatrick. It is open to 
seniors and is awarded annually by the faculty upon the basis of 
excellence in mathematics. 
4. The Woodland Prizes in Chemistry. J. Ernest Wood- 
land, '91, bequeathed to the University, in honor of his father, 
William Henry Woodland, the sum of $5,000.00 for the establish- 
ment of two annual prizes: $150.00 for the best, and $50,00 for 
the second best original thesis on some phase of Chemistry in its 
relation to everyday industrial life. These prizes are to be award- 
ed annually as follows: 
(a) One hundred and fifty dollars to the student, in full and 
regular standing in any course in Denison University leading to 
the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Science, who shall prepare un- 
der the direction of the head of the Chemistry Department of Den- 
ison University, and present at the end of his or her junior year, 
the best original thesis on some phase of chemistry in its relation 
to industrial or everyday life. 
(b) Fifty dollars to the student, in full and regular standing 
in any course in Denison University leading to the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts or Science, who shall prepare, under the direc- 
tion of the head of the Chemistry Department of Denison Univer- 
-iiy, and present at the end of his or her junior year, the second 
best original thesis on some phase of chemistry in its relation to 
industrial or everyday life. 
The purpose of these prizes is to stimulate a wholesome inter- 
est in the practical applications of the science of chemistry. 
For 1939-1940 the subject of the thesis is "Chemistry and 
Defensive Warfare." 
Students contesting for these prizes must register formally 
with the Detriment on or before November 15 of each college 
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yeai . and these* must be submitted in final form "ii or before May 
15 of each college year. 
5. The Freshman Chemistr) Prize. \ prize of $25.00 is 
offered t<> the student making the best record in Chemistry Hi- 
ll-'. 
6 Ray Sanford SI.HU English True- Mr. Henr) S. Stout 
of Dayton offers in mentor) of hi- brother a first prize "i S3) and 
a second prize of $11 for excellence in short star] writing. Manu- 
scripts should be submitted by May 1. 
7 Jeannie Osgood Chambers Memorial Prizes.   I>r. T. F. 
Chambers of Granvill - wifi I first prize 
of $50 and a second prize of S-'.; to members of the junior and 
senior classes foi excellence in the study of some English writer. 
Essays should be submitted b) May I. 
8. German Prize. Mr. Ernst Beutler, Director of the C.oethe 
Museum in Frankfurt am Main, offers through the Carl Schurz 
Memorial Foundation a set of Schiller'- Work* for excellence in 
German. 
9 The Samuel Robert Skinner French Prize. Associate Pro- 
fessor Laurence Hervej Skinner of Miami University, Oxford, 
,)l:' for excellence in French in honor of 
his father, a Denison graduate, class of 1895 To be eligible a stu- 
'l™' IIU|-' bea senior > n French a- In. or her major 
interesl ent will be determined by means of an oral 
exanrinatii n ■■ i lucted by thi Modern Language department, and 
designed to select that student who excels in 1 i an appreciative 
understanding and use of French as a living language whether 
"':'1 "r printed ithetk attitude toward and know- 
■ of Freni i. .nil:.. 
'"• Prize in Economics A prize of $25.00 is 
a*'! em illed ... Economics 420 who 
shall prepare the best ori, u determined by outside 
' >"' ■ ''"-am problem m Economics approved 
by the head of tin Department, 
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11. Clii Omega Sociology Prize. The Delta Gamma Chapter 
of Chi Omega offers a prize of $25.00 at commencement to the 
-enior woman student who has the highest scholastic standing in 
I he Department of Sociology. 
12. Annie M. MacNeill Poetry Prizes. Miss MacNeill of 
the English Department offers a first prize of $10 and a second 
prize of $5 for excellence in the writing of poetry. Manuscripts 
should be submitted by May 1. 
General Information 
U iCATION 
Granvtlle, founded am .  eking Hills by colonists from 
Massachusetts in 1805, has been an educational center for over a 
century. 
It i- reached from east or wesl bj R< utea 1<> and 37. anil by 
Routes ("1 and ;~ from north "r south. Columbui is twenty-sera 
miles wesl on Route 16. Thi inia and the Baltimore & 
Ohio t., through Newark, county scat of Licking Coun- 
ty,   seven miles east -ions by but service can 
be  made   with   Newark.   Delaware,  ami   Columbus.    Greyhound 
busses east and wesl connect with more distant points. 
CAMPUS 
The ami utilizes 22? acres of land located 
the village of Granville. The- principal buildings i twenty- 
six in numl>er) arc situated on a horscshoc-sha|>ed hill. At one end 
are dornnt ries for L'irK. at the other, fraternity houses. Between 
are the chapel, the hhrary. and other academic buildings, The hill 
enclosea below it athletic fields (or all students. 
The athletic held, named Deeds Field in honor of the donor, 
D vice-cl lirman of the Board of 
•■    November 4. 1922   The football field oc- 
• Iter of College Hill. It 
is in thi n oval, open I Ranked by a con- 
00   The north side of the 
stadium close a field house, containing 
baths,  lockeri  and   other  accomodations 
for the players   Recently ii lights make possible night 
ntly laid out with an oval 
key field for the women's athletic depart- 
1    ' field it is now possible for 





Swasey Chapel—The gift of Dr. Ambrose Swasey. The 
auditorium lias a seating capacity of 1300. Behind the screen in 
the apse is built a 3-manual Austin organ. The tower contains a 
chime of ten bells in memory of Mrs. I,avinia Marston Swasey. 
William Howard Doane Memorial Library-A gift in 
memory of William Howard Doane by Mrs. George W. Doane 
and Miss Ida 1". Doane. Contains 130.000 volumes in stacks and 
reading rooms. Seating capacity for 200 students. Excellent col- 
lections in the fields of American. English, and classical literatures, 
in u s i c and the fine arts. Three hundred and sixteen current 
magazinea and newspaper! received. Approximately 2500 volumes 
are added annually. 
Whisler Memorial Hospital—A gift in honor of Helen 
Arnett Whisler by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Whisler. 
Capacity for 16 patients, facilities for 28, provision for clinic 
service and for isolation of contagious cases. 
Doane Administration Hall—The gift of Dr. William 
Howard Doane. Contains the offices of the president, deans, reg- 
istrar, bursar, and business manager as well as class-rooms. 
Barney Memorial Hall—A gift in memory of Eliam E. 
Barney by his son, Eugene J. Barney. Familiarly known as Science 
Hall—used for instructional purposes. 
Cleveland Hall—A gift from friends resident in Cleveland, 
Ohio,—used for men's physical education and other instructional 
purpose*. 
Doane Gymnasium—The gift of Dr. William Howard 
Doane,—used for women's physical education. 
Swasey Observatory—The gift of Dr. Ambrose Swasey 
—contains nine-inch equatorial and four-inch zenith telescopes. 
Marsh Hall—Named in honor of a former professor, 
Fletchor O. Marsh, familiarly known as the Old Brick. A part of 
the building is used for student publications and the Carnegie 
musical collection. 
100802 
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Talbot Hall—Named in bonot of tin- fifth president. Con- 
tain:, laboratories and classrooms on lower floors. 
Chemistry Cottage—Contain! laboratories and class- 
rooma 
Thresher Hall Known as Conservator] oi Music. Named 
for a former professor. On the site ol the lir>t Baptist Church 
in Granville, 
Recital Hall -Adjoins Thresher; used (or public recitals. 
Seating capacity 350. 
Wigwam A temporary structure, used for basketball and 
intramural contests   Seating capacit) 1630. 
Broadway Office Building—The gift of Mr. and Mrs. 
Percv 1. Wilt-ec. Contains the offices of the Secretary of the 
Board of Trustees, tl of the Alumni Society, and the 
Director of Publicity, 
RESIDENCE HALLS FOR WOMEN 
Shaw Hall, named in honor of President and Mrs. Avery 
A. Shaw.  (70)'. 
Sawyer Hall named in honor of an early benefactor of 
higher education for women in Granville. (65) 
Beaver Hall, named in honor of Mr- Mary Thresher Beav- 
er. (65) 
Stone Hall, named in honor of Rex Marsena Stone, a 
former professoi    I 69 i 
King Hall, named in honor of a former trustee, Mr J   W 
King. (32) 
Burton Hall, named in honor of the founders of an early 
school for girl-. I)r. and Mrs. Nathan S. Burton. (29) 
Monomoy Place, formerly a private residence.  (27) 
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Parsons Hall, formerly a private residence.   (30) 
Gilpatrick House, formerly the residence of Professor John 
L. Gilpatrick. (14) 
East Cottage. (14) 
RESIDENCE HALLS FOR MEN 
Freshmen. 
Curtis Hall. Made |x>ssible by the l>equest of Annetta R. 
Jewell in memory of her son, Lanson Stage Curtis of the Class of 
1896. A residence and dining hall for freshman men. Under erec- 
tion and will foe ready for use September, 1940.   (84) 
Talbot Hall.   (30) 
' 'pperclassmin. 
Nine Fraternity Houses. 
Private Residences. 
DINING HALLS 
For women—Shejiardsun Commons; Colwcll House. 
For men—Curtis Hall. 
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE 
This is a distinct department of the University and is super- 
vised by the college physician and two registered nurses. In the 
Whislcr Memorial Hospital is located the college clinic, where stu- 
dents may have unlimited medical attention. The physician is avail- 
able at certain hours for consultation, examination and treatment, 
when necessary.  A trained nurse is on duty at all times. 
In case of need each student is entitled, each semester, to 3 
days of care in the hospital, with no additional charge. For periods 
in excess of this time, a charge of $4.00 ]>er day is made. Only 
unusual medical or surgical treatment is charged against the stu- 
dent. This includes calls at student rooms, special nurses, or un- 
usual medicines or appliances. 
'Numbers In parenthesis represent the total accommodation!. 
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kins PO« HEALTH 
1. Especial mention i- given i o( milk supply. 
irized milk which i- used in tl lining halla is fur- 
I are chosen with 
especial cart for their definite health value prepared properly, and 
-' --?. furnishes an 
ample supply nal purity.   Subsequently, in 
ning plant which makes 
il" watei 11 impurities. The water 
• (iranvitle, is subject to regula- 
te Board of Health which alters the excel- 
lence 
PHYSIC M EOUI ATION 
All new students a thorough physical examination 
ifter matriculation.   The information thus gained assists in 
•k in physical education prescribed for all dur- 
jrears in college   The Denison program in 
physical education provides such training as will meet hygienic 
and recreational needs. 
ram "i intra-mural contests is an 
import versified according to season develop 
build group spirit and Denison loyalty.   In in- 
n is a member of the Ohio Confer- 
ence. 
Association in cooperation with the 
Education for Women conducts interclass 
and other intramun Is and tournaments in all garner and 
In addition to ■ ,...,.. ,|H.  .\thletic As- 
•    n in conjunction with tl Board makes an attempt 
"' ""''' lne ' tUdl Ml through its offerings 
in the more individualized types of activity, such things as skat- 
ing, skiing, hiking in the open air and -wli indoo        i        as ping- 
pong, shuffle board, etc. 
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The WOinen's Athletic Association owns and operates a cabin 
in the Welsh Hills which serves as a center for outing and camp- 
. rail wink    Every Other year a course in camp leadership is con- 
d in an authority on rammer camping who is invited to 
I lenison. 
The Women's Athletic Association is a member of the Ath- 
letic Federation of College Women, a national organization for the 
purpose of furthering athletic and recreational interests of col- 
lege women. Membership is also maintained in the Ohio Confer- 
ence of Athletic Associations. 
LIBRARY 
The college library is both a repository for books and a cul- 
tural workshop. Appropriate surroundings make reading attrac- 
tive. The rooms for reference, for current periodicals promote in- 
tellectual activity, the room for American and for English liter- 
atures encourages reading for enjoyment and advancement. A 
competent staff of nine is prepared to assist every student to be- 
come acquainted with the building, its catalog room, delivery desk 
routine, use of reference works and to help in obtaining the ma- 
terials needed in various courses. 
A Library Manual giving instruction as to Library resources, 
use, and location of collections, as well as important regulations 
which students will need to know for their efficient use of library 
material, will be given to each entering Freshman. 
The Library is open daily from 8:30 A.M. until 9 P.M. On 
Saturday the Library is open from 8:30 A.M. until 5:30 P.M., 
"ri Sunday from 2 P.M. until 5 P.M. 
All books with the exception of Reference Hooks and Period- 
icals may be taken from the Library for home use. Hooks from 
the Reserve Reading Room circulate only for overnight. Other 
books circulate for two weeks and may l>c renewed once. Pines 
are charged if books are kept overdue, liooks which are not in 
the Library when requested will be reserved for any student, upon 
being returned to the Library. 
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
While encouraging the fullest measure possible of student 
sell-government, the University re< that individual! 
and groups among the i uates require a reasonable amount 
of i" in their various undertakings whether or not 
urriculum. 
rnmtnt A The government 
HI students in i itive i" their own interests, rests in the 
hands o( this association which functions through a senate, a 
men's and  ■ ouncil, and beards i i control in the various 
fields of Student activity. 
Chap I the ideals of the institution 
and for the cultivation of tin- community life of the college in a 
definitely ihip arc held in 
Swasej   Chapel i n Monday ami Wednesday throughout the year. 
Religious. The Young Men's Christian Association and the 
Young Women'- Christian n are directed by their cab- 
inet-, composed of student and faculty members. 
Lectures  and  Concerts     It iton with the Granville 
Festival '. concerts and lectures is arranged 
to which all student- are admitted without   further charge upon 
presentatii n of theii Student Activity Ticket. 
/-id ' fie. The Franklin and Calliopcan Literary So- 
cieties, dating back to the early days of Denison, arc ]>er|>etuated 
by tlit! Fra pean Society, whose meetings are devoted to 
the Study of literature. 
Tun Kappa Alpha, a national honorary fraternity, has in its 
membership student: who show excellence in public speaking. Sev- 
eral debates with other colleges are held each year, under the guid- 
ance of the Board ol Control of Debate and Oratory and the 
Department of Speei h 
Three regular publications are carried on by Denison stu- 
dent-: r/u Denisonian, a weekly newspaper; the Adytum, the col- 
lege annual; ami the Portfolio, a quarterly literary magazine, pub- 
lished for the tir-t time in 1937-38 and intended to stimulate cre- 
ative writing. 
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i hitstanding work in Dramatics is rewarded by election to 
University Players. Further recognition is given in the Junior and 
Senior year to those few University Players who have distinguish- 
ed themselves by an election to Masquers. This is the highest dra- 
matic honor one can  receive at  Denison.   Tryouts  for plays are 
open to all Students doing satisfactory academic work. 
Musical. The Denison Glee Club, the Shepardson Glee Club, 
the D. U. Hand, the University Orchestra, the Engwerson Choral 
Society, and the cha|x.-l and church choirs furnish ample oppor- 
tunity for the training of musical talent. (For fuller description 
see below, Conservatory of Music, page 113). 
Departmental Organizations. The Denison Scientific Associa- 
tion, organized by the late Professor Clarence Luther Ilerrick in 
1887, is not only the oldest departmental organization on the 
campus but also is the most inclusive in its activities and interests. 
The Association publishes the Journal of the Scientific Labor- 
atories, founded by C. L. Ilerrick. Its merit is recognized by 
learned societies in all parts of the world, many of which receive 
the Journal in exchange for their own publications. Hy this means 
the Association has built up a valuable collection of scientific works 
from the leading scientific societies of our own and other countries. 
The Association holds bi-weekly meetings, open to all, at 
which lectures and reports of investigations on current scientific 
topics are presented by professors of Denison and other institu- 
tions. Faculty and students are thus made acquainted with the 
progress of science in many fields. 
Similar to the Scientific Association in organization and pur- 
pose is the Denison Language Union representing the faculty and 
students in the departments of English, Classical and Modern 
languages and Speech. Departmental societies, sharing similar 
aims with the Scientific Association and co-operating with it, are 
maintained by some of the departments of instruction. Their ob- 
ject is to encourage investigation of topics that are allied to the 
courses of instruction and are of special interest. Faculty and stu- 
dents participate in the discussions. 
Departments and Courses of Instruction 
The departments of instruction are listed in alphabetical order. 
Courses oi instruction are listed with the descriptive title, general 
outline, period of recitation, and semester hours of credit. The 
number of the course indicates n the curriculum for 
which tin primarily intended, 100-199 for freshmen, 
200-_"" • es, etc In general, the odd-numbered court! 
given in the first semester, and the even-numbered ones in the 
second semester, unless "• sted.   The Roman numeral 
indicati - the ;■■ riod in the daily schedule at which the class meets, 
and the arabic numeral indicates the semester hours of credit given 
for the course. 
Four-hour courses at periods I am! II meet on Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday; at all other periods, on 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. Three-hour courses 
at |" nd II meet on  Monday, Wednesday and Friday; at 
periods III and IV. on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday; at 
periods VI and VII, on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. Two-hour 
courses al I meet on the day omitted in the 
three-hour schedule, mile- The halMiour from 
10 to li' 30 A M hapel and assembly periods. 
■   F 
" 
Hours 
i   ourui     Z-hour comrut 
M Til Tli W F 
U w 





MR. KING, MR. DEAN AND ASSISTANT 
The two-fold aim of the Department of Art is (1) general 
culture by self-expression in line, color, form and the general ap- 
preciation of art, and (2) the basic technical preparation for the 
professional fields of the fine and useful arts based on the integra- 
tion of art processes and ideals with the general courses of instruc- 
tion and included in the liberal arts curriculum. 
The courses are arranged in two sequences and it is advisable 
for the student to study the nature of the courses in each of these 
sequences before he registers in art. Those who do not intend to 
major in art but who wish to include appreciation and achieve- 
ment in art as a [art of their general cultural background will find 
courses 101, 103-104, 203-204, 303-304, 403-404 especially design- 
ed for them. 
Art majors who expect to begin preparation for the profes- 
sional fields of painting, design, teaching, architecture, advertising, 
and industrial design should begin with the elementary courses, 
111-112, then consult with the department for a proper sequence 
of courses in advance study. 
NON-MAJOR SEQUENCE 
101.   AITKECIATION of ART.   A course designed to give the layman an 
intelligent appreciation of  the basic elements  and  fundamental principles 
underlying all art with emphasis on their importance as they contribute to 
the esthetic qualities of   the architecture,  sculpture,  and  painting  of the 
in world Open to all students.  Repeated each semester. VI, 3. 
103-104. ELEMENTS or ART. A course especially designed for non- 
majors which includes the study of freehand drawitig and design. Sketching 
in pencil and charcoal from nature, still life and casts alternated with prob- 
lems of pure design and art structure including work in clay modeling, cast- 
ing, Mock printing, and other craft media. Not offered in 1940-41. Not open 
'" majors. I-II, 3. 
20.1-204, 303-304, 403-404. MINOR TECHNICAL PROBLEMS. This course 
i.s opened by permission of the department to those non-major students who 
show talent in painting, design, and drawing, and who wish to pursue ad- 
vance problems in the fine and useful arts. I-II, 3. 
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MAJOR SEQUENCE 
111*112.    DtAWlRC AM' DttiGSi     ' Ipen to Madnti of marked creative 
ability who expect to major in this department.    Similar in plan to 10.1-104 
hut  a   much more intensive  -tu<1y  ot   hasdasneatall     Five  two hour  labor- 
periodl per week 1II-IV, 5. 
205.   Hi<Ti»k* of  \ A itud) "i 'he history 
oi ar* .     :rom the carln-t lima down to 1500.   Three 
lectori ^ ind raporti   Open to 
non-ni H, 3. 
•. ART.    A continuation of 
Art  -' -i separately.   Open 
to non-majors. 11, 3. 
12    t':i   1'MV the organi7,,tii.ii and execution 
of pictorial units ■       ■   del with the 
presentation. 
Three two ! .112.    III-IV, 3. 
411-412    Po I                                         .life with spici.il emphasis 
on the delit rator-   periods  per 
week    I 10( the department          Vl-VII, 3. 
431. Tneosv AND I An. A course dealing with 
the teaching am! . publk schools, Laboratory assign- 
ment! dsites, 206, 312 ■>"'! 'tate 
"':" to be arranged No* 
■  10-41 3. 
221-222,   21   22  4JI -422.   UAJO« TKUNICAL PaoaUMi.   This count 
■   i     Iq .rni. ni to those majoi . -how 
particular • .'t;, drawing, or painting iso to pursue 
advanced pro! fine and u* ml arts J- • 
''ing Advertising Art 
Industrial Di 
Easel and Mural P 
ng and Decoration VI VII, 2. 
Textile Design and Printing III, 3. 
Fine Arts 201.    "lmroduction to Form. ..i the Fine Arts."  A funda- 
mc" identl who have had no speei.il training 
in " : an-   The basil  form- and the elementary 
principle, will U exp ,.„nple with the objective of in- 
creasing ii, is. First si master open only to 
UB|K'"      v runm and tipperclassmen.  En- 
rollment limited to 40 




The courses listed below are intended to meet the require- 
ments of both scientific and non-scientific students. Those desiring 
a non-technical knowledge of astronomy as part of their general 
education will take the course in Descriptive Astronomy. Qualified 
students of mathematics and physics will find in the more advanced 
courses, numerous applications of their special knowledge. 
The student planning to major in astronomy should begin 
with the descriptive course. The remaining courses are planned to 
supply the training necessary as a preliminary to graduate study 
at one of the larger observatories. They may be taken in whatever 
order seems most suitable for the individual student. 
The requirements for a major in astronomy are, 24 hours 
credit in the courses listed below, the Calculus, Physics 111-112, 
333 and 334. 
Courses 111 and 112 are intended primarily for those who 
desire an elementary acquaintance with the nature of the physical 
universe. Those who wish a four-hour laboratory course may elect 
Astronomy 113 and 114 in combination with 111 and 112. 
111. DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMY. 3 lectures per week. The earth is dis- 
cussed as an aslronumical body, and as the observing platform from which 
the universe is surveyed. The physical characteristics of the solar system as 
a whole, and of the individual planets and other members, and the methods 
by which this information is obtained are described as fully as is possible 
without requiring previous training in mathematics and physics.       II, VI, 3. 
112. DESCRIPTIVE ASTRONOMV (continued). 3 lectures per week. This 
course forms a natural sequel to Astronomy 111, but the latter is not pre- 
requisite. The sun is studied in detail as the nearest and best-known of the 
stars. Following this, the principal topics are the characteristics of stars of 
various kinds, the organization of stars into clusters and galaxies, and the 
struciure of the Milky Way and the universe of galaxies. The methods used 
in modern astronomical research arc stressed wherever possible.     II, VI, 3. 
113. LABORATORY ASTRONOMY. One two-hour evening laboratory period 
per week. This course is devoted principally to laboratory problems intended 
to clarify the lecture material of Astronomy 111.   Visual telescopic obser- 
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ration whenever weatlter per- 
mits.  May l>c taken only in cocnbinatii ■      "   \--r i   my 111. 
■ rating, 7:30-9:30.  1. 
11-* \     i^mu.ition of Astron- 
omy 111-112, para! Asti ■   11J 
iv evening, 7:30-9:30.   1. 
-11 212    PRACTICAL Asn ■   imdMMntal stel- 
lar positions, I ".ires and observa- 
111-11- Arr. 4. 
215 ill in more detail than does 
llli' it utronony,   The 
methoi attention.   Open to 
1 111-112                       lifted students.           Ill, 3. 
-"" •     ■      In this cour-e the in- 
strriTi those 
11■'■ noonr,   Ob- 
::ncro- 
:<   photometer, and various prohlctns in 
mithiti reach oi  the ob- 
Prereonisite, course 
111-112.0. 215, 
--'  -- tssion, and read- 
•n* ' -    'v  lo qualified students, Hours 
and ir 
iral   and   differential 
•    ■• n i 1940-41. 
Ill, 3. 
•"' ,   the  interests 
*"ri l'T 1.  Open to qualified Undents.   Offered 
rithei 140 4i ln  3 
ring a course is given in 
ription, s<r Engineering Science 332. 
BOTANY 
MR.  SI I- KNKY 
'"""-' < -ati'm of living organisms and 
'"' ■''" '"' uds and race* throuffa re- 
production and evolution. The COUCH does not follow the hues of elementary 
botany of secondary school and la designed equally for those entering with 
BOTANY 63 
or without such course. This course satisfies the Biology requirements of 
Slate of Ohio, Department of Education. lectures and quiz Tuesday and 
Thursday, IV. Laboratory, two sections, Monday or Wednesday, 1II-IV.    3. 
113-114, DESCRIPTIVE AND SYSTEMATIC BOTANV. A general treatment 
ol the higher flowering plants, emphasizing structure and function in the 
first semester and identification and classification in the second. An intensive 
course in elementary botany, as an introduction to the subject and for pros- 
pective teachers. Field trips alternate with laboratory studies during the 
open season of both semesters. Open to all. VI-VII, 3 or 4. 
209. ECONOMIC BOTANY. A lecture course dealing with man's relation 
to plants and plant life. The plant as a food-building machine, the world'i 
food supply, fuel, drug plants, fiber plants, poisonous plants, lumber, forest 
inllucnces and conservation, and ornamental plants and landscaping are 
among the topics included. Open to all. II, 2. 
210. BACTERIOLOGY or DISEASE. A lecture course dealing with germ 
diseases, from the standpoint of personal and public hygiene. The nature 
of pathogenic bacteria and their toxins, modes of infection, disease resistance 
and immunity, and the use of protective and preventive measures.   Open to 
nl election. H( 2. 
211-212. FIELD AND FLORISTIC BOTANY. A course dealing with the 
vegetation of selected areas, as worked out in actual field study. Emphasis 
is placed upon the composition of the various plant associations considered, 
in correlation with the specific climatic, cdaphic and biotic factors making 
up its environment. The course is logically a continuation of Botany 113- 
114, which course, or its equivalent, is prerequisite. Hours to be arranged. 
' offered in 1940-41. Arr. 3 or 4. 
213-214. PUNT MORPHOLOGY, A very general survey of the plant 
kingdom, with a study of type forms from the lowest to the highest orders. 
One all-day field trip and several shorter excursions each semester. Alter- 
nates with courses 315-316. Prerequisites, Courses 111-112 or 113-114, or 
Zoology 111-112. Not offered in 1940-41. 
Rec. T. and Th. Ill, Lab. W. and F., III-IV, 4. 
315-316. PUNT HISTOLOCY AND PHYSIOLOGY. The study of cells, tis- 
sues, and organs of higher plants, and of the relation of these structures to 
Hie processes. Special attention is given to the technique of microscopic 
^•lu'ly during the first semester, and to experimental methods during the 
second. Alternates with courses 213-214. Prerequisites, courses 111-112 or 
113-114. Offered in 1940-41. 
Rec. T. and Th. Ill, Lab. W. and F., III-IV, 4. 
317-318. BACTERIOLOGY. An elementary course introducing the student 
to the nature and activities of bacteria, and to the technique and methods of 
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bacteriologw . rued m addition lo course 
111-112 ■   111-112, the regular prerequisite for this course.   Not 
10-41. 4. 
417-418.    B                     M:M>.    The .pics with re- 
p >r'- in class tcrs may he taken. 
Abilil                             • German is dt pen to juokx   anil seniors 
only.   Prerequisite, course  111-112 and in additional  year's work in the 
department.  Hours to be arranged. Arr. 2. 
419-420 A lifted problem lead- 
ing to reasearch in botany. T1 only by cimipctent 
students, and with consent of the head oi the department. Hours arranged 
individually Arr. 2-5. 
CHEMISTRY 
MB. EBAUGH, MK  EVUBAM 
■ Chemistry are advised to take courses 
111-112, 213-214, 223-224, 411-412, and 413-414. If they can- 
not present tin courses 411-412, enough credits 
must be oil thei chemistry courses to make up the mini- 
mum of 24 hours. A deposit oi $3 for breakage and non-return- 
alile Supplies will be required in all course.-, except 113. 209. 210. 
311. 31.'.  113. 414. 
109-110. Com try. (For women 
only*. An introdu emistry with practical applications to 
dom< prerequisite. Clan periods, Wednes- 
day and Fri.'.ay IV. Laboratory, Monday, VI-VH              .'.  Mr. F.luugh. 
111-112 GEROUI CnCMISTSY, Principles and theories of chemistry, 
the ouantiv •   ^iiiel  the application oi   chemistry to 
the aff.nr- istry.   It  i. rcrommended that a student 
complete  . coui i mentarj physics or chemistry as a preparation for 
,his ' ! Wednesday, II, or Tuesday 
and  Thursday.  VII     Laboratory,  Tuesday  and Thursday,  1  and   II. or 
Monday and Wednesday, VI and VII 4.  Mr. Khaugh. 
11.1.   CHIHICAI   AajTBMtn      Sup,   memary recitations tor Chemistry 
111. dev.,ted chiefly to problem work.   Class period, Friday.  II 
1.   Mr. Ebaugh. 
CHEMISTRY 65 
21W-210. ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. The principles of chem- 
istry, with thorough drill in the application o( basic laws and theories to 
the structure of substances. Prerequisite, Chemistry 112. Class periods, 
Tuesday and Thursday, II. 2.  Mr. Everhart. 
213.   Qi-Ai.iTATivE ANALYSIS.    Reactions of metallic and nan-metallic 
ind the analysis of mixtures of increasing difficulty; underlying theories 
IK emphasized constantly.   Prerequisite. Chemistry 112.  Class period, Mon- 
day. IV.   Laboratory. Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, VI-VII. 
4.   Mr. Everhart. 
214 QUANTITATIVE A.VAI.VSIS. Gravimetric, volumetric, electrolytic 
and electrometric methods of analysis: drill in calculations and fundamental 
theories, Prerequisite, Chemistry 21.!. Class period, Monday, IV. Labor- 
atory. Tuesday, Thursday anil Friday, VI-VII. 4.   Mr.  Ebaugh. 
221-224. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. A study of carbon compounds, accom- 
panied by the preparation of typical organic substances, determination of 
physical constants and chemical properties, and practice in the use of tests 
employed in sin-rial branches of chemistry. Prerequisite, Chemistry 112. 
Clasi periods, Monday and Wednesday, I. Laboratory, Thursday or Friday, 
HI. 3.   Mr. Everhart. 
225 226. Supplementary laboratory periods for Chemistry 221-224, de- 
voted to advanced assignment*, organic analysis, and special methods. Hours 
to be arranged 1.  Mr. Everhart. 
.111.112. CHEMISTRY of INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS. (For men only). 
I lie application of chemistry to processes and problems of industry and 
business, Prerequisite, Chemistry 112. Class period, Wednesday and Fri- 
day, III: supplemented by regular inspection trips to plants.   2. Mr. Ebaugh. 
313-314. ADVANCED QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. Special methods of an- 
alysis in the following groups: (a) metallurgical analysis, (b) water, (c) 
gas, (d) foodstuffs, (c) technical analysis for specific industries. Prere- 
quisite, Chemistry 214, and for (d), Chemistry 224.   Laboratory periods to 
'■"' "lr-,l<"1 2.  Mr. Ebaugh. 
411 412. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY. (Theoretical Chemistry.) Modern 
theories of the atomic concept of matter, energy in chemical systems, the 
■Olid, liquid and gaseous states of aggregation, solutions, chemical equi- 
librium, thermochemistry, electrochemistry, photochemistry, and colloid 
chemistry. Prerequisites, Chemistry 214 and 224; Physics 112 (and labor- 
atory course), and Calculus. Class periods, Tuesday and Friday, IV. Labor- 
XL iiday „r Wednesday, VI-VII. 3.   Mr. Everhart. 
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CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
MR. DSAN 
A major ii Cls '     pa eamayl npletfauj Lfl hours 
in I.ii ol the 
■  lent. 
' in the UK of 
Greek                                           ecured as 101, J01, 202, 
-'"4 phy 331, »nd 
Mlht r   1 
Counts in Classical Civilization 
- eh or Latin Langua| 
V tanrej   ■ ■  the cultural achieve- 
hrterpreU- 
sfay be included !n a I listi T . major. 
111,2. 
■   char- 
ac;" .i the 
III. 2. 
• in English ol tragedies,comediea, 
II, 2. 
BNCUIH     Ua l*xtry, 
ratory and pbilosoohy will 
'' II, 2. 
try   oi   Greek  and 
"""' :     " .     made   their 
■    ff. t. d in 1940-41. II, 2. 
''  " rtment o< History. 
'' of Art. 
lee hi. rtmenl ol Philosophy. 
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Language Courses 
GREEK 
111-112. Open to students of all classes. Learning the elements is com- 
bined with reading a famous and fascinating language. The aim of the 
course il t" develop the ability as quickly as possible to read some classical 
author. Word study and the Greek contribution to English vocabulary ii 
not overlooked. Arr.  3 
331-312 NEW TESTAMENT. Rapid reading in the Synoptic Gospels and 
the Epistles; study of the philology and interpretation of the portions read. 
Arr., 2. 
LATIN 
101. Selections from the Work of Cicero. Additional reading in Eng- 
!i-li from Cicero's writings. Open to students who have had two or three 
years of secondary Latin. VII  3. 
102. VIRGIL. Selections from the first six books of the Anuid; sup- 
plenKntary work as in course 101. Prerequisite, course 101, or 3 years of 
secondary Latin. VII  3 
111-112 SELECTIONS MOM LATIN LITERATURE. Authors, principally 
poets, not previously studied will be read. The aim of the course is to cor- 
relate ami supplement earlier work in Latin. Rapid reading and compre- 
hension will I* emphasized. For students who have had four years of Latin 
in llie.h School. VI 3. 
211. PLAUTUS  AND  OVIII.    Comedy  and  mythology.    Sight   reading. 
Arr., 3. 
212. PUNV AND CICCTO.   Letters and Essays. Arr., 3. 
311-312 VIRCIL. A study of the poems of Virgil and their place in 
the history of literature from points of view which cannot be emphasized 
in the preparatory school. Especially advised for students who expect to 
I Kane teachers of  I„itin in secondary schools.   Not offered in 1910-41. VI, 3. 
■U5. METHODS IN LATIN. Lectures on teaching Latin in secondary 
schools. Discussion and study of special points, such as the aims of the 
study of Latin, high school Latin courses and text-books, and the corre- 
lation of Latin with other studies. Training in reading Latin aloud, and in 
writing Utin. Counts toward Education credit. Prerequisites, Education 211 
and .1 other hours, Psychology 211, 321.  Offered in 1940-41. I, 2-3. 
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EO >N( IMICS 
MR. GORDON, MI  D RN    RC, MR. TURMBULL, MR. MORROW 
A tnajoi in Economics requires ;i minimum of 17 hours. 
Majors in this department are required t" take Freshman Math- 
ematics, preferably 109 110, and are urged to elect as mam as 
possible "j the Eollowii timent -'11; 
History  22X-222 phj   223,  326;   P 211,  220; 
211-212.   Ptti                     1 Designed to pro- 
vide to prospective 
C Section 1 meets M. 
W. F. at 1 ,   T    i h   !•". at VI 
second semester                      3. Mi                         Dei Mr   I'urnbulL 
213 -'' - i 
* r th   department 
Ul students will t ire and twice a week 
W . IV Srtli.li I, T. Th .it I; 
t II lion *   U   W  ..i VI. 
Ui Den burg, Mi   TurnbulL 
-' : -' -     ' I ■ I eon 
bankruptcy 
aml ! I, 3   Mr  Morrow. 
-'     -'  ; rh.       II: required labor- 
*'•■ Vl-VIl .!    Mr. Dernburg. 
■i|:    MONEY AKD 211 212 or 213-2I4. 
III. 3.   Mr. Dernburg. 
i I  mi. ..i business or- 
| companies, ti    •- and 
'"'' ' airily 
' H3-2H in. 3   Mr  Dernburg. 
inters' efforts to in- 
collective bargaining; of 
ibor problem! through scientific management, 
■      .II.     Ml 
■ ' N. by legislation    Prere- 
-'" -''-'"'  ' IV, 3.   Mr. Gordon. 
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319 PBINCntBfl or INSURANCE The primary purpose of this course 
i- to give future buyers of insurance some idea of insurance costs and how 
premium- arc calculated, to explain differences among the numerous types 
i i contract! and to compare types of insurance companies. While chief em- 
phasis will In- placed on life insurance, health, accident, fire and automobile 
insurance will IK- considered  Restricted to Seniors.     VI, 3.  Mr. Turnout!. 
332.    ECONOMIC!  FOB CoNSUIins.    A practical course in which special 
given  to advertising,  from the consumer's point of   view.   Stu- 
art1 assigned to several s|»ecial projects designed to develop their art of 
buymanship,   Restricted to Seniors and Juniors. 
Ill, first semester; I. ill, second lemester; 3.  Mr. Gordon. 
410. PftlNCIFUU Of PUBLIC FINANCK. An extensive study of the 
lOUrceS ol governmental income with emphasis on the theories and incidence 
cation, borrowing and the growth and significance of puhlic expenditure. 
Prerequisites 211-212 or 213-214. II. 3.   Mr. Dernburg, 
413. RlCBNT l)i:vi:i.oi'MKMs IN ECONOMIC THOUGHT. A reading course 
in current economic journals.   T. 7 to 10 P.M. 3.   Mr. Cordon. 
415     CONTBMFOBABY   MONKTAHY   PBOBLBMS.    An   advanced   course   on 
rod banking concerned with the following topics: the gold standard 
in   its   various   forms;   mechanisms   of   international   payments   and  capital 
movements; international price levels; devaluation  problems; gold sterilixa- 
exchange BtabilitBtion  funds; monetary policies of  the past ten years 
and recent developments,   Prerequisite 315. II. 3.  Mr. Dernburg. 
416.    INTBB NATIONAL  ECONOMIC  REIATIONS.    Starting with a study of 
tin fundamental principles of interregional and international trade the course 
proceeds to the application of these principles to such economic problems as 
the tariff, shipping subsidies, and foreign capital investment. Prerequisites 
211-212 or 213-214.   Required of all senior economics majors. 
IV, 3.  Mr. Gordon. 
140. GovBJtNMftMT AND BrsiNKss. A Spring Recess trip to Washing- 
ton to Observe the federal government perform its economic functions 
through such agencies as Congressional Committees. Supreme Court, Fed- 
eral Reserve Hoard. Federal Trade Commission, Interstate Commerce Com- 
mission, Tariff Commission, Soda! Security Board and National Labor Rc- 
lationi Hoard.   Interviews and conferences will he arranged with individuals 
prominent   in   formulating   or  administering  governmental  economic   policy. 
Bach student is required to write a report on some special phase of the rela- 
government and business, based on material collected on this trip and 
on supplementary reading.  Estimated minimum cost. $35. 
Spring Recess, 2.   Mr. Gordon. 
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EDUCATION 
MR, HAWES, MB   MAJOR, MISS RALSTON, MR. Hun 
Denis by the State Department of 
Education ■ f i ihio in the teacher training field of secondary ed- 
: and the senior high school. 
The I nivi courses in the training of teachers and 
leaders in aJ, and elementary ed- 
ucati - m Music and Physical Education can 
be sei in -;  mei and women on completion of die required 
ricula.  All students registering for courses in 
: tile rating on the < I, S. U. 
Psyi lent on another test.  They must 
iting on standardized tests in English, 
Iwriting. and vocabulary.   They will be required to submit to 
ts found wanting by the Depart- 
ate courses, 
student c> i.li should consult this de- 
irder t advice on plan- 
schedule. 
211.   li b ,is wi,h 
methods 
pupils, supervised study, standardized' 
tests, recoi ' POi Is. are the i en to fresh- 
""" *> P ' III, IV, 3.   Mr   Hawes, Miss Ralston. 
2,1    ! trow.   The purp.nc oi this course is to trace 
Bat pen countries 
i   . .. this devdop- 
li history and the 
. outside readings 
I, 3.  Miss Ralston. 
-''"'    ' STATU,   A course in the 
"'-''■:l ial emphasis on the 
in   Ibe attainment of a  tree public 
kmocracjr.  Lectures, outside readings 
:""' class disc Alternate course with 316.   Not ol- 
f«edml«(Ml. ,. .,.   Miss Ralston. 
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EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY. This course is open to all who desire a 
picture of education as an ever-changing attempt, to utilize local environ- 
ment ami ils resources, to help young people to meet their present and 
Emergent adjustment problems, and to visualize educational institutions, pri- 
marily tlu- schools, as functional centers of child welfare, child study, and 
community service. No prerequisites. Alternate course with 311. Offered 
in 1940-41. VI, 3.   Mr. Hawes. 
311.   THE TEACHING OF SCIENCE.   TO inculcate the power to think 
lively; the special methods of developing that ability.   Prerequisites, 
Education, General and Educational Psychology.  Alternate course with 309. 
Not offered in 1940-41. VI, 3.   Mr. Hawes. 
UCTHODf or TEACHING MUSIC IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. A re- 
vi'".i ol psychology, general principles, and materials for the elementary 
: a study of the history of public school music, and a survey of preva- 
lent teaching methods. Especially suitable for those who need methods for 
elementary certification. Prerequisites, Education, General Psychology and 
Educational Psychology. II, 3. Mr. Huff. 
314.   UCTHOM or TEACHING MUSIC IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.   A study 
of  more advanced  methods and  materials  suitable  for  the  junior and  the 
r high schools.  Prerequisites, Education, General Psychology and Ed- 
ucational Psychology. II, 3.  Mr. Huff. 
31".   COMPARATIVE Km CATION.   A comparative study of contemporary 
educational systems including those of the United States, continental Europe, 
China, Japan and South American countries.   The study of educational prin- 
and practices and their interactions with political philosophies and or- 
ganizatiirtis will furnish a basis for a better understanding of the peoples of 
■ countries.  Alternate course with 214.  Offered in 1940-41. 
I, 3.   Miss Ralston. 
320. TEACHING or THE SOCIAL STUDIES.   Procedures especially adapted 
to tlu   teaching of  the social  studies, the  social  studies as laboratory sub- 
recent  pioneering  in  this field,  and  the  problem  of   responsibility  to 
Mciety as it affects the social studies teacher are topics which provide the 
framework of this course. Prerequisites, Education, General Psychology 
and Kducational Psychology. II, 3.  Miss Ralston. 
321. METHODS or TEACHING IN HIGH SCHOOL. General methods for 
prospective high school teachers. Problems of high school teaching, but not 
administrative problems. Prerequisites, Education, General Psychology, and 
Educational Psychology. VII, 3.  Mr. Major. 
322. TESTS AND STATISTICS. Designed for teachers, supervisors, and 
mpcrintendents.   The work of the course includes class discussions, outside 
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reading, construction and use  oi       ■'>.  practice in making distributions, and 
the dcrclopcaenl <>i ikill in certain fundamental -iuii-tic.il computation*. 
VII. 3.   Mr   Major. 
401. M>rn S hit course ii designed Eoc onl) thoac who 
.1 approved n* modi of 
study a] teacher.   Prerequisites, Education, Gen- 
eral Psychology nal Psychology VI, 1. Iliaa Ralston. 
402. Paoi u>n rea< ng ol booki of wide interest 
just of! the presi affords membership in the Ohio Teachers' Reading Circle. 
nti In education, into i   wth, nay take the course 
four times for cr VI, 1     Mi-s Ralston. 
412.   P * Stud) of The secondary 
school pupil, fail pi Serened ami social 
principles, with particulai pliy of 
education. Prerequisil tion and Psych 
III, IV, 3.   Mr. Hawcs. 
•*M \   Mudy of the du- 
nes u oflkers, including a 
lurvi '.-'-in.   Obsem* 
ractical field work under tuperviiion   Prerequisite*, Ed- 
ucation and Psych ir courat      III, 2-3. If r. Hawcs. 
415; 416     S this course, a student 
must have been in I liege year, must complete 
■ major                B in the subject 
which he expects to teach; he i enmendation from the 
head of th< departmeni of his teaching subject No itudenl should attempt 
to carry n. lion to his student 
en all other time wnsuroing activities 
rse, all effort  centers  upon 
•'u *e objectives: 1 pri pai n plans, 
illowing the observed stu- 
rh. 4 P.M. 
Mr. Major, Mr  Hawes, Miss Ralston. 
A"    i r de|     [mental  headings 
ar( '■" iment   The prerequiiites (or 
il Psychology and Educational Psy- 
chology.   : must I ive the approval of this 
rtment    I" «• co B   „.,. Baglish 413; 
Lai"   WS    M si Education for men 311, M2, 344; 
Physical Edu 25, 326, 416; Speech 311. 
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ENGINEERING SCIENCE 
MR. LADNF.R, MR. ADKS 
The engineering courses offered by this department are fun- 
damental fur such fields as Architectural, Chemical, Civil, Elec- 
trical. Management, Mechanical, Metallurgical, and Mining En- 
gineering, and Engineering Physics. Courses amounting to 26-36 
Imiii- of credit are offered as a major sequence leading to the de- 
gree of All. This major must include courses 111, 122, 212, 311, 
314, 316, and .'i22. Student! majoring in this department, with 
properly chosen eleclives, receive a broad hut practical engineer- 
ing training, which is in accordance with present day trends in 
engineering education. They are prepared for professional em- 
ployment or fur further specialization. 
1. They may secure permanent employment with industries which prefer 
to accept students with a general engineering education, and to develop 
■hem, by apprentice training, to fill responsible positions. 
2. They may obtain temporary employment with the idea in mind of find- 
ing from actual experience the line of specialization they wish to fol- 
low. 
.1   They may proceed al once with their graduate work. 
Since the courses at Denison arc identical with those in most 
technical and engineering schools, credits obtained at Denison may 
!" transferred at their face value. (Kor special arrangement with 
Carnegie Institute of Technology, see (age 36). 
111.    ENGINttRING DRAPTING.   Use of instruments, simple projections, 
ind iketehfaig, geometric problems, conventional signs, tracings.  Stu- 
denti may riKi.u-r for two. three or four hours.   Rccommniei for iion- 
rmg tludtnti, particularly thosr majoring in  Iht scunctt.   No prere- 
VI and VII. 2-4. 
115.   MACHINI DRAWING.   Elementary design, working drawings and 
tracing..   Prerequisite, course 111. Same periods as 111. 2. 
122.    KI.KMKNTARY   SCRVKVING.    Fundamental   surveying  methods;   use 
ol steel tape, level and transit; differential and profile leveling; land sur- 
ereas, and plotting, Prerequisite, course 111 and Trigonometry, Two 
recitations and two laboratory pmorls per week. VI, 4. 
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History ol ipon <l< vdop- 
-   ol   transportation 
of passengers and i to tngi*    ■■" : ttuinlt. Open 
IV, 2. 
212    11 pment  i i  the con- 
ventioi d project 
!■ ;            [surface!   r -Tr<|tiisitc, 
111. VI. 4. 
:ll      : echansi • »iih refer- 
enct lo their a| rigid bodies by graphic 
and by algebraic methods; I ,      i    rgy. im- 
pulse and raomcnl v. ith a 
I   Phytlci 
111 and 211 IV, 5. 
■ ■ ring nuteriali and 
■neii r sti lin, tension, 
compn Praci ems arc intituled on 
D v  lion  of 
beam- : i,v jh, 
ind  m.mienl 
IV, 5. 
I.M- riments with 
**'"' ,' text  work. 
Ifusl  be pre- 
llr-  arranged,  1. 
bemii .   at I pi rsica] prop- 
methods of testing and anil stress of 
''acl1 : " iron, steel, cement, 
''""'  brick, til ,::,,,,,    M,,,i„n pic. 
iboratory    N'..t offered in 
IV. .<. 
-'■'     ; .lun-.    During the spring vacation, visits 
ctr , anil to the sites of 
engineering structui .    rudied in different courses.   This 
"'I' carefully prepared 
wri"''" "i"  l for all of the j                                    Open only to junior 
""' llemate years and in 1941.  Prc- 
"''•'■'■ t $35 to $40.                 Spring Recess, 2. 
H Hi.torical development; economic ad- 
ministration and legislation ■ roads ami streets and materials used 
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in their construction.   Open to juniors and seniors.   Nol restricted to m- 
mg students.  No prerequisite course. I, 3. 
329.   ReiNroncm CONCMTE.   The design of reinforced concrete slabs, 
beams, columns, and footings; practical problems in design and detailing, 
such as ■ reinforced concrete retaining wall, and a reinforced concrete ware- 
Prercquuite, course 314. Ill, 3. 
ADVANCED   SIRVKYING.   City,  topographic,  hydrographic,  and 
:   Row Mirvcying; determination of azimuth, time, and latiiu.le.   The 
departmenl is equipped with the most modern precise instruments.   Prcrc- 
CoatM l-'2   Field periods to be arranged.  Two hours given by the 
.my Department. VII, 4. 
411. ANALYSIS or STRICTURES.   Determination of  working stress in 
ill bridge trusses and other steel structures under various conditions 
of leading, by analytical and graphical methods.   Prerequisite, course 314. 
11,4. 
412. STRUCTURAL DESIGN.   A continuation of course 411.  The design 
A and bridge girders and trusses and other structures with drawings. 
Prerequisite, course 411. II, 4. 
ENGLISH LITERATURE AND RHETORIC 
MR. KING, MISS MACNKILX, MR. SIIUMAKER, MR. MAHOOD, 
MR. WIIIDDEN, MISS SHANNON 
Students whose major work is in this department will elect, 
in addition to the specific requirements, a minimum of twenty-six 
hours from the courses in English.  Among these courses must be 
included English 321-322 and English 333. Two years of a modern 
language should he taken. 
111-112. ENGLISH COMPOSITION. Recitations, themes, conferences, and 
Ih  Maily of modern prose writers.  Required of all freshmen. 
Sections at periods I, II, III, IV, VI, and VII, 3. 
211-212. ENGLISH LITERATURE. A survey of the history of English 
literature, with particular emphasis on poetry. Prerequisites, courses 111- 
"2- I, II, III, IV, and VI, 3. 
213-214.   NBWSWRITINC AND  EDITING.    Prerequisites courses  111-112. 
VI, 3 hours.  Mr. Whidden. 
NOTE—Courses 111-112, 211-212 arc prerequisite to all other courses 
in the department except 213-214. 
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.si?     \ isirosmoN.   A review of the fundamental! of Eng- 
lish compotil idenU who fed tin- need of iurther prac- 
drill IT: wril in only. Arr., 2. 
321 322.   SBAKM I, I   Mr. King. 
323.   sin \  itudj  ol  Mill with tome at- 
tention to the minor poel with course 335 and is 
offered in 1940-41 II, I   Mi-- Mac .Will. 
,ij4 U     I    ■" in ENCLAKB    A brief review of the 
mom m- nt ■■ t ol the work 
ol   \\   rdswort 111, 3.   Mr.  King. 
32S    THE ENCLISB Nova     V si I of the novel 
IV   2-3    Mr   Mahood. 
I i . re] 
tive modern ihort I. 2,   Mr  Shumaker. 
Second 
III. 1 v   Mr   Whidden. 
DRAMA    Pirsl • only. 
III. 2- v  Mi-. Sh 
III. X   Mr   King. 
■   critical, and imaginative willing. 
II, -' 
1 ' ithew Arnold. Swin- 
i - not 
in 1940 4! II. 3,  M,., UacNeUL 
rter  poems,  together 
with tli- rea 11,3.   Uiss MacWill. 
;   '     1 Exclusive of the novel. 
A stll'!-.  Ol then. 
IV. t   Mr  Shumaker. 
340.   I iTuar.   Exclusive ol the novel 
A stu<!> ol Carlyl Arnold, Lamb, Haxlitt, I'ater, and 
other*. IV, .1.   Mr. Shumaker. 
142      ! in   M -i ,,j  recent contemporary American 
and English fiction   Prerequisite, coursi IV, 2-3.   Mr. Mahood. 
ICAN   LIFE AMI LlTl Vmerion  litera'nr,-  will  he  studied 
ther with a broad survey ol its historic background Tin- political his- 
tory ol the United States will he subordinate to a study of the cultural 
advance of American society   1 : lie met alternately by Mr. King 
and Mr.  Utter.   This .our-.- is open to juniors and seniors and may be 
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led I;..! i toward ft major in Knglish or History. In registration this course 
should be designated as "History 351-352."      II, 5.   Mr. King and Mr. Utter. 
413.   THE TEACHING of KNGLISH.   A course designed (or seniors who 
expect to teach Fjiglish in high schools.   May be counted as credit in Kduca- 
ei page 72) as well fti credit toward a major in Knglish.   To be ap- 
plied on the former, six hours in the department of Education and six hours 
i I Psychology arc prerequisite. Open to juniors by consent of the instructor. 
I, 2. Mr. Shumakcr. 
The following courses in literature are given in other depart- 
ments: Greek Literature in Knglish — see Classical Languages, 
German Literature, French Literature and Spanish Literature— 
so Mi I. in Language*. 
GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY 
MR. WRIGHT 
A Student majoring in Geology or Geography must pass ac- 
ceptably ai least 24 hours of work in this department, lie should 
also take at least 20 hours in Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, 
Zoology and Engineering Science. The work in these and other 
supporting sciences will be prescribed in accordance with the needs 
of the individual student. 
111. PHYSICAL GEOLOGY. This course is to be accompanied by 115. 
The elements of dynamical and structural geology. The materials of the 
earth, their structural relations, and the agents operating upon them such as 
streams, wind, ice, and waves. Ill, 3. 
112. HISTORICAL GEOLOGY. This course is to be accompanied by 116. 
The history of the earth and the development of its organisms. The major 
physical events and the most characteristic features of the life of each period 
from earliest time to the present arc presented. Ill, 3. 
115-110. LABORATORY AND FIELD. Designed to accompany 111-112. 
Two hoara per week. Laboratory sections: Mon. 2-4, Tucs. 2-4, Wed. 2-4. 
Than. 2-4. Fri. 10:30-12:30. 1. 
121, PHYSICAL AND HUMAN GEOGRAPHY. An elementary course deal- 
ing with the earth as a globe, the atmosphere, oceans, and lands, and also 
the relationships between geographical environment and human activities. 
This is a desirable course for those who expect to teach science. II, 3. 
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122 GaOGRAMT I rBI Ul ■ S I ■ A study oi physical features 
and resources, and their influence upon hum.,; -!'.ir- Prerequisite, 121 or 
111 11, 3. 
211, UiKttALOtt mi PRTBOUXST. For those desiring a general know- 
ledRc oi the stuck they are recognized, 
their ligi rust, and as sources of use- 
ful substances it i roda sod the means 
by which Ihej rses 111-112, and an elemen- 
tary r■ \,,i offered 
in I9W-41. IV, 4. 
3U.    Pi v: :,i\.    An ad- 
vanced ■ rots. Constructional land- 
lormi nd mountains, are consi lered in detail and 
i'i<ir hisl th maps consists in the applica- 
physiography to the interpretation of topo- 
•■ I I   pi ■• liographj 
.   ■   . to maps.  Prerequisite, courses 
Ml II-   1-': 10-41. IV, 4. 
bchiaru to Norfolk, 
Virginia    ' hian Highlands including 
''"' Valley,   Blue 
'.,1  Plain.   A care- 
lul|J i' itudentl who 
have .. Kcog- 
raI,h> lition, $37.50. Spring Recess, 2. 
Smoky 
rn trip is taken the course 
:\ hours of credil -hnrtcr trip, 
S45"" Summer, 2. 
-'■- ecial i| ,Ky or in 
l,r' paral taraii nion. VI, 2. 
HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT 
MB. UTTER  MR. DEWEERD, MR. RODIN, MR, 1'IKRCE 
A major ol 24 h urs may !»■ completed in cither division of 
the department. A maximum oi six hours <re<lit in one division 
ma) be counted toward a major in the other. 
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HISTORY 
111-112. MODERN EUROPEAN HISTORY. While Ihc principal emphasis 
of thil course is on Ihc period since 1500, the first three weeks will be de- 
voted to a study of medieval institutions. The first semester's work covers 
•In period! to 1789. and the second semester's from 1789 to the present. 
I. II, III, IV, VI. 4. Mr. Utter, Mr. DeWeerd, Mr. Pierce. 
21.1 214. HISTORY OK ENGLAND. A general course dealing with the 
political, social, and cultural history of the nation. Especially valuable for 
itudentl "i literature, and for those expecting to enter law and teaching. 
Alternate count.  Not offered in 1940-41. IV   .'•   Mr. fierce, 
221-222. HISTORY or THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1763. A survey course 
prcrcqiutkc to advanced courses in American history. The student will be 
expected lo read rather widely in the literature of American political and 
social history.  See note under History 351. I, 3.  Mr. Utter. 
11 -12 Tu FIRST AND SECOND WORLD WARS. A diplomatic, politic- 
■I, and military history of Europe since 1870. Formerly called "The World 
W'.II and its Aftermath." Prerequisites, courses 111-112 or equivalent and 
the consort of the instructor.   Intended for juniors and seniors. 
II, 3. Mr. DeWeerd. 
317-318. THE ANCIENT WORLD. From the dawn of civilization to the 
period of Justinian. First semester, the Orient and Greece; second semester, 
Roman History. Intended for juniors and seniors but open to sophomores 
by permission. Given by the department of I,atin. Alternate course. Offered 
in 1940-41.  Open to election separately. Ill, 3.   Mr. Dean. 
324. THE AMERICAN FRONTIER. This course will treat of the import- 
ance of the frontier in American economic, political, and intellectual develop- 
ment. Prerequisite, course 221-222 or 351-352. Alternate course, offered in 
1940-41, III, 3.  Mr. Utter. 
325. HISPANIC-AMERICAN HISTORY. A general course in the history 
oi the Americas south of the United States. Also of interest for students 
11 modern languages, economics, and government. Prerequisites, courses 
111-112 or 221-222.  Alternate course, not offered in 1940-41. 
Ill, 3.   Mr. Pierce. 
.127.   THE HISTORY OE AMERICAN DIPLOMACY.    Historical analysis of 
such problems as the American system of neutrality, the freedom of the 
American commercial policy and movements for the preservation of 
peace   Prerequisites, course 221-222 or 351-352.   Alternate course, offered 
in 1940-41. Ill, 3.  Mr. Utter. 
33.1. THE RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION. The Renaissance will be 
studied as the period of revival of nationalism, individualism and conscience 
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as well as the age "i renewed interest ence, ami literature.   The 
Protestant   Revolution will be  treated in it* economic  anil  political as  well 
as in its intellectual and spiritual aspects. Prerequisites, courses 111-112, 
Alternate COOrte, offered in 1**40-41. 111. 3.   Mr.   Pierce 
351-352.   AMERICAN I.in: AND LrmATUtf.    American literature will be 
studied together with ■ brood lurvey of iti historic backgroond The political 
history oi the United States will t>e subordinate to a study of the cultural 
advance o( American society The class will he met alternately by Mr. King 
and Mr. Utter.   This course ii open to jm niors.   May not be 
taken by students who have had Hist rj 221 222 Credit will be divided 
equally lietween the departments of   Knglioh anil History. 
II. S    Mr. KinC and Mr. Utter. 
412     £■ ■   ; in  historical method. 
Training in the collection and evaluation ol historical data. Preparation of 
paper- under critical rapervisi a Acquaintance with standard authorities in 
the field of itudj    Requii Kmestei    Hours 
in tii' Z  Mr Utter, Mr DeWcerd 
. ERNMENT 
211-212      KutU■. -s    GOTBNHINT    How   our   government    works   in 
practice; an introductory study of  its structure and imp-.nance in everyday 
life. Si ■ ited in law, g< vernnental teaching are urged 
to start with ' liMe. II. IV, 3.   Mr   Koden. 
215.   E tin- working of the 
principal governmei rmany, Italy and 
the R te with the other nal '  ■■ offered in 
1940-41. Ill, 3.   Mr   Koden. 
218.   Is u   I ■ V study of tl n which 
tody of the .... 
redta* 
VI, 3.   Mr. Pierce. 
;lr.     ! \ .      '. ence ol  public service 
i lecting this course 
occa '"nal 
trip- to (he tion at !ir-t hand. Offered 
in 1940-41. W  III, P. HI & IV, 3.  Mr. Koden. 
< ■ ntinuing the itudy of public 
i'' mester is devoted par- 
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ticularly to services close to the citizen locally: education, the courts, police, 
fire, health, welfare work, etc.  Offered in 1940-41. 
W. Ill, F. Ill & IV, 3. Mr. Roden 
,12.1. HISTOKY of POLITICAL THEORY. A study of leading thought on 
the why and how of government and its proper sphere; from Plato and 
Aristotle to Stalin and Mussolini. Offered in 1940-41.      Ill, 3.  Mr. Roden. 
412. INTRODUCTION TO THE LAW (JURISPRUDENCE). The fundamental 
institutions of the law; the development of legal reasoning; the practice and 
procedure of the courts. All prc-law students please note that this is an 
alternate course. Offered in 1940-41. Ill, 3.   Mr. Roden. 
425. INTRODUCTION TO CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. A study of the Amer- 
ican constitution; its origin and nature; the relationship between the state 
and federal governments; the recent trend of its jurisprudence. The course 
introduces the student to the case method used in the law schools. Not 
offered. 1940-41. VII, 5.   Mr. Roden. 
426. INTERNATIONAL LAW. A study of the growing number of inter- 
national cases settled judicially; the rules to be deduced from the practice 
of states; and of the controversy over the supremacy of national or inter- 
national law. Some study is also made of Private International Law. Not 
offered, 1940-41. VII, 5.  Mr. Roden. 
NOT*- A sound student of Government will also take statistics; a good 
lawyer will need to be well informed on modern accounting practices; 
preparation for government examinations should include courses on mental 
testing : preparation for foreign service should include History. Economics 
41'., Botany 209, Geology 121, 122, French, Spanish, Philosophy 326, and 
Economics 231-2.   For further suggestions see Mr. Roden. 
MATHEMATICS 
MR. WII.KY, MR. RUPP, MR. LADNER, MR. KATO 
The courses in Mathematics are planned not only for the 
development of the student's mathematical knowledge, hut also for 
the formation of a necessary foundation for work in the sciences. 
The initial courses are 115-116 of Sequence No. 1 or 121-122 
of Sequence No. 2. Sequence No. 2 should be elected by those who 
'Milled in high school mathematics.  This sequence is advised, by 
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the heads of the departn I   for those who anticipate 
doing theii  maj . tronomy, Engineering, Geology, 
Mathematics, or Physics, Students planning to major in Kcon- 
omics, or j"»-^;! cial sciences, and who t;ive 
i:t\ adequate for carrying the course, 
ma) 109-110 in the place oi 115-116, or 
HOinpla 136 inclusive, are recommend- 
in Kcondary schools. 
The first I i n least two additional 
courses in Mathematics, not counting courses 109 and 323, are re- 
quin irtment. Tl                    ecommenda- 
b'on • ematics must take course 353. All 
majors will, afti • th the Head of the Department, 
elect a minimum ol twelve hours in subjects related to Mathema- 
tics. 
Sequence No. 1 
115-11 M •   HKIIATICAt ANALYSIS.   Algebra, trigo- 
'   n   ' n  the   function  viewpoint. 
The elementary ideas of 1 •  the l>cginning and 
according  to 
I, III. IV. A   Mr   kupp, Mr. Kato. 
■■■'   Hi or 122. 
II, 4.   Mr. Kupp. 
Sequence No. 2 
A-  M.YSIS.    A    combined 
nslve than courses 
115-116 IV, 5.   Mr. Wiley. 
(rater inti   rity ud oi more 
122    'Outstanding students from 
>■ thi ir instructor). 
I. 1   Mr. Wiley. 
Non-Sequence Courses 
Elementary   theory   and   practical 
I""'    ' '■' nlrinf   funds, depreciation, 
am"" I  life insurance net  premiums. 
Computation with th. annuity and logarithmic 
"'''" irougrwol the course.   Designed 
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particularly (or students who arc planning to major in Economics.   Prere- 
quisite, ability in mathematics and consent of the instructor. 
I, II, 4.  Mr. Ijdner. 
(Credit is limited to 3 hours for students who have had course 115 or 121.) 
110. MATHEMATICS OF STATISTICS. Elementary theory and applications 
oi mathematical statistics treating the following topics: averages, disper- 
sion, skewness, sampling and correlation, index numbers. Prerequisite, 
course 109, 115 or 121. I, II, 4.  Mr. Udner. 
323. METHODS. Instruction in methods of teaching secondary school 
ni.ithrai.iti... Counts for credit in Education. Prerequisite, course lift or 
122; Edur. 211 and 3 other hours; Psych. 211, 321. Ill, 2.  Mr. Rupp. 
COLLEGE ALCEBRA. Selected topics not covered in the freshman 
year. Prerequisite, consent of the instructor. Alternates with 336 and is 
not offered in 1940-41. Ill, 3.   Mr. Rupp. 
Could GEOMETRY.   A synthetic treatment of properties of the 
triangle, inversion, concurrence and collincarity, harmonic division and like 
This course is designed for those who desire to enrich their high 
plane geometry by theorems not studied in that course.   Prerequisite, 
consent <>i the instructor.  Alternates with 332 and is offered in 1940-41. 
Ill, 3. Mr, Rupp. 
.>.:2    SOLID ANALYTIC GEOMETRY.   This extends the work of the Fresh- 
man year into three dimensions.   Matrices and determinants introduced and 
used   (Sec note below). 
353. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. An introductory course. Prerequisite, 
course 216 or 222. II, 4.  Mr. Kato. 
354. ADVANCED CALCULUS. The content of this course will vary some- 
what irom year to year to meet the needs of the students electing it. Pre- 
requisite, course 216 or 222.   (See note below). 
356. PKOJECTIVE GEOMETRY. An introduction. The synthetic treatment 
is used.  Prerequisite, consent of the instructor.   (Sec note below). 
358. MODERN ALGEBRA. Introduction to matrices, invariants, groups, 
linear forms, quadratic forms and other selected topics. Prerequisite, course 
216 or 222.   (See note below). 
453. VECTOR ANALYSIS. A concise treatment of the fundamental prin- 
ciples of the subject, with selected applications to geometry, mechanics, and 
physics.  Prerequisite, the calculus and General Physics.     II, 4.  Mr. Wiley. 
460.. SENIOR SEMINAR. This course is designed to integrate the stu- 
denfi mathematical knowledge and extend his mathematical horizon.  The 
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historical development,   I and the contrihution to 
cultui i : all major*. 
II.   v   Mr   Wiley. 
second si BMtter of 
junior year with , aisenl DI the instructor, Mr Kato. Each is handled on 
an individual 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
MK  0 MRS. SKINNER, MI  AMNKR. 
MR. FI I i   MK   SKIPF 
■   i minimum "i 24 hours ahove 
111'   ' je.  A iii.isiininn 
of 50 16 hours are in one language 
than a year of In-ginning 




III  11-     1' l F AM   introduction 
nsly.   Reading 
is started al oj the grammatical 
I. Ill, 4. 
112-211.    1- rhe aim and methods ol this course 
: work. The 
:- i have had one semester of col- 
ing in this course 
-jmc boor. VI, 3. 
211-212    Si D  ■•••    This course is the normal 
I : tin- lanuuanc along the same 
Inns, but with emphasii on reading ior accurate comprehension and ap- 
precial I   II   vil, 3. 
De   lined   to   accompany 
211-212 lop greater language skill, 
II. VI, 2. 
221.   ' H Won advanced than 211, this course 
complete! in one KI ran „i ibe second year. The class 
'~'■' ' reading     Prerequisites: 3 years of 
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High School French, or special proficiency in the language demonstrated to 
the instructor. Ill, 3.  Mr. Felt. 
,U0.   ElGHTttNTH  CKNTIRY   LITERATI-RE.    I.esage, Saint-Pierre,  Vol- 
Rousseau, and leading playwrights arc considered in the light of their 
linguistic and  literary  qualities.   Outside   readings.   This   course   is   recom- 
mended as a background to course 311.   Prerequisites: course 212, or 221. 
Ill, 3.  Mr. Felt. 
311.    NINETEENTH   CENTURY   TuftATtg,    Outstanding   dramas   of   the 
nineteenth century, as types of literary tendencies; versification and dramatic 
techniquej outside readings, with reports,  Prerequisites: courses 212 or 221. 
IV. 3.   Mrs. Skinner. 
.'.\2     NlNXTBCMTB CKNTIRY PROS* ANI> POETRY.    F.xtcnsivcc reading of 
works, with attention to linguistic and literary qualities: outside read- 
reviewS) and themes.   Prerequisites: courses 310 or 311. 
IV, 3. Mrs. Skinner. 
313-314.    CONTIBSATION.    A    language   course   for   students   studying 
French literature and desiring to develop their oral capacities concurrently; 
phonograph  records and   student   recordings  to   improve   pronunciation  and 
intonation; some composition the first semester. Ill, 2.  Mr. Felt. 
411. THE CLASSIC FRENCH DRAMA—MOLIKKK. The most character- 
istic of Moliere's plays studied in relation to their political and social back- 
irounds.   Reports on outside readings.   Prerequisite:  French 312. 
Ill, 3.  Mr. Odehrecht. 
412. SI'KVCY OK FRENCH LITERATURE. From the Middle Age period to 
the Seventeenth Century.   Headings and lectures.   Semester reports. 
Ill, 3.   Mr. Odehrecht. 
414. POETRY or FRENCH ROMANTICISM. Special reference to Hugo, 
Lamartine, and dc Ifusset; lectures and readings; reports and reviews by 
students Prerequisite: course 411. Alternates with course 416. Not offered 
'" 1W0-4I. I( 3. Mr. Odcbrecht. 
416. ADVANCES PUNCH GRAMMAR AMI WRITING. A comprehensive 
Itudy of French grammar and syntax, with thorough practice in writing 
French.  Alternates with course 414.   Offered in 1940-41. 
VII, 3.  Mr. Odcbrecht. 
GERMAN 
111-112. ESSENTIALS or GERMAN. A beginning course for the basic 
knowledge of the language. Pronunciation, grammatical forms, syntax; 
elementary reading, writing and oral drill. In the second semester about 200 
pages of easy narrative prose, also poems and songs, are read.       I, IV.  4. 
SO 11: NISI N  I'M\ KISIT1   !'■'    I 
211.    iNtl atodera   prose   *hort 
I and translating I'-erman 
A  grammatical   forms 
and "1 lyntaa H ; ml .1 nuiw of grammar and 
v' .'^ • 13-14.   Prei quisitei, II ailata 111- 
112 or 2 II. 3. 
212 id) oi tin- "HiffHll period. 
Schilli Wilktlm Till   OOBUVI 
e 211 11. 3. 
A two bout course 
,   rn:t«  ol   K'..m- 
ni.ir arsei may also 
rodent   wfaoae major 
I -  ren; may be tak.-n eiiher 
-'   M.irs in 
11    -•     Mr    Skipp. 
215 21i .:. 1 u major- 
the Involved style 
..re etreated 
e; course ii alao open 
'° st-.: e 211-212. Not 1 !>en to frcsh- 
40-41. II  .'   Mr. Skipp. 
•;|> i  Schiller and 
,,lc ' nificant works; lectures, 
.'il -'1.'   _'I4. ..r 216. or 3 
rat 31S.   Offered in 
ID. 3   Mr. Skipp. 
I   ' reeled  in his 
- .»i  Hcrlick- 
!• 1  I nut.  Part   I  and 
15. or 
Offer il in 1940- 
41 III   3.   Mr. Skipp. 
■ 1 with the 
I red in Ih   worla of 
"■•'■i : tiler, Thomas H and olhei ;.-.,.|inK writ- 
t offi red in 
'9W-41 m    I     Mr.   Skipp. 
1 ■■ rman drama lince Schiller, as 
:   Haoptmann,   Sudcrmann, and 
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Alternate! with course 312, with same prerequisites.   Not offered in 
1940-41. III.  3.   Mr. Skipp. 
■115. SIKVKV or Gnu AN LITERATURE BavK 1700. The chief literary 
monuments tre examined from the earliest times down to 1700. Special 
:- on the Middle Agct1 court and popular epics, the Minnesingers and 
tlu klastersingert. Parsifal and Trislam. the Nibclungenlird and the 
Gudrmliti (hasis of Wagner's music-dramas), will be read in modern Ger- 
man. Prerequisite*, any 300-course or any ttra 200-courscs, including 211- 
212    Mternates with German 215.  Given in 1940-41.        III. 2.  Mr. Skipp. 
416.   SIKVKV of GFJIHAN LITERATURE AFTER 1700.   Continues German 
41S down t" the present.   Rationalism: age of  Frederick the Great and 
influence  Leiden of the clancial period—.S'/urm unit Drtmg, Na- 
ii i.   1'ci- of   Freedom.   Romanticism.   Drama and novel in the 
19th century.   The World War and after.   Prerequisites, same as for 415. 
n with German 216. Given in 1940-41. III. 2.  Mr. Skipp. 
ITALIAN 
311-312 INTRODUCTORY COURSE IN PRONUNCIATION, GRAMMAR AND 
READING. Grandfent and Wilkins' Italian Grammar or Russo's F.lementary 
Italian Grammar. Short stories and plays. Prerequisite: a minimum of one 
year "i Spanish or French.  Not offered in 1940-41. 
IV, 4.   Mr. Odebrecht. 
SPANISH 
MOW:   It is urged that all students beyond the first year become sub- 
•   to a suitable periodical from a Spanish speaking country.  Subscrip- 
tions may be arranged by the student, or can be secured through the in- 
itructors.  Of special interest to students of Spanish are the course in His- 
panic American History, and the Spanish 101 and 102 listed below. 
101. SrANisH CIVILIZATION. Study of Spanish culture and character, 
especially as found expressed in Spanish literature, studied in translation. 
Ability to read Spanish not required. The course material is highly desir- 
able as background for Spanish language courses. Ill, 2.  Mr. Amner. 
102. HISPANIC AUERICA. Study of Hispanic American cultures and 
character, especially as expressed in literature, to be studied in translation, 
supplemented by descriptive material. It is recommended, not required, that 
Spanish 101 taken first. Ill, 2.  Mr. Amner. 
111. INTRODUCTORY SPANISH I.ANGUACE Careful study and practice 
01 pronunciation, supplemented by records; basic words and idioms in nar- 
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ration etc.; basic grammar observed incidentally preparatory to its study in 
the following course.   For beginning students with little language experience. 
II. IV, 4. 
112.   ELEMENTAL   SPANISH.   Rapid study, suitable in difficulty  for 
students who have had Spanish 111 of .. rear of H S Sptnisn, or adequate 
training in other languages Intensive reading with exercises; graded col- 
lateral reading; laburat<>- nrith rccordl Uld radio. II. IV. 4. 
211. INTERMEDIATE RIAPIMC   Spanish ol moderate difficulty, iclcctcd 
for its literary and citron cc    Orel ind written practice.    Labor- 
atory type work with records tod radio listening Periodical literature. Pre- 
requisite, Spanish 111 11J<T rw gh school Spanith. I, 3. 
212. SPANISH MASTERI-IECES Readings <>i suitable difficulty selected 
so as to acquaint the student with fundamentals vi Spanish literature. Con- 
tinued lingui>tic training    Prerequisite. Spanish 211 or equivalent. I, 3. 
2U-214.    COMPOS:: To   accompany    Spanish 
211-212,  forming I well rounded five ln>ur course. I, 2. 
315 SPANISH Nona S1 nrti Prerequisite, course 212 or equivalent. 
Alternates with com I in 1940-41 IV, 3.  Mr. Amner. 
316.    - he, course 212 or equivalent. 
Altei 22   KToi offered in 1940 41 [V, 3   Mr. Amner. 
322. ADVANCED Couposn I Systematic review and dis- 
cussioi grammar witl t and Ire composition; in- 
Iroducti n to Si panish 212 or equivalent 
Alternati 1940-41.                IV, 3.   Mr. Amner. 
323. .,u„d course in His- 
!or>' '                      102 ii -specially recon                Prerequi ite, Spanish 212 
:   I Iffered in 1940-41. 
IV, 3,   Mr. Amner. 
MUSIC 
Mi Esi IIMAN. Ma. STARK, MB. Hun 
Any class course in I     D partmeni of Musk may be elected 
1,1 ' charge.   Private lessons in 
an. Piano, Violin, Violoncello, oi Voice maj be elected by any 
'<nt upon payment of $15.00 for each h.mr of semester- 
lil  involving one lesson a week and the necessary practice. 
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There i> ii<> charge for (lie use of practice instruments or for class- 
courses in Music to those paying full college tuition. For charges 
tn special students not enrolled in college courses, see Page 114 of 
this catalog and the Conservatory Bulletin. 
Music may be chosen as a major under the A. 11. degree for a 
total of 40 hours (including 4 hours in Ensemble Music). For the 
courses leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music in which 60 
hour- nf credit may In- secured in Music, consult the Conserv- 
atory liulletin. 
101. APPRECIATION OF MuiIC Primarily for college students. A 
course in the development of musical appreciation, without prerequisites. 
(This course is repeated in the second semester IV, 2, Mr. Stark.) 
VII, 2. Mr. Eschman. 
102. MODERN Music. A course in contemporary music. Prerequisite 
Music 101 (This course is repealed in the first semester IV, 2.  Mr. Stark). 
VII, 2.  Mr. Eschman. 
103-104. CHOM S, ORCHESTRA, BAND OR ENSEMBLE TRAININC, hours to 
he arranged. Three hours are required for one hour of college credit each 
semester. One of the hours must be In Chorus, Orchestra, Band, or Chapel 
Choir; the other hours are elective enscinhle music. 
Hrs. Arr., I.   Mr. Eschman, Mr. Kellogg, and Mr. Huff. 
111-112. ELEMENTARY HARMONY. No prerequisites. This is the begin- 
ning technical course in the- department. 
I, IV, 2.   Mr. Eschman and assistants. 
11.1-114.   SOLFEGGIO.   A course in car training  and musical dictation. 
4 days, T. W. T. F„ VI, 2.  Mr. Huff. 
201. HISTORY OP MUSIC TO THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY. Alternates 
with course 311. Not offered in 1940-41; offered in 1941-42. 
VI, 3.  Mr. Stark. 
202. HISTORY or Music FROM THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY TO TUB 
PlSSKMf TIME. A continuation of course 201, hut may be elected separate- 
ly   Alternate- with course 312.   Not offered in 1940-41; offered in 1941-42. 
VI, 3. Mr. Stark. 
203-204. SECOND YEAR OF CHORUS, ORCHESTRA, BAND, OR ENSEMBLE 
TRAINING. Hrs, Arr., 1.   Mr. Eschman, Mr. Kellogg, and Mr. Huff. 
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213414,   Sotnccio.   Second % 
4 .l..>-    I   W. T   1'. VII. 2.   Mr. Hull. 
221-222,   AsfAKOD HA»I I. IV. 1   Mr. Eschman. 
.*01.    TatMIV IV, 2.   Mr. Huff. 
IV. 2.   Mr  Huff. 
■   '■' I, Terminal gj rod Conducting will 
!< offered.   These 
i 
311-312    Mi   :  u  Pom    Alternate! with 201-2IL'   Offered in 1W0- 
41 III.   •    Mr   Kschman. 
POB " '.' Se   Education 313-314). 
rOUfT. III. i.   Mr. Stark. 
IIS -II''   Hour* ro be arranged 
441-442.    0 •■ II, 2.   Mr. Eschman. 
AKD 
Ml rlaury, Mr  I' ..:  M,  Celler, lir. Well-,. Mr. Kellogg 
applied Music to a hours may be 
''   ! :i   any department.    Majors in 
(roe credit is given for 
redil     ire given (or 
. he former will I* given 
1:1 211-212, 311- 
h.ur crcilil courses 
. ■ 
V":> r     Houri  to !*• arranged. 
1     Mr.  Kellogg. 
Fine Arts 201. the Fin    V'      A funda- 
I    bad m, special training 
'" "' torms and the elementary 
'""" ; ample with tlic objective o( in- 
'" Pint semester open Only 
n and upperclassmcn. En- 
rollment lin I 
11 King, I-'. A. Wright. 
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PHILOSOPHY 
MR. TITUS, MR. WARD 
A major in philosophy requires twenty-four semester hours. 
223. REFLECTIVE THINKING. A study is made of the principles and 
problem! ol clear and accurate thinking, including deductive logic and scien- 
tific method.   Open to sophomores, juniors and seniors. 
First semester at IV, Second semester at III, 3. 
2Z\. PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY. An introductory survey of the field 
of philosophy, including an examination of the relation between science and 
philosophy and a topical study of some present-day problems in the light of 
modern knowledge.   I hjMfl to sophomores, juniors, and seniors. 
First semester at III, Second semester at IV, 3. 
321. PROBLEMS OF CONDUCT. A study of the origin, development, and 
nature of morality. Special emphasis will be given to present-day problems 
ol personal and social morality.  Open to sophomores, juniors, and seniors. 
I, II, 3. 
326. MODERN SOCIAL PHILOSOPHIES. A study of the social philosophy 
underlying the present social order and an examination of socialism, com- 
munism, i;t-(ism. and the cooperative movement. Open to sophomores, jun- 
iors, and seniors. I, II, 3. 
331.   HISTORY OF PIIILOSOPHV—AKCIKNT AND MEDIEVAL.   A study of 
the development of philosophy among the Greeks and during the early Chris- 
periodt.   Open to sophomores, juniors, and seniors by per- 
; only, I, 3. 
HISTORY OP PHILOSOPHY—MODERN.   The development of modern 
philosophy from the medieval period to contemporary movements of thought. 
Tin- important thinkers of the period are studied both for their contribution 
nnical   philosophy  and   for  their   role  in   shaping   the   modern   mind. 
Open to seniors and juniors. I, 3. 
431. CONTEMPORARY THOUGHT. A seminar to consider some of the 
main trends of modem thought, and to study a few of the great modern 
systems of philosophy. Reports and discussion in one two-hour period, 
Wednesday, Vl-VII, and conference periods. Admission by consent of in- 
structor. 3. 
4.i2. PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION. A seminar to study the origin, develop- 
ment, and nature of religion, the types of religious philosophy, and some of 
the main problems of religion. Admission by consent of instructor. Wednes- 
day VI-VII and conference periods. 3. 
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN 
MR. LIVINGSTON, MK. JENKINS, MR  ROGER-, MR  TEMERARIO 
Credit  UnOWtting  [O 4  hours  in  this  department  is a  pre- 
requisite of graduation.  This i- met by the required courses of 
the freshman atul sopl •-.   A major sequence (40 hours) 
include- '/.<• , and anatomy). 
Students completing all the o urses are qualified for positions 
as supervisors and special teachers •:' health and physical educa- 
tion in hi.' ing the) have tin- necessary credits in 
Education A minor require! -'-' I mra >i credit, hut this includes 
•* hou lit which is the University requirement Students 
preparing foi such work are ed to include in their courses 
I biological and physical science and s hours of social 
science. The minimum requirements in Education are stipulated 
bythestati           ment                    for all high school teachers. 
Required Courses 
1,1     !       t an a thorough physical ex- 
the lieginning of the entering semester 
'"' ''■' in  Corrective Gymnas- 
tics, Rhythmi .  Swimming, Individll Tumbling Stunts, 
and Sports ..,ven j„ eacn 
r'""-'     '!; • ■ mother in it- place. 
assigned to 
two   three or  four 
-■""-' Three hours, arranged, 1. 
"-'■   '• ■ ' •■■    Continuation   fill.    Three hours, arranged, I. 
201    "' ■■■'■'     • '■ to election scp- 
■  it 2 I 
''     ' Taught by College Physician.   1 credit. 
l'    v i:       ■■'       Taught by Psychology Department 1 credit 
All h. ■      ■ •: aigcd. 
-'"     v Changed   to  Corrective  Gymnastic, 
Rhythmics, Advai  i     Swimming   Boxing   Wrt  thng, Sports and Apparatus 
S,un's Three hours, arranged, I. 
iu    '       " Continuation of Course 211. 
Three hours, arranged, 1. 
PIIYSCAL EDUCATION FOR MEN 93 
Elective Courses 
.'.'I THMN AMI PRACTICE OP PHYSICAL EDUCATION. I. Methods of 
coaching football. Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week. Pre- 
requisites, courses 211-212. 111,2.   Mr. Rogers. 
.'.'.., THEORY AMI PRACTICE OP PHYSICAL EOUCATIOK. I. Methods of 
coaching basketball and methods of officiating. Two lectures and two labor- 
atory periods per week.  Prerequisites, courses 211-212.     111,2. Mr. Rogers. 
223. THEORY AMI PiACTICI OP PHYSCAL EDUCATION. 1. Methods of 
coaching spceclball, suca-r, tennis, wrestling and boxing. Two lectures and 
two laboratory periods per week.  Prerequisites, courses 111-112. 
III. 2.   Mr. Temerario. 
224 Tn»w\ AND PRACTICE of PHYSICAL EDUCATION. I. Methods of 
coaching baseball and track. Two lectures and two laboratory periods per 
Keek.   Prerequisite, courses U1-1L2 111,2.  Mr. Temerario. 
2.15-6.     PRINCIPLES.  ORGANIZATION   AND ADMINISTRATION  OP   PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION,    Methods in various types of institutions and study of motor 
efficiency tests. VI, 2.  Mr. Jenkins. 
311-312. THEORY AND PRACTICE of PHYSICAL EDUCATION. II. Methods 
of directing other activities than athletics, such as: games, stunts, gymnas- 
tics, apparatus, tumbling, rhythmics. Prerequisites, Psychology 211, 321, 
Education 211 an<l 3 other hours. Counts for two hours per semester as 
Education credit.   Two lectures and two laboratory periods pec week. 
I, 3.   Mr. Jenkins. 
116. THEORY AND PRACTICE OP PHYSICAL EDUCATION. III. Function 
and organisation of play and playground; lcclures on the meaning of play, 
characteristic of different age groups; classification and organization of play 
"tmlus suitable for each age period; games of low organization for school 
playground.  Two lectures and two laboratory periods per week. 
II, 4.  Mr. Jenkins. 
•117. RECREATION LEADERSHIP. The study of the social aspects of 
leisure and recreation and the importance of social relation! and processes 
in leisure and recreation. This course is designed for the recreation leader 
so that he will have a clear understanding of the problems. Prerequisites, 
Sociology 319. II, 2.   Mr. Jenkins. 
14.1 PERSONAL AND GENERAL HYGIENE. Lectures, discussions, and 
readings dealing with the field of personal and public health. Prerequisites, 
Physical Education 111-112. VI, 4.   Mr. Livingston. 
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144.   THI   : Paaauata, A 
,   i deal education to take u active 
part   in  1 a   ltn<!   health   service   in   puMic 
Kfa - ritei, Zoology 201-2; Psy- 
chology, 6 hours; ! VI, 4   Mr. Livingston. 
4'11 CmiCm    C.YUNASTKS, 
1N
" causa of postural defects 
ami their In ■ aether with the methods 
and two labontot | 
les, Zoology 201-2. II, 3.   Mr. Livingston. 
4- UIB   KlNKSIOLOGY. 
■^ inquiry as to how 
relation to the 
i the prarentioa and 
r,! two laboratory 
Zoology 201-2   Physical Rduratkm 441. 
11, 3.    Mr.  Livingston. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN 
Miss BAM, MI ICH, MISS HOUSTON 
Physical education i- ■■ ,:'. freshmen and so|ihomores 
thret week, each com one credit hour per 
for exemption from the requirement 
■""• trar. A uniform gym- 
nasiur luired and should he purchased  in the fall in 
Granville   i 
A " :i n i- given to each freshman 
the opening of each college year by the department 
Classification tests include the following, administered as soon as 
1 l!,,r '■'"■' the fall registration   tests for motor ability, athletic 
evement, and strength. While no rigid 
system of registration according to ability and achievement has as 
V '"'" enforci Efon is being made to work in the direc- 
tion of :ui intelligent registration uirectly in line with student needs 
and interests, 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN 95 
Required Courses 
111-112. KOK FRSSHMEN. Three hours of work throughout the year. 
One hour in the Fundamentals of Physical Education and Health, and two 
houn Iron the following activities: archery, baseball, folk and tap dancing, 
the modern dance, golf, hockey, horseback riding, tennis, track and field, 
swimming, volleyball, winter sports, apparatus and tumbling. 
Three hours, arranged, 1 each semester. 
211-212. FOR SOPHOMORES. Three hours of work throughout the year. 
One hour in Outing activities and Indoor Recreational Games. In addition to 
this, free election from activities as listed alwvc with emphasis on advanced 
work. Three hours, arranged, 1 each semester. 
Majors or minors in the department may receive 2 hours of credit each 
in courses 211 and 212 by taking twice the amount of work subject to the 
"f the department. 
Elective Courses 
The advanced courses are offered for the l>cnefit of those stu- 
dents who desire to become teachers of physical education, or to 
combine .such activity with the teaching of academic subjects. They 
ate also arranged to meet the needs of those who desire familiarity 
with the problems of physical education as a part of their equip- 
ment for community recreation, Girl Scout work, camp leadership, 
and other modern leisure time agencies. 
1 o qualify as full-time teachers of physical education in high 
schools, students must complete the following courses for 40 hours 
iif credit, including certain science requirements stated below as 
prerequisites. A minor in this department requires 22 hours of 
credit but this includes 4 hours of credit for 211-212 which is a 
general university requirement. Therefore, in addition to general 
requirements, the minor demands 18 hours of work. 
Zoology 111-112, 211-212 are science prerequisites for all 
majors. Zoology 111-112 is recommended, but not required for 
minors. 
For majors in the department there arc three courses listed 
immediately below. These are preferably taken in sequence in the 
sophomore, junior, and senior years. In order to complete the re- 
quirement! of the State of Ohio minors must take the first two 
of these blocks of courses. 
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I.    PHYIICAI,  EDUCATI   N   BA        - MATTES.    11 hours of credit, 6 
during   the  nrst   -. :: [ncltMkf   COurSCa   201 A. 
211  212, -'.'-' and 41S M . T. W. ,,nd Th. 11.   Sufi. 
201.    HYGIUcft    Recomme I >i>cn to election sep- 
arately, maximum .:• 
A GlKSRAI : the knowledge and tech- 
nique essential to the prcsnotion of positive health as a factor in complete 
living. II, 2.  Miss Dadenoch. 
H    Six H Taught by College Physician. I. 
C     aflNTAl  H Tan. rment of  Psychology.  1. 
C to In   it 
211-212.    ACTIVITY.    Describe.! 
222   THI ORGANIZATION or PLAI    Deicribed below. 
■415     SCHOW.   HlAI stud]   of  health education;  its 
needs and place in the curriculum    Pi fclenu ol  environmental hygiene and 
school hea'-h .,.!   Prerequisite, 201. 
M   ,v W   II. 2.   Miss Houston. 
"    Mi   i  ■      i"   ■' P u, EDUCATION.   13 h.iirs oi credit, 7 
durit I Includes courts* 321, 322, 
323,  125.326,4 I... erj     .-.   II Wed, & F. IV.  StaB. 
321 122                                                                                             ind  strategy of 
arcbet etball, field bock,                     track, soccer, speedhall, 
•winui ..mints and meets. 
I 111-112. 211 212                       II, 2.   Staff. 
-' I met.   1 below, 
P •      I'm   :t A l.   BOUCATIOH. 
A    ■ principles underl ■ of   I'hysical 
opment . .i method    Variations in method for 
<'■'  of t'«"l method. A study 
the recent attempts to modify them.   The in- 
lluenci of   Vn   ri on the stud) ol the fundamentals ol bodily 
n,,,'.,! within the cl toward Education 
""''•'    Prei 1-112   211-2: 2|]   and .1 other hours, 
1'->,il IV. 2    Miss llarr. 
4I'     1 '"   ; Ihods of handling the 
teaching problems ..i health instn ... program! and 
materials.   Com                                credit Prerequisites, 415. Education 
211 and i ..thi-r hour-. Psychology 211. .121. M. & W  II, 2. Miss Houston. 
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III. PHYSICAL EDUCATION ADVANCED SUBJECT MATTKR. 16 hours of credit, 
8 lo I* taken each semester. Includes courses 214, -124, .'27, .131, 411, and 
414 Every day III, Mon. & Wed. VI.   Staff. 
214. THE NATURE AND FUNCTION OF PLAY. History of play. Theories 
as to the nature of play with particular emphasis on the interpretations of 
modern psychology. The place of play in education, in recreation. Its con- 
trilmtion to American culture. Prerequisites, Senior standing in the depart- 
ment. VI. 2.   Miss Barr. 
324.   THE PLACE OF DANCE IN AESTHETICS.   Described below. 
327. KiNKsroLor.Y. A study of bodily movement. Possibilities for 
movement in the various joints and the action of muscle groups in producing 
the movements ordinarily used in physical education activities. Prerequisites, 
Zoology 211-212. Recommended. Chemistry 111-112.     Ill, 2. Miss Houston. 
331. PHYSIOLOGY OF ACTIVITY. A study of the physiological effects of 
exercise treated entirely from the point of view of the physical education 
specialist. Non-laboratory course. Prerequisites, Zoology 111-112, 211-212; 
Chemistry Strongly recommended;   Physics advised. 
ML, W.. and Th.  VI. 3.   Miss Barr. 
411. RECONSTKITTIVI: PHYSICAL EDUCATION, Lectures, discussions, and 
practice dealing with postural defects and the application of exercise in the 
treatment of functional and organic abnormalities of girls and women. A 
discussion of the physical examination and methods used in the diagnosis of 
physical defects.  Prerequisites, 201 and 327, Zoology 211-212. 
HI, 3.  Miss Houston. 
414. PRINCIPLES, ORGANIZATION, AND ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION. The place of physical education within the field of general ed- 
ucation; its relation to the science of education and a philosophy of living. 
The principles of education through physical education. A consideration of 
the problems of organization and administration in elementary and secondary 
schools and colleges. Lectures, discussions, and readings leading up to the 
conduct of the senior comprehensive examination. Prerequisites, Senior 
standing in the department.M„ T., and Th. Ill, ami 1 hr. arr., 4.   Miss Barr. 
There are several units within the above courses which the 
general student may find applicable to certain types of interests. 
These may be elected for hours of credit as follows: 
222. ORGANIZATION OF PI.AY. The modern community recreation 
movement with special emphasis on the study of the playground and its ac- 
tivities. A thorough consideration of game material for all age groups. 
Practice leaching. Readings dealing with the educational significance of the 
summer camp and its program of activities.   Prerequisites,  111-112. 
II, 3. Miss Barr. 
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323. El in the analysis, oi rhythmic 
form and it* relatiol   I Dftafl games Mitabk for 
nsilablc  (or similar 
use.   I > tnd  folV  "l.uuing  as 
educational  forces,  and  ■ I ■ c  rhythmic  material.   Prere- 
quisites, 111-112. 211-212 II. X  Mi.* Hadenoch. 
324, Tni PLACI oi DAI S Lecture*, diKUtfion*, and 
readii .•     '■ ,-i,l the relation of dance 
to the othei arts. A ■■    ind nn.*.  The 
organiiat -.  111-112.211-212. 
b   Hi-'    Mi. Hadenoch. 
351.    I.        ■ icd recreation 
ii: the I'm- . :■   : til'. -■ • :i 1 s oi the pro- 
gram    The ; A   stud) oi the art of  lead- 
ill mak- 
. ind given in 1940-41. 
111. V   Mi-- Barr. 
PHYSICS 
MR  SMITH. MR. HOW E 
ists of © Ulrica 1 1-112, 
211-212, with twelvi        i   nal hours in Physics ii num- 
bered Indents preparing  for graduate work 
should HI and 313, and 312 and 314.  Engineering: 
I 431 and I iseful   The lequence 111-112 
with 113-114 will N:Itisfy the Physics requirementi for medical and 
dental studi I 
HI      GKNOAI   I'm   ICS.     I.rcttirt demonstrations ami recitations cover- 
Prerequi ite, one 
-     Mlthematkl   l-'i   •>   119   ihould  accompany or 
1, VI, 3. 
112.   G ition   of   .o>ir<e   111;  electricity, 
Prerequisites,  course  111  and 
Mathematics 121 or 115. 
parallelling the work 
■!  i ire regi tered in course 111- 
"-'  ' • >inin| than is offered in course 
211 -'12 l-ll, III IVor VI-VII, 2. 
PHYSICS 99 
211,   I.ABOKATORY   PHVSICS.   The essentials  of   mechanics,   molecular 
- and heat.  Prerequisites, course 111-112 and Freshman Mathematics. 
I1I-IV or VI-VII, 3. 
-12.   I.AIIORATORY   PHYSICS.   The  more   fundamental   experiments   in 
light, magnetism and electricity.   Prerequisites, course  111-112 and 
u Mathematics. III-IV or V1-V1I, 3. 
311. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS. An intermediate laboratory course 
in electrical measurements.   Physics 313 is the theoretical course covering 
Hi field   Prerequisite., courses 111-112, 211-212 and the calculus. 
Vl-VII, 3. 
312. LiGBT.   An intermediate laboratory course in light, consisting of 
urementl in lens systems, diffraction and interference.   Physics 314 is 
the recitation course which normally goes with this laboratory. Prerequisites, 
111 112, 211-212 and the calculus. VI-VII, 3. 
313. MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY. This course is an introduction to 
the lubject ol magnetism and electricity, anil is intended to be a foundation 
iHr any work in this field. The laboratory course, Physics 311, should be 
taken with this course.   Prerequisites, course 111-112, 211-212 and the cal- 
Ah.rn.itc course.  Not offered in 194041. Ill, 3. 
314. THEORY OF LIGHT.   This course is an introduction to the study of 
trical and physical optics.  Physics 312 is the corresponding laboratory 
course.   Prerequisites, course 111-112, 211-212 and the calculus.   Alternate 
i lurse.   Not offered in 1940-41. III. 3. 
333.    KINKTIC THEORY.   A lecture course presenting the kinetic theory 
and elementary thermodynamics.   Prerequisites, course 111-112, 211-212 and 
Iculus,  Alternate course. Offered in 1940-41. 111,3. 
3.14. ELEITRON THEORY. A lecture course on the electron theory prc- 
*entii!K the current ideas regarding the structure of the atom. Prerequisites, 
course 111 112, 211-212 and the calculus. Alternate course. Offered in 
I»«M1 111,3. 
344.   RAIIIO, TELECRAPH AND TELEPHONE.   Laboratory work and lec- 
lurei treating the fundamental principles underlying modern wireless tele- 
and telephone circuits.   Prerequisites, course 111-112, and laboratory. 
I, 3, 
411 4.12.    BWBH or ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.   A lecture and la- 
lory course presenting the general theory of direct and alternating cur- 
rent circuits and their application to direct and alternating current machin- 
ery.  Prerequisites, course 111-112, 211-212 and the calculus. 
W. & F. Ill, with one 4-hour laboratory period, 4. 
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441 442     \ VAN        I -      ITORI   AMI SPICIAL PRORLBMS,    Adequately 
prcp.ir pproval   «il   the   department, 
idvim "i work in the labor- 
atorj ''.'   interest ol the student will 
ipected.    rhii course will I nrl in the 
rtment that their graduation re- 
■ nilr« foi conference will be 
"r  three hours ol 
this work. Arr., 2 or 3. 
PSYCHI 'l.i IGY 
MR. LEWIS. MR. STEI KI.K. MI  WARD 
A major in I'- requires twenty-four semester hours 
and an) . pt 101    ma} !><■ applied to nurt tin- require- 
ment. 
nil     Fai   IIHAN   0 An .    ptTchologkal   con- 
ina; the m ihmail in his adjustment to 
collcgi | to college and attitude toward 
will  IK*  followed  !>>' a consideration of the 
I; Ul :!•■-   to  I..-  overcome by  the successful 
.  he can hop) ill value tor his college course. Open 
• I the deant or the  Irishman 
i Freshmen "n pr.Jj.iti.in 
I.  III. 2    Mi-  Spacht. 
201.    MlKTAt   Hvcil '        A .'.: cusiion oi such types of ma I adjustment 
■»■   r..' tivism,   worry   and  anxiety,   compensation,   phobias, 
.    the  matter   ol   origin,   and   the  ques- 
tion of prcvi Wednesday, III, 1. 
211     GEXERAI   P rcnotocr.    An introductory consideration of mental 
iii.it  account  for its appearance 
disci miration, thinking. 
I, II. I. II, III, IV, 3. 
215 -'l A   fundamental   grounding  in 
. sting tin- phenomena of human 
and anii _'ll   and consent ol  instructor. 
VI-VII, pin. .15 clock hours. 3. 
220.    PSVCH ■ I (ND INDUSTRY.    Psychology seen from 
•i practlt il angli i rimental and statistical, applied in 
ing and advertising, and in con- 
nection witl etc. Repeated first semes- 
ter at II    P             iti -'11 III, 3. 
RELIGION 101 
.118. DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. A consideration of menial growth 
the ligninum ui the first years ol rapid change. Prerequisite, 
Psychology) <»r permlssloo oi instructor. IV, 3. 
31°.   I.ATEK   DEVELOPMENTAL   PSYCHOLOGY.   A   consideration   of   the 
mental derelopmenl of the individual during the periods of later childhood 
ilescencc, with the emphasis on the variations in the normal person- 
ality which may occur at this period   Prerequisite, course 318. IV, 3. 
.121 PSYCHOLOGY OP EDUCATION, An introduction to the fundamentals 
ui educational theory and practice in the light of psychological study and 
investigation. Prerequisite 211.   Repeated the second semester at I, IV. 
VII, 3. 
332, ADTANCID ESIEKIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY. Continued laboratory 
mining, especially   in   problems  of   individual   differences and  of   learning. 
I'niallj  accompanies course .142.   Prerequisite], course 211  and 215-216. 
• iy  Moil and Wed.. VI-VII, plus 35 clock hours. 3. 
.142    PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS.   A consideration of the forms, uses, and 
theory of mental testing.  Usually accompanied by course 332.   Prerequisites, 
courses 211 and 215.  Two further hours of credit may IK obtained for this 
e during the senior year (num!>crcd .144) provided the course here out- 
lined has been completed in the junior year. Ill, 3. 
411. ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY. A study of deviates; the subnormal and 
the supernormal and, particularly, the psychopathic. Emphasis will be placed 
on borderline disorders—hysterias, phobias, and other neurotic aliments, 
rather than on the insanities.  Prerequisite, 5 hours of psychology.        VI, 3. 
412. RECENT TENDENCIES IN PSYCHOLOGY. A survey of Behavior- 
i-m. c.i GestaH psychology, and of the more conservative changes recom- 
mended by the old-school psychologists; and an attempt to find out some of 
the consequences that are apt to follow from the psychological pioneering 
now in progress on many fronts. Prerequisites, 5 hours of psychology. VII, 3. 
Note:   Mental Hygiene see Department of Physical Education, 201 C. 
RELIGION 
MR. STEWART 
The two-fold aim of the instruction in this department is 
general religious culture and pretiaration for efficient Christian 
service. 
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'!'!»■ courses ma) lead vocationally, after further study, to: 
the ministry, the mission field, church director of religious educa- 
tion, u ch schools, V. M. C. A. and Y. 
W. C. A work,! specialized forms 
of service lecretai at, ml, The courses also 
maki though further study is ad- 
visable: teacher in 'i assistant. 
111.    TH«  0 HINT.    The  h: luuouad,   the develop- 
ment d place "i the leading characters, the 
settti. IV, 3. 
11-'    I in   •'.    . ThU  courM  iorms a   logical 
sequel pendent units.   A study 
Jesus' life and the 
unple. 1\*. \*I, 3. 
II5      I ! •       ■.      The principles,  problems, 
and i1 by the local church and 
111, 3. 
II'     l HI M ScBoa     '■. itudj      the organisation, ad- 
> :• lay, week-day. and 
racati .:.d its relation to the ednc |ran oi the church. 
III. 3. 
ION.    A couri* dealing  with the meth- 
ther field work in religion 
:-' n  • Lstwork, cooferenosa, and 
acme i to freshmen without credit. 
For * "■ Arr., I. 
211.    0 thorousb study of the life 
and political  situation in which 
and the  permanent con- 
tribuli tought   Prerequisite, course 111. 
3. 
212 ,i      This   course  begun   with   the   account   of 
'v ' work ol  I1. : . and carries the study to 
I   112.   .Not offered in 1940- 
II 3. 
217.   Till H i I,,II. naiure oi  primi- 
live a emporai    non Christian faith. 
11,3. 
SOCIOLOGY 103 
218    rnonuMs or RELIGION.   A course that seeks to discover the mean- 
religion ind its place in human life, in particular to aid in the solution 
"I those religious problems confronted by undergraduate thought.   Prcre- 
course 112. IT. 3. 
221.   Tin: Bnu AS I.ITERATIVE.   History o( the writing, preservation, 
li nutation of the Bible; study of the various Hebrew literary forms; 
I  the masterpieces of biblical literature. VI, 3. 
MISSIONS     History and development of Christian missions. Geo- 
graphical, racial, religious influences upon the various peoples.   The prob- 
I opportunities: in the mission fields.   The meaning of the present 
No) offered in 1940-41. 3. 
305-306.    SECOND YEA« OP FIELD WORK IN RELIGION.   Not more than 
four boon "f credit in field work may be counted toward graduation. Arr., 1. 
Ml     Minions or TEACHING RELIGION.   A practical study of the prin- 
! methods of pedagogy as applied to the teaching of  religious sub 
jectl tor the development of Christian character.  Prerequisite, course 115. 
VII, 3. 
!12.   STORV TELLING AND DRAMATIZATION.   Principles of story-telling, 
■ n of stories, compilation of stories and sources of story material, as 
used in religious instruction. The educational value of the dramatized story. 
methods of dramatization.   Prerequisites, course 115. VII, 3. 
321.   WORSHIP AND HVMNOLOGV.   The nature and function of worship, 
■ niciples of program making  for various types of religious worship. 
history of the great Christian hymns, and principles of their evaluation. 
course 115.  Not offered in 1940-41. 3. 
SOCIOLOGY 
MR. DETWIULER 
A major se<|uencc will consist of twenty-four hours of So- 
ciology, course 222 being required. In addition a year of Mathe- 
matics, a reading knowledge of a foreign language, and a year of 
Economics are required of major students. 
211. CRIME AND COMMUNITY. Open to those above freshman rank. 
'I wo sections, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and Monday, Tuesday, Thurs- 
''•'V VI, 3. 
212. MARRIACE AND THE FAMILY. The significance of the family in 
civilization, problems in society closely related to marriage, practical ap- 
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plication to the liir oi the hdividu I. Pi ites, Soc 211 ami Hygiene 
-Ml B; tin latter 11 -. meeting as in 211. 
VI, 3. 
222.   SociAl INU   nOATIOH     1 I   lUtistical  reports; 
evaluation and collection Laboratory plan, four clock-hours 
a week, including Friday cither I or II    Prerequisite, Math. 116 or 110.     2. 
309    SOCIAI  A- ;.".v.    Primitive peoples, races of mankind, cul- 
tures in van perJal reference to Africans and Amer- 
ican Indians to freshmen. IV, 4. 
312.    RACK PROBLKM THt -       KS     Immigration; Orientals, 
Uexkans,  Megr ei   and other n :(>-> in tin- United States.   Pre- 
requisite three hours of S IV, 4. 
319     Pail to an  human life as group 
life and I ' movements sociologically. Prc- 
ti   Historj ill !!_' HI, Sociology 211. 
1,4. 
412 THSOBY AS: " iociAi Wcttst. Prevocational study 
looking I m I concerning relief, unemployment, 
the public assist ippn . I methods of deal- 
ing with individual cases, it- ■ mnl for three 
credit hours; at I must be earned l<y field work at 
the rail A maximum of credit 
by field work alone will be thi rilj done dur- 
ing the semester in which (hi '.' Wednesday, 
Friday. I, 4, 5, or 6. 
SPEECH 
MB. CsoCKEB, MR  WRIGHT 
A major in the departmenl of Speech consists of 24 semester 
hours chosen with a'lvicc of instructors. 
Courses in Public Speaking 
211-212    l.i-vi       or SPI  CH    AI i  uetion to the fields of speech 
activity:   inl rprel I peaking, acting.   Vein-, gesture, 
■:n  manners, diction,  and other important  prohlems 
°* the   ne ■■' i appeal idience ire considered,  Kxtmsive prac- 
tice and criticism   Students will be expected '■• give fifteen minutes a week 
for personal conferem •   outside reading, and notebook. 
II, VI. VII, .1.   Mr. Crocker. 
SPEECH 105 
219. [KTOtCOLUCIATI DKIATINC. The questions to be used in the in- 
giate debates will l»e studied and members of the teams will be chosen 
from this class. Lectures, briefs of public questions, research, and much 
practice before the group. Open to all students who wish to debate, both 
men and women. A total of six hours in debating may be counted toward 
eradiation. Mon., VI-VII, 2.  Mr. Crocker. 
220 Aki.i MtNTATiON AND Oiour DISCUSSION. Students will prepare 
and deliver arguments on controversial subjects. The technique of argu- 
mentation will be studied. How to lead and take part in group discussion 
will be considered III, 3.  Mr. Crocker. 
221.    BUSINESS   AMI   PaoMSSIONAI,   SHAKING.    A course  in  advanced 
public ipeakiiuj open only to those who secure permission from the instruc- 
tor.  The course is concerned with the delivery of carefully prepared specch- 
propriate t" business anil professional life.   Lectures, papers, readings, 
and personal conference with the instructor. Prerequisite, Speech 111. 
III. 3.  Mr. Crocker. 
311.   THE TEACHING of SnoKH.   History of rhetorical thought, psy- 
cbolof) ol language, phonetics, the text, collateral reading, the shaping of 
curriculum, the leading of the class hour.   Counts also toward Ed- 
ucation credit    Prerequisite, Educ. 211 and 3 other hours. Psych. 211, 321. 
Wed., VI-VII, 2. Mr. Crocker. 
.'12    RnKTOaiCAL THCIWY.   Historical and critical survey of the prin- 
cipal theories in regard to speech composition and delivery, from Aristotle 
to the present time with special emphasis on the classical period.  Collateral 
reading reports, lectures, papers. Wed.. VI-VII, 2.   Mr. Crocker. 
Courses in Dramatic Art 
21.1-214.    ONAL  RgAMNO.    Intensive work on individual voice  and dic- 
tion problems, coupled with the basic principles of interpreting the intcllcc- 
II '1 emotional content of the liest literature in essays, narratives (stories 
and dialects) dramas and poetry. Extensive practice and criticism with pub- 
lle appearances during the latter part of the year.   Limited to 18 students. 
IV. .1.   Mr. Wright. 
215-216. IimtODUCTIOM TO THK THKATKK. A survey course combining 
theory and practice in the realm of theatre production. Designed to increase 
die appreciation for the acted play, to give students majoring in other fields 
a working knowledge of how to produce a play, and as a fundamentals course 
'or all students interested primarily in dramatics. Theatre history, acting, 
make-up. scene design and construction, lighting and costuming and direction. 
Uusl be taken as a full-year course. Credit not given for one semester only. 
(Especially recommended to English and history majors who plan to teach). 
VI, 3.  Mr. Wright. 
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JJ' 224 THBAYU WOKKSHOT A laboratorj count al the theatre. Ac- 
tual practice in * • vry. stage management, 
costume construct* '- I Kparatcly or in con- 
junction with Speech 215-216 npperclaiHiwo. It is suggested 
that Art 321*322 [Ted                                  taken with this course. 
A.r. Z   Mr   Wright. 
227-228     A A: -v.   study of   the  whole 
field   Readii i LuaJ Beting exper- 
im ipld  and traditions, 
chara  • * ijection.    Students in this 
Speech 213-214 of 215-216 
mutt  ; VII, 2    Mr   Wright. 
229 -    I \ rfc   in    Ml   types   of   acting, 
with .. The class will he organized as a 
reperti ry nllcd in other com* 
munftit hi  raffidcntly talented and exper- 
■ 
Th   7-9 I'M   2    Ml    Wright. 
t will act as utistaitt to the 
  action    Each will l>e responsible 
•  of  one act 
:       iration of a prompt book for a 
tructor and at least two 
previout VI, 2   Mr. Wright. 
Fine Arts 201.    "Introd     km to Fon Pine Asia." A funda- 
i   rial training 
and the  elementary 
ecture and example with ,: of in- 
First • n itcr open only 
t<> uppi and upperclaaatnen. En- 
■ metier. 
Ill Hot A. Wright. 
ZOOLOGY 
MB. LI NDSI I   MB. MORGAN 
Hi 112 i the department of Botany may be substi- 
tute! For Z .;. I1I-11J as preparation for advanced courses if 
necessary foi the completion oi major or prc-professional re- 
quirements.   The head of the department should be consulted 
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about this substitution. Course 111-112 meets the entrance re- 
quirements of medical colleges as a minimum; 211-212 is recom- 
mended by all medical colleges in addition, and 224 is recommend- 
ill and required by a few. Majors in this department should 
be arranged with the professor in charge; a major must include 
111 112 or an acceptable equivalent and cither 211-212 or 223 
224. 
111-112. ANIMAL BIOLOCV. An introductory course in biology based 
principally but not exclusively upon animals. Topics considered include the 
properties of living matter, its organization, and the principles of its reaction 
to environment. Development of the individual, heredity, and evolution are 
lered briefly, and the application of all of these materials to human 
liie is studied in reasonable detail. One laboratory exercise per week sup- 
is the class work for all students, and an additional exercise, for a 
total oi four hours credit, is required of major and pre-medical students. 
The latter exercise is not open to others. Classes Mon., Wed., II ;Wed., Fri., 
IV; <>r Tue.. Th., Vf. Laboratory any one of the following two-hour 
periods: Tue. or Th.. I-11; Mon. or Wed., VI-VII. For four hours credit, 
major ind pre-medical students only, Fri. I-II. 
3 or 4.  Mr. I.indsey. Mr. Morgan. 
21)1-202. ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. A study of the normal struc- 
ture and functions of (he human body. Text, lectures, and demonstrations. 
No prerequisites. Classes Mon., Wed., II. 2.  Mr. Morgan. 
211. COMPAKATIVB ANATOMY. A study of the phylum Chordata, based 
I hieily on their anatomical relations, with brief consideration of classification 
and habits. Laboratory work consists chiefly of detailed dissections and 
comparative studies of primitive chordates, the dogfish, an amphibian, and 
a  reptile  with a limited amount  of   mammalian  material.    Prerequisite: 
111-112.  Classes Tue., Th., Ill; laboratory Wed., Fri., III-IV. 
4.  Mr. Morgan. 
212. MAMMALIAN ANATOMY. A study of the anatomy of mammals 
based on the cat, with human material for comparison. Laboratory consists 
chiefly of the detailed dissection of the cat. Prerequisite: Zoology 111-112. 
I hi- course will usually follow 211, hut may be taken separately in special 
Kt Tue., Th.. Ill; laboratory Wed., Fri., III-IV. 4.  Mr. Morgan. 
223. HISTOLOGY. A study of the minute structure of vertebrates, chief- 
I) mammals. Laboratory includes both the preparation and the study of 
tissues. Prerequisite: Zoology 111-112. Classes Wed., Fri., Ill; laboratory 
Mon., Tue, Th, III-IV. 5.  Mr. Lindsey. 
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224. KumtvoLocv. A study oi llic formation ol iHc germ cells, cleav- 
age, the germ layers, and the development of aduli structures in the verte- 
brates. Laboratory work cell behavior and of the 
developing tr.>g. clink -HI! pig Tin- couTK normally follows 22i but may 
be taken separately. Prerequisite Zoology 111-112 Claud Mon„ Wed, 
Fri.. 111. laboratory Tuc. Th. III-1V 5.  Mr. Lindsey. 
Z2S22' EvOLl MOM AMD GlNITiCi A ttudj oi the relationship of 
living things and Itl The fundamental nature of life. 
die : ilntain it in organism, Ihe nature of their interaction, and 
the mc-chani-m ■»t their perpetual 'cation through successive gen- 
erations constitute tl ursc. Prerequisite: Zoology 111- 
112. Upperclassmen with tan ling are admitted without pre- 
requisite on I Kmester may not be 
taken separately for cred I maj tw taken alone by special 
arrangemenl   Classes Tuc. Th. II _'   Mr. I.indsey. 
227-22 ■ CY,   The !■ elaatiftcation and ecoaonk 
importai eof A briel introductory course. 
I   and enough work in the 
to   recognise   the   common 
fami' ted groups. Not offered in 1940-41. 
.*     Nfr.  I.indsey. 
The Conservatory of Music 
FACULTY 
KARL II. ESCHMAN, A.M., F.A.G.O. 
Director and Professor of Music 
Graduate of Denison University in Piano and Organ; Grad- 
uate Student, Harvard University, 1911-12, under Waller R. 
Spalding and Edward Burlingame Hill; 1912-13, under Hugo 
Kami and Piano under Victor Heinze, Berlin; under Erwin Stein 
ami others. University of Vienna, 1929-.TO. Fellow of the American 
Guild of Organists. 
WILLIAM W. WII.I.S 
Violoncello 
Graduate of the Royal Conservatory, Wurzburg. Member of 
the Cincinnati Symphony and the Philharmonic Symphony; for 




Pupil of Henry Schradieck, Theodore Spiering, Alois Trnka 
and Joseph Achron in Violin and of Frederick B. Stivens and 
K. II. Miles in Theory. 
BRAYTON STARK, A.B., Mus.B., F.A.G.O. 
University Organist 
Assistant Professor of Musk- 
Organ and Theory 
Graduate of the Guilmant Organ School; post graduate work 
at the Eastman School of Music; theory with T. Tertius Noble, 
and orcan with Joseph Bonnet, organist of the Cathedral of St. 
Hustache, Paris. Fellow of the American Guild of Organists; 
director of music at Christ Church, Corning, N. Y. 
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Graduate ol ■; y and the Peabody Conservatory; 
II   the   New   England   Conservatory and  the 
Juilliard I Instructot at the Maryland School for the 
Blind and al i teci lental College, Los Angeles.   Pupil of Alfred 
Butler, George Boyle, Richard Steven and Olga Samaroff. 
AtTHira Hurt, All., MA. 
P« Music and Solfeggio 
Graduate of Denison, 1928; M.A.. Ohio State University, 
1938; Teacher of Music at Richmond, Indiana and at Winston- 
Saleni. North Carolina; Director of Musk at the C.ranville Bap- 
tist Church and supervisor 111 tin- Granville Public Schools. 
KING KELLOGG, MUS.B., PH.D. 
Assistant I'refcssor of Music 
I 'oicc 
A.I', University | (26; Mus.B. Eastman School 
of Music, 1930; Ph.D. Universit) of Munich. 1935; Professor of 
N"" Michigan,  1930-1933; Soloist at 
Brick Church, Trinity Methodist Church, North Presbyterian 
Church ol Rochester, X. V. Soloist with the Rochester Philhar- 
monic Orchestra, and at Ann Arbor, Michigan Festival. 
I'. Ml I.  llKVKR 
Piano 
•" Germany, Spain and Switzerland; Pupil of 
ge  Winkler in pis and Counterpoint and of Tele- 
maque Uambrim , 
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GENERAL INFORMATION 
ACCREDITING 
In addition to the information on l»age 19 concerning the 
accrediting of the University as a whole, the Denison Conserv- 
atory of Music is a Liberal Arts College member of the National 
Association of Schools of Music. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS 
The requirements for entrance to any of the regular four year 
courses are the same as those for the college. There are no formal 
entrance requirements for special students in classes and for pri- 
vate instruction, beyond the evidence of ability to profit by the in- 
struction offered. The work of the year is divided into two semes- 
terj (see the University Calendar on page 5), and students may 
best enter the Conservatory at the beginning of a semester, al- 
though private lessons may be taken up at any time. No registra- 
tions are accepted, however, for less than the remainder of the 
semester. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION 
BACHELOR OP MUSIC DEGREE 
The Conservatory offers the degree of Bachelor of Music up- 
on the completion of 128 semester hours as outlined on pages 12- 
13 of the Conservatory Bulletin which can be secured from the 
Director. Courses 101, 102, 111, 112, 201, 202, 221, 222, 311, 312, 
331, 332, 441, and 442 in the Department of Theory are required. 
In addition two years of Solfeggio (four hours each week), forty- 
eight semester hours of applied music and four hours of ensemble 
must lie completed.  The remaining hours are in college subjects. 
BACHELOR OP ARTS WITH MUSIC MAJOR 
Students may receive the A.B. degree with a major in theo- 
retical music consisting of 32 hours in Theory, 8 hours in applied 
Music or the A.B. degree may be obtained with a major in Applied 
Music with 24 hours in Theory and 16 hours in Applied Music. 
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PUBLH  SCHOOL MUSIC Cointsi 
A tpedal coursi o(  Music in Public Schools 
[ered, leading to the degree o( Bachelor of Music. The 128 
hours of tin- o urse are listed on page 16 oi the Conservatory 
Bulletin. They arc divided into the following main groups: Lib- 
eral Arts 30 hours. Education 24 hours, Theoretical Music 36. 
Applied Music 24, Physical Education 4 hours, and elective 10 
hours. The requirement! of this course arc fixed by the State 
Department of I thorough and adequate pre|iaration is 
supplemented by practice teaching in the public schools. All the 
work ia appn red b) the State Department an<l graduates receive 
the Stal t further I xamination. 
I>;i i. M is IKD CEITIPICATES 
The two degrees, Bachelor of Musk anil Bachelor of Arts 
cannot be grant! tame year  to any one candidate hut a 
student graduating  ft has majored in music and 
fulfilled cerl requirements as outlined in the Conservatory 
Bulletin, is granted a Diploma or Certificate on recommendation 
Of the Conservatory Faculty, Each candidate for the diploma must 
ghre a  public  recital  durinj or  year.    To students  sub- 
stituti tin amount of work in Normal Training or public 
school music foi the graduating recital and giving promise of apti- 
tude for teaching, ■ certificate i- granted instead of a diploma. 
Students completing satisfactorily any integral part of the work 
offered in the vat rtments of tin- Conservatory, involving 
not less than a year's study may obtain an officially signed state- 
ment to that effect, togethet with ■ copy of the Registrar's record. 
Music I.IKKAKY 
of books has been merged 
with the College Library, which is also in possession of the Car- 
negie Set consisting of a Capeharl phonograph and hundreds of re- 
cordings. There . collection of primitive musical instru- 
ment of gnat interest, most of which have been presented by 
Denison alumni. 
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RECITALS AND CONCERTS 
Student recitals take place frequently throughout the year, 
and students are expected to attend. All students are under ob- 
ligation to perform at recitals when so directed by their instructor. 
Students are not allowed to perform in public without the know- 
ledge and consent of the instructor. 
Besides the festivals of the Choral Society and various other 
concerts, a number of faculty recitals are given during the year, 
and several artist recitals, most of which are free to Conservatory 
students. 
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS 
(a) The Engwerson Choral Society. Mr. Eschman, Director. 
Membership is open to all who can read music sufficiently well. 
Two principal concerts are given each year, with notable artists 
assisting. According to the present custom, Handel's "Messiah" 
is sung each year at Christmas, while Rossini's "Stabat Mater", 
Mendelssohn's "Hymn of Praise", "Elijah", Haydn's "Creation", 
Coleridge-Taylor's "Hiawatha", Verdi's "Aida", Franck's "Beati- 
tudes", Hizet's "Carmen" and Mascagni's "Cavalleria Rusticana", 
Bach's "Passion, According to St. Matthew", Haydn's "Seasons", 
F.lgar's "Dream of Gerontius", Brahm's "German Requiem" and 
Verdi's "Manzoni Requiem" are other works recently given. Re- 
hearsals are held on Monday evenings through the college year. 
(b) The Denison Orchestra. Mr. Kschman, Director. Mem- 
bersbip is not limited to students in the University, but offers to 
anyone of sufficient ability the opportunity of playing classical 
and modern compositions under suitable direction. The Orches- 
tra assists the Choral Society in presenting some of its oratorios, 
besides giving at least one concert independently in the spring. 
Regular rehearsals are held on Tuesday evenings throughout the 
college year.   Membership is free to those admitted. 
(c) The Denison Glee Club. This is an organization of forty 
young men chosen by annual competitive examination from the 
men of the University community. About twenty concerts are 
given each year, engagements being filled in Ohio, Pennsylvania, 
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New York. Michigan, Indiana and Illinois.   The programs con- 
sist of classical numbers, ;  | ulai glees, and college songs. 
(d) The Shlfardson Glte Club. This club consists of thirty- 
two girls, anil with the exception of the officers is reorganized 
each fall by competitive examination. An annual concert is given 
in May.   The club comprises thi ea of the College and 
Conservatory 
:"K\ BULLETIN 
A Uullenn is published containing additional information re- 
parilinjj t! \ copj maj IK- obtained by addressing 
Conservator] of Music, Deniaon University, Granville, Ohio. 
EXPENSES IN CONSERVATORY 
TUITION PER SEMES . a 
For the stu lent paying lull colli gi tuition there is no addition- 
al charge for any course meeting in chat sessions. For private les- 
son- a chargi    : $15 is made for each hour of semester credit in- 
1,,|v" md the necessar) practice provided the 
total number "i hours carried, including music, due not exceed 
■   foi      I   lie ,,\ instruments 
foi practice. 
lor students not paying refulai college tuition the following 
charges are made per semester: 
In Pianoforte. Voice, Organ, Violin, Violoncello, or Wind Instru- 
ment- 
Tw   ; ri> ite l<     ns per week  $50.00 
One pi    tte lesson per week  27.50 
In Advanced Harmony, Counterpoint, Public School Music 
esson, three hours per week 30.00 
'" Forn». Cat ion, Elementary Har- 
mony. Terminology, Appreciation, Orchestration, Con- 
ducting, . Lessons, etc., two hours per 
„     M,l.k   20.00 
Kent  ..t   piano  for  practice,  per  semester hour   (i.e. one 
hour a week for a semester)           1.00 
Rent of pipe organ for practice per hour 15 
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Any college work for special students would be charged by 
the college rate for the semester hour ($10.00). 
Relate. Students dropping music before the middle of the 
semester must make arrangements for the rebate with the Director 
of the Conservatory. 
DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION 
THEORY AND HISTORY 
MR. ESCHMAN, MR. STARK, MR. HUFF 
College credit   may  be  obtained   for  any  of   the  numbered 
courses.   Those who intend to complete the theoretical course are 
i to take courses 111-112, 221-222, 331-332, and 441-442, 
m consecutive years. 
101. THE APPRECIATION or MUSIC A mm-technical course, open to 
.11 itudenU of the University. The object is to point out the structural 
principles ol musical art and to show what constitutes real merit in any 
field of musical activity. The work embraces lectures and analysis, collateral 
reading and critical reports of current recitals. VII, 2.   Mr. Eschman. 
(Repeated in second semester)  IV, 2.   Mr.  Stark. 
102. MmiKKs Music. A course in the analysis and appreciation of 
contemporary music. VII, 2.   Mr. Eschman. 
(Repeated in first semester)  IV, 2.   Mr. Stark. 
101-104.   CHORUS.  ORCHESTRA   OR   BAND  AND  ENSEMBLE  TRAINING. 
Three hours are required for one hour college credit.   The course can be re- 
ii   MKu-sive years as  Music 203-204,   for a  total  of   four semester 
hours. Arr., I,   Mr. Eschman. 
111-112. ELEMENTARY HARMONY. This course or its equivalent is 
prerequisite to all higher courses. It embraces a detailed study of the modern 
lyiten o! musical notation, the analysis of rhythm practice on scale writ- 
ing and transposition. The work concludes with a study of elementary 
harmony including triad connection. This course is required of all freshmen 
planning to graduate from the conservatory. 
I or IV, 2.  Mr. Eschman and assistants. 
113114.   SOLFEGGIO.   A course in ear training and musical dictation. 
4 days, T. W. T. F., VI, 2.  Mr. Huff. 
201.   HISTORY OP Music TO THE EIGHTEENTH  CENTURY.   The work 
largely of assigned reading,  with written reports,  tests and theses. 
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V' utretc these early stages 
of music, at - ■ .1 in class so 
far as poai        '   ■ offered in 1940-41   Offered in 1941-42. 
VI, 3.    Mr.   Stark. 
202    I i U ii I'IATI RY ro tHi 
i ■ i 201. i iffered in 1941-42, 
VI, 3     Mr   Stark. 
• 
4 days,  r   W, T   P., VII, .'   Mr. Huff, 
221-222     .'. Revie* ■ •! intervals an,! triads; dom- 
gmet !<■<!   anil  altered  ch'Tcl-; 
modul melodies in bass or 
soprano, most mple original jiiccev 
with knowledge of the 
pian, forl inn tune ;it light 
1 ami IV.   i.   Mr   Eschman. 
-'01. The elements ,,i music and con- 
i Iffered in l'»40- 
«■ IV. J   lir, Hurt. 
'■' iments and th.ir combina- 
tion- irehestrating ' purposes.  Offered in first 
■emestei ■•:  1941 42   Not ..iTm-l 1940-41 IV. .'.   Mr. Huff. 
311 312    Ui II u. Fonii    Studj ..i ihematic construction and elements 
oi composition, thi principal instrumental   i,,rms. as 
illustrated in rln- modern comp Courses 221-222 
must ordinaril) precede -In. v. •• .,,„, n,a>. i„. t.,k<ii 
in the same yt 201-2; g nai in l''40-4l. 
ill. 2   Mr   Bachana 
1 '■' trse covers in detail the work 
in use in the schools.   Related 
■ Ri giiter a- Educa- 
"""   '' II. .1    Mr. Muff. 
applied to the 
  I irti in . ombination    Free har- 
part i ounterpoinl in the 
ubjccti in different 
-'_': 111 .,<,   prerequisite and some 
III. ,1.   Mr. Stark. 
441-442    Cost i sition of canon and fugue 
:""1 "* a,h" Pi mpostiion ..i vocal and 
-;-   Cour      221-222    11-332 are prerequisite, with some 
II. 2.  Mr  Bschnum, 
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APPLIED MUSIC 
I • t. fight semester hours of credit in applied music (piano, voice, etc) 
are required for the Bachelor of Music degree. Eight semester hours arc 
credited a Btudent majoring in any department toward the Bachelor of Arts 
degree in the college; for majors in Applied Music a total of  Id hours may 
i >■ accredited. 
Tin courses are numbered as follows: Piano, Violin, Violoncello, Voice 
or Organ 111-11% 211-212, 311-312, and 411-412 for the first, second, third 
and fourth years in the subject, each course number receiving one hour of 
college credit per semester tor one lesson and five hours practice a week. 
Piano, Violin, Violoncello, Voice or Organ 121-122, 221-222. 321-322, 
421-42% for the respective years, each course niimln'r representing two hours 
Of college credit per semester for two lessons and ten hours practice a week. 
PIANO 
Miss HAIHV AND MH. BKYKN 
No set course is specified, but the work is adapted to the individual 
pupil, and teaching preserves the cultural point of view as much as the pro- 
feSsionaL Foundations are thoroughly laid in a study of the instrument itself 
and the natural laws of an adequate technique arc considered merely the 
basis of artistic interpretation. The principles of expression are taught by 
means of the music of both classic and romantic composers. 
VOICE 
MR.  kKi.i.iK<. 
The object of instruction is the correct placing of the voice, so that the 
are even and firm throughout the entire range.   Stress is laid on  the 
control of the breath, rhythm, and phrasing,  together  with enunciation and 
Itage  presence     Use  is  made of  the classic  song literature of  all  schools, 
especially the German, and of our own American song writers. 
ORGAN 
MM  STANK 
A certain facility at the piano and in sight-reading is necessary and this 
must lie proved to ihc satisfaction of the instructor, who may prescribe such 
additional work as may seem advisable in preparation. A good organ touch, 
comprising legato and staccato playing, steadiness and smoothness of style, 
arc the objective aims. 
Carls' Master Studies for Organ and Bach's Little Preludes and Fugues 
compose the ground work of study. This is followed by sonatas by Mendels- 
sohn. Merkle, Guilmant. selections by Widor, Dubois, Bocllman, Lcmarc, 
Best,  Hollint,   Buck and   Barker.   Special attention  is given  to hymn play- 
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n pai       I   ami  registration to  meet  the  practical needs  of  church 
■ 
VIOLIN AND VIOLONCELLO 
I.KIK. Mi  WBLU 
Good receive a large share of at- 
tention, followed by to meet the needi of the 
individual,   ts the student sonatas, and con- 
cerl stud ed.   It is the purpose to 
.. bat also for the higher and broader 
plUM Ai    Ira-!   t\\.»   v-iiicttcrs   of 
piano itodj  an   n pure (nation,   Students are en- 
tre  admitted 
to lb<    I • thus gained   is not   the  least 
valoal F candidates for graduation. 
tSSES 
<,it     SoLTKCI i I  II    Four hotlfl  pel  week, First  Year.   Same as  Mu- 
sic 1U 114 VI. 2.  Mr. Huff. 
FOUJ                     ek, Second Year.   Same as 
VII, 2.   Mr.  Huff. 
This work, or a sati tfvalent i» required of all candidates for 
graduation in any * *y 
The com to meet the needs of all who are in any degree 
deficient  in I nUl principle*  of  BTO i     -i. !i  ai  rhythm,   intervals, 
and ■> ■ instrumental music readily at 
sight.  It ai 
(b)    I laury and Mr. Beyer.   Ensemble classes 
arc in. tartettc  work being done.   The 
onscrvatory, and this work is re- 
quired i I ill p ipili     ifl i ii  •.■   idvanccd 
<c)    S ; Hi   J-.-thman.   As far as ma- 
"■r"1 nd quartette work,  with performances 
111  I1 ,   :                   Ached  in  ensemble 
with piano. 
Degrees Conferred in June, I 939 
HONORARY DEGREES 
Gale Seaman, Doctor of  Divinity 
William Elmer Forsythe, Doctor of Science 
Harold Cooke Phillips, Doctor of Humanities 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Helen War field  Bowyer 
Ethel l.cnore Bryson 
Nolle Wenzel Burner 
Dorothy  Lawrcne Burnham 
Barbara I-ouisc Cady 
Elinor McCulUigh Clark 
Ida Jeanne  Dagger 
Mary Kli/abcth Danner 
Jeanne Deeds 
France! Mary Deibel 
Gladys Eva Dicer 
Janet  Egtwrt 
Helen Marie Kllor 
Jane Mary Falls 
Doris Jean  Flory 
Rosemary Ellen Forsyth 
Dorothy Roteuin Frazier 
Ruth  Helen Gtil 
Katliryn Goodhuc 
Mildred Reed Green 
Elsie Jean Gregg 
Carol May Griffith 
Mary Ctierryholmcs Hccker 
Kate Langk-y Hopkins 
Virginia May Ilnbach 
Celianna Florence Isley 
Liberty Justice Janura 
Jacqueline Pinco Jones 
.latm   Strong Jones 
N'ornu Eileen Kiehm 
I,esly Jean Knapp 
Miriam  Leedy 
Lorenzo I.uise Lind 
Dorothy  Rae  Matchett 
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Eileen Alice Meacham 
Portia Brownell  Miller 
Hazel Mariana Mitchell 
Barbara Louise Nichols 
Elizabeth Jane Osmond 
Sue Wilbournc Palmer 
Lorna Louise Pilot 
Ruth Elizabeth Pinkham 
Florence Esther Price 
Betty Jane Radke 
Jean Cornelia Ralph 
Evelyn  Williams  Rope 
Jeanne Elizabeth Sanzi 
Ruth Kathryn  Schoepfle 
Florence Elizabeth Scott 
Marie  Elizabeth  Scrgardi 
Grace Margaret Shumaker 
Ellen Sylvia Simmons 
Jean Elizabeth Speckman 
Bonnie   Frieda   Starkey 
Dorothy Lee Sullivan 
Mary Jane Townsley 
Elizabeth Jane Tumbleson 
Lois Langworthy Wallis 
Elizabeth Ann Way 
Julia Katherine Webb 
Ruth Mitchell Wheeler 
Mary Frances Wiggins 
Marjoric Elizabeth Wilkins 
Eleanor Griffith Williams 
Winifred Jean Wilson 
Mary Constance Winchester 
Rebecca Susann Wingert 
Carolyn Virginia  Wolf 
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{Catherine Louise Wolfe 
Harriet Jean Yodei 
Margaret  Amelia Zell 
■  Bi in •■ m  Banning 
Delpha   B ishore 
'n,i mas Pulchei  Bates 
Dean Gorda 
Joieph  William  Blackburn, Jr. 
Ralph  St 
Clarence  Vern  Bowman 
VUah Glenn Brooki 
Philip Lincoln  Browne 
v,       m  I lavid C in i 
Charles   I homu  I  i] 
Joseph Charles Ca* 1 
Georgi   Clen 
rffman 
Philip V 
Harrison  Stanton  Condii 
Edwin  Hale I 
Rich  - 
Paul Rit hard Cosway 
Ralph Merrtam Couj 
John 1   e 
Philip 1 
Gorden I 
John  ' ■■ 
tuBcj 
Irwin   1 
Donald Lough  Ev rharl 





Paul  I ert, Ji 
Robt rl  G© ■ 
Albert Whitworth Cram 
I  n      Louis Hahfl 
Ha old Arthur Hallsti in, Jr. 
I       ■ n 11 
William Walter  Holt, Jr. 
.-. Wendell HOIKS 
Lewis Edward Hopkins 
HaiT)   Prancis Jenkins 
h Miik; Lamed 
[ohn Larson 
Alan  Young  Lidstcr 
I r   Elseworth   Logcrquist 
rin UcClanathan 
Clement Goodwin McNamara 
Lovell  McNeill 
Julian l;r< den k  Maire 
i  Sailing  MeiKtrup 




mai  Rollin Orme 
I'rai |   llhurd  Patrick. Jr. 
Herbert Cecil Kaml<.lph 
'. illiam Reed 
igent Ringie 
Nelson Woodward K'tipp 
King Sanderson 
let   Sherman 
Rudd Situs 
; Burtwin Smith 
■   Cayford Smith 
Kenneth  Brookfield   Spcrl 
Stark 
I irl David Seiner 
i lai rj Jay Swehser 
I. John Tamblyn 
Samuel Richard Van Home, Jr. 
Patrn * TinTan)  Vincent 
i      wd Walker 
Pan! Law sew t Wei-h 
Bill Covode West 
Wheeler 
Wight IV 
Ronald Baglcj  Wiley 
! Lind Winchdl 
Burdeti Allen Wright 
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BACHELOR OF MUSIC 
Ruth Alice Jennings 
CERTIFICATES IN PUBLIC .SCHOOL MUSIC 
Ruth Alice Jennings Mary Jane Townslcy 
Katherinc  Ixmise Wolle 
DIPLOMAS IN CONSERVATORY 
Ruth Alice Joining!, Voice Kathcrinc Louise Wolfe. Piano 
DECREES CONFERRED SEPTEMBER, 1939 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
George English  Bisbce 
David Charles Boam 
Robert   Ernest  Clark 
Albert  Mehan  Hage 
C.ranville Vier Sharp 
Nell   Billings Joseph 
Honors and Prizes Awarded in 1939 
BLICTIOM TO MKMHKKSitir IN PHI HKTA KAPPA 
SEN IOBS 
Tl tai Bates John Fulcher 
Ncllc Burner Kilet'ii Meacham 
•Marry Clement Minurd Patrick 
Richard Coiway 'Esther  Price 
"I'l.i Jeanne Dagger John Reed 
•Donald  Kvcrhart 
Bill West 
Kenneth Sperl 
'Elected in Junior Year. 
JUNIORS 
Virginia Jones Will am Price 
TlIK    FKKSIIMAN    ClIKMISTKY    PKI/K 
ICarl Hayncs 
THK GlLFAfUCI SCHOLARSHIP KM ExCILLKNCfl IN MATHEMATICS 
Ronald Wiley Eileen  Meacham 
THK WOODLAND Cfl-tMSTav PKXZI 
First, Charles Oxley Second, Franklin  Molen 
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Tn Lw ii Pain CONTBST 
Kir-t. Dran Beier Third,  Robert Cordon 
Second. WilUrd Kibhy Fourth, Richard Cosway 
I HI   S   H I Ptozu NM BIBLE READING 
Pirst, Donald Beth Second. James Black 
CHI < >MI   i Pun 
Dorothy Deane 
IV S. MOLARS nir 
Uerl 
Mi  HlCf 
Harry Swatter 
ibis Mention 
TBI RAY St i row POSITION 
■ 
JEAN Nil  0     ■     I RAM MKMOBIAI   Palm IN ENGLISH 
Firtt, Rut! <1. Dorothy DeaM 
EH Ml SO & BOLABI Bit 
John  Nil hoi 
CltTtl-DI CAIHAM MEMORIAL   SCHOLARSHIP 
Curtii kit K 
U\- V    u 5    ROLAIBBH 
Bett)   Barlow 
E   s  SHKPABI ON UEMORIAI SCHOLAMHIV 
Barbara Boer 
PUMI B  Vuizt 
Burner 
VHKIl M     H •« \'i:il.   POKTBY   PRIZE 
Pirit, AoVIa Beckham Second, Bill Watt 
UlHORIAI    Pot  N    v   IOH    Plia   IN   GERMAN 
Elinor Clark 
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SPECIAL HONORS 
Eileen Meacham, Mathematics 
Ronald Wiley, Mathematics 
Nelle Burner 










Nelle Burner, Modern Languages 
Ida Jeanne Dagger, Philosophy 
Rosemary Forsyth, Education 
Eileen Meacham, Mathematics 
Margaret Shumakcr, Zoology 
Lois Wallis, Zoology 
Thomas Bates, Geology 
Philip Browne, Mathematics 
Harry Clement, History 
Donald Everhart, Geology 
John Fulcher, Physics 
Minard Patrick, Chemistry 
John Reed, Economics 
Woodward Rupp, Mathematics 
Paul Welsh, Engineering Science 
BUI West, History, English 
Ronald Wiley, Mathematics, Music 











M.in i.i  Sipple 
Phyllis Stacy 
Mary Todhunter 
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Jack  Fulchcr 
Stanlc) Han 
Jack I Ioop« - 
Join  Innis 
TboOMtf   N'orpcll 
Charles: Oxlcy 
William   Price 
Robert Wright 
\   - 






Marcia  Sipple 
Mary  Todhunter 






TO MEM N PHI SOCIETY 
M.iry Kathleen Adams 
Rita Dayhofl 
Virginia Ireland 
Bar tiara  Lovt 
Jo Ann Mitchell 
I   R 
Leslie Seagrave 
Wilma  Shivcly 
M.iry Todhunter 
Mary Altec Willett 
Robert Baunigartner 




Robert  Morlan 
John Nichol 
Roger  Reed 
Student Enrollment 
(Fur tin- Kiri-I  Scme-lrr 1'l.i'l-1940 ) 
SENIORS 
Aull.    Wallace Cambridge 
Bailey, Bern.nl Waterloo, Iowa 
Barlow,   Morion Hochrater,   N.   Y. 
ilrnr.lalry.   Charlea Ft   Wayne,   lnd. 
Berated.   Ro»r Oak   Park.   III. 
Bethunr. Donald Chatham,   N. J. 
Blebce.   Hark Jackaon.   Mich. 
Black.    Jamea Newark 
Blackburn.   Robert Toledo 
Blake.    Richard Caldwell 
lllaadrl.   Eugene Amnrill-i,   Te-   ■ 
Block.   Robert Oak   Park.   III. 
Brant.   John Coliimhui 
Carry.    David Salem 
c.'lainler.   Ned Aahiahula 
Curtia.   Lawrence Columbia,   Mo. 
Ilnyrh. Donald New   York, N. Y. 
D-an.   Koreet WooaUr 
Deer.   Cordon Narberth.    Pa. 
Dlxon.    Richard Toledo 
Duffey.   Donald Chic.,... III. 
Billot,   Jeeae Newark 
Kn.al.     Wilbur liranvllle 
Cordon. Joeeph Oak   Park.   111. 
Hanna.   Antea Ventnor.   N.   J. 
Hartley.   Durwood Jnmeetnwn.   N    Y, 
Haaaard.   William Detroit.   Mich, 
Illle.   William Th.mvllle 
Hough.   Norman Cleveland 
Hudaon.   Archie Ilornell.   N.   Y, 
Inni«.    Charlea Cranvllle 
Jewett.   SUrllnt Cheahlre.   Conn. 
Klna-.   Joeeph Cnlu.nh   ■ 
!.amh,    Burjo Colui.il JI 
I,eHny.    Gene Cincinnati 
l.lr.laln.m.   John Nile   Center,   III. 
MrCollum.    Jamea Cranvllle 
McCrory.   Donald Bowling   Green 
Mrlntyre.   Jamea ..Bertvyn.   Ill, 
Mackelfreah.    Taylor Cincinnati 
M.ndry.    David Martina   Ferry 
Mnlen.    Franklin Dayton 
Monahnn.   Frank Chicago.   III. 
Mneal,   Alfred Yonkera.   N.   Y, 
N-lma.   Joeenh Cleveland 
[>■ ley.   Charlea Cranvl'le 
Ctu,'-   W,.3»n Granvllle Philippe.    Thomaa Granvllla 
Pierce.   Phillip Morrlivllle,   N.   Y. 
Pr re.     Myron   Newark 
Price.    William Ale.andrl, 
Rehn.   Richard Cincinnati 
Rlddell.   Ralph Cincinnati 
Scholia,   Jamea Columbua 
Sheldon    William Chaarin   Fall 
Shnpard.    Th'.maa Cincinnati 
Shryoek.   Jam... Froatbiirg.   Md. 
5 -«rlBt.   George Coahoeton 
Slmneon.    R„h-rt Detroit.    Mich. 
Snider.    Monroe Lakewood 
.Sweeder.    Wlllard    Addvi-ton 
Van   Voorhla.   Samuel Newark 
Vennlng.   Jack Highland Park,   III. 
Vlck,   Robert Rochoater.   N.   Y. 
Webb.   Stafford Green.boro.   N.   C. 
Wheeler.   Charlea Alliiv.n   Park.   Pa, 
White.    Richard Chicago.   III. 
Wiley.   Robert. ..... .Ballaton   Sim,   N. Y. 
Wilier.   Rueeell Ft.   Mitchell.   Kg. 
Wolfe.    Robert Dayton 
Wright,    Robert Granvllle 
Adama.   F,rma Coahorton 
Ammon.    June Cincinnati 
Bahr.   Jeanne Oak   Pprk.   III. 
Barlow.   Betty Elliabelh.   P.. 
Bartholomew. Jana Ft. Wayne, Ind, 
Bolln.   Mary   Ellinhcth Bay   Village 
Bottomley.   Kathrjrn Shaker   Heighte 
Braun.   Betty Buffalo.   N.   Y. 
Channel!.    Donnn Cleveland 
Con..    Francea Granvllle 
Deane.   Dorotliy Roehelter.   N.   Y. 
dellenuclalr,    Jeanne Cleveland 
 menlca,   Edna. Philadelphia.   Pa. 
Eerhman.    Barbara Granvllle 
Evana.   Helen Wayneeboro,   Virginia 
F.venaen,   Elinor Highland Park, III. 
Ewart.   Allann Trenton,   N. J. 
Franke,    Ruth Lakawood 
Galloway,    Rebecca Cedarville 
Goodwin.   Agnee Adrian.   Mich. 
Gregg.   Mary I.lma 
Hnmrhla.   Sue Detroit,   Mich. 
llulllgan.    Betty Lakawood 
Jacob.   Mildred Roeheater.   N,   Y. 
Jonea.    Virginia Newark 
Klnney.    Dorothy Toledo 
Klemm.    Betty Wyoming 
Kooa.    Betty Toledo 
Krlet-.    Jeannette Newark 
Llndnman.    Dorothy Columbua 
McCoy,    Helen Dayton 
Mandel,    Dorla Columbua 
Martlndale.   Virginia Cincinnati 
Mntthcwa,   Gloria Evanaton.   III. 
Merchant,   Marjorir Peorla.   III. 
Morgan,    Evelyn Granvllla 
Morriaon,    Suzanne Zaneavllle 
Mowery.    Maellla Newark 
Orcutt,   Marlon Plalnfleld.   N. J. 
Prltchard,    Dorothy Bealey 
KndebauKh.   Judith Lancaater 
Reed.   Mary Ironton 
Revla.   Muriel Knglewood,   N. J. 
Sackett.   Winifred Cleveland   Helithla 
Samman.   Jeanne Cleveland   Helghte 
Scare.   Mary   Ann Shaker   Helghta 
Shaffer.   Jeanne Columbua 
Shank.    Ruth Cleveland 
Shaw.   Heal rice Buffalo.  N.  Y. 
Sherwood,   Mary    Elizabeth Ottawa 
Shlnn,    Mary Newark 
Shock,   Janet Dayton 
Snwle.   Nellie   Margaret Cleveland 
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•I,   ivtty   Lea Stm 
Taylor,   Betty 
Taylor.    Ellaahaih . 
■II,    NUntiM 
Van   Hi.rn.   Kliiabrth 
\    I -. «.    lUrt.ara 
S 
<.r*nvtlla 
'   <rbara   ...       Ml   V«r» .1. N    Y 
Wiu..n.   Barbara Kjurrtavltla.   N.   Y. 
kfartoa Detroit,   Mich. 
Prlarilta..        ititrr PorMi. III. 
i  1 on    .. i' 
B*tty Graavtlli 
S'iORS 
Barfioover,   Paul., li 
Harran.     Alfred ("I      1    ■  a'l 
Barrlnctoi 
Bella', la.   A  ch..nar > 
Wade.     J.hr, . 
Illoaacr.   Harold Ian -.-    Va. 
I!   .-.-     C!   ■•.••.. 
P    . S'« <ar. 
hraunn if.   H hert / 1   1 
[tr»*   .     Ri    ;. 
Carl. Jack....... Eaat I 
Chlttandtn.   Hnih 1  1 
< rawford.   11 *ar<) 
Van In '     ■  . ■     N      > 
I 
I 
Flehell.    ! 
Ftory.    !»   vi,j l'»»in 
1 ryi     RI I ud B 
R   v 
Gllkffl I 
li.iuv. CbarlM 
II   yt   n 
■     • 
Halnea, William   . Wcotae   '.    N    J 
Hall.      I>n»« !<».•    r. 
' twarfc 
Han,. . •      .1      ■ 
Hai 1 r. N. J. 
Hartford,    Warren. . \ur>ra . 
H»?'    It bail Baavtr    I'- 
ll, mm,   Johi • • 
H    - ■ ■.   Ja'k  .., 
v    - ., , .       , 
Innia.    .'■ hn I n 
rehrltU    N     Y. 
Joliiiaoa,   r ■ 
■ n.       M.A'ar.i 
Praatr 
Ki*i>f*r.  Harlan. 
ri I    ■    , 
rr.  Pranl - M   J 
■     ■ 
; * ■ ■ 
■ bar! 1   iboctoa 
■ 
M 
Marehall,   Jatk D  rton 
M»'"'     Rohtrl n    Pi 
■ 
'■''.■■ ■       Mi' 
lohfl  '-'fvfland 
■■      Y 
•   Ml,    Seth I „. ■ hfl, r 
■ II,   Thomas.   .. Newark. 
••      ■"'! r-mhr|.l« 
Paraooi,  Bptsotr Nnhua. N.  H. 
Putn     P    Diokaf ..  hay-too 
I                       rl liMilni.   Mlrh. 
-   bariM limnvdle 
I'ratt.    John IWIlefoT tain* 
I'M r.  Ir.   M Chlcaao,   in. 
bar! .   .Toledo 
Rob) rl .                    .               !'..»'.■■! 
Richard*,    Kmory..   . Baxlay 
I.   •   ■      J   —;r. Mr.-  klyr.   \     Y 
Ralph... River    I-rent.    III. 
^n     Detroit,  Mich. 
-•    rta      Wilbur r»valanrt 
Rwarta,   Hn Cincinnati 
I]    ■     I'a   M Boot*    l.yon,   Mich. 
-     II. »afdj. Ml     Varna* 
«*U Brookhr*. N. Y. 
J amea Dayton 
Harry WaaMnaton   C.   H. 
Turnhull,   Franklin.   ...   Mllv.auk.e.   Wla. 
I'htman,   r rederirk H..w In?   (imn 
J UDM  CI r.-lav Ilk 
Walkar,   Barto* ■vaaato*,   III. 
Walker,    Bugtiat. Saw   Philadelphia 
Glan   Kllyn.   III. 
Donald ... .Pataakala 
Wl aOl      G ■-■!   B Detroit.   Mich. 
■J    liaaH i'hll.idclpl:ia.   Pa. 
W   --tnrif.    Ii-.r.ald nNoMla.   Pa. 
I*lla UtfitH 
Adama.   Iharlyn   .      1'ark.rahunr.   W.   Va, 
kndafaOO,   Karhara. ..     Oilrasro,   III. 
Harbour.    PrieHlla Kvanaton,   III. 
He-kham.     Ad* la ..Dayton 
Blalr,   M»r»        .. Conrentrllla,   Pa. 
Ella lion with*. N. Y. 
H-urhner.   batty...    ( lar.-hunr. W.   Va. 
Cteveland 
H-iehanan.    1    ..    . Waahinaton.   Pa. 
Hunje.   Jaan Flndlay 
* hriatlan.   June   . .        .ri.vcland    Hclffhta 
lam (iraanflald 
I      th-rt^ l     .      .,.( 
Oowglll,   Kliiahath Port Cllotoa 
-    In Waahirrtnn   C.   H. 
Dorothy SawlckUy, Pa. 
DaHa,    Kmaj#an <;,.:. villa 
I<-al.     Kliiahath . ...  1  anton 
Dornty,   Jana        ( Irvclaml   lla-iicht* 
El   ■    It.-it*   Wilmette.   III. 
nor,    phjm. l^-awnod 
• •      Harhara <'•lumlms 
Ford,     Ruth 7.»n*avllla 
Marian t Wvalai.-I   llrinhla 
I  KaUth Oilraa-o.    III. 
Foatar,   Rachal Nowark 
> r«r.     Jun*    Aahland 
Funk.    Ih.r-.lhy        W.ynrahura;.    Pa. 
<;ali..way.   Dorothy Codarvlll* 
Qardinar,   Mary Mlddlatoaro 
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dates,   Jenny   June Columbus 
Catton,   Dorothy Mt.   Vernon 
Gregg.    Met* Bexley 
GrinUB,    Lillian Cincinnati 
Hammer le,    Virginia Marysvllle 
HiilT.   Jeanette Bethesda 
MuiTman.    Phyllis Alexandria 
laant,    Mirnrtt Warren 
Jeffrey,   Lurllle Unli<nt<>wn.   Pa. 
Johnson,    Klalne Klyrla 
-    Winifred Jaekeon 
Klllian.   Barbara Toledo 
hillian,    Jean Toledo 
KlBft   Jane Detroit.   Mich. 
Klemm.   Jeanne Bloomlngton.   111. 
Knncaaa,    Jran Cleveland 
!.,...!».   Lillian Shaker   Height* 
Kulhanek.    LaVerne Lake wood 
l.ai>ca*hire,    Mary ,Maumea 
Ley. Mary   Virginia Chicago, III. 
LaBow, Susan Chicago, III. 
!*■«■■.   Ann Rochester.   N.   Y. 
I*«ii.   I-ucy Cranvllle 
Londy,   Doris Pittsburgh.   Pa. 
Ill,   Marjorle Chicago, III. 
Martin,   Jane Detroit.   Mich. 
Mather,   Julia Newton   Centre,   MHBS. 
Nebel.   Klvanor Chicago.   III. 
Phillip*   Kobe Ben   Avon, Pa. 
Pickrel.    Eleanor Dayton 
I      lion, Jean Yonkere,   N. Y. 
Hca.   Sally Fort Wayne. Ind. 
Reynold*,   Mary   Jane. .Cleveland   Heights 
Rhoton,   Dorothy Cleveland    Height* 
Kowe.   Betty Oak   Park,   III. 
Rupp.    Madeleine Newark 
Ruachll.   Barbara Lafayette,   Ind. 
Ryan,   Mury   Loa Hamilton,   N. Y. 
Snngren.   Dorothy E. Chicago, Ind. 
Schubert.    Virginia Cincinnati 
Sharkey.   Susanna Dayton 
Shuehruk.    Diana Newark 
Shumaker.   Eleanor Cranvllle 
Slpple,   Marcla Warren.   R.   I. 
Skalak. Camllle Pittsburgh,   Pa. 
Slade,   Elisabeth Balliton   Spa,   N.   Y. 
Smith,    Jeanne Tnllmadge 
Smith.    Mary   Erneitine Marion 
Smith,    Ruth Columbus 
Stacy.   Phyllis Bexlsy 
Stewart.    Betty Cranvllle 
Stilwetl.   Constance Shaker    Heights 
Stralth.   Virginia Detroit.   .Mich. 
Stratton.   Betty Snydcr.   N.   Y. 
Sweet,   Virginia Snyder.   N.   Y. 
Thnmsen,   Beverly Edgewater.   N. J. 
Trebing.   Charlene Lake wood 
Van   Horn,   Edith Nashville.   Tenn. 
Vierlfng.   Ruth Or.-d.-ir.   N. J. 
Wallgren,   Violet.... University   Clly.   Mo. 
Wathne.   Ellen Granvlll* 
Watklne.    Phyllis Massllloa 
Weeks.   Nancy.... II loom ft* Id   Hills,   Mich. 
Wright.    Elliabath Dayton 
SOPHOMORES 
Allan. John Westneld. N. J. 
Anittnttt,     Joseph Columhus 
Ashley. Donald I*trolt. Mich. 
Athey.   Gerald Milwaukee,   WIs. 
Bailey.   Taylor Hamburg.   N.   Y. 
H*.iniK«rtner,   Robert Detroit,   Mich. 
llellar.   Jack Columbus 
Bowsn,    Thomas Columbus 
Hrannan.   Delbert Evanston,   III. 
Rrannon.     Earl Zanesvllle 
Branson.    Robert Bay    Village 
Bridge.   Richard....Groaoo   Potnte,   Mich. 
Brlgl.am.   Jack Wlnnetks,   III. 
Hritton. Clen Mt. Vernon 
Hurkhart.   Roy Toledo 
Campbell.   Edmond .Dayton 
Campbell.   Scott Geneva.   III. 
Chapin,   Sidney Cleveland   Heights 
( hmtle.   James Detroit,   Mich. 
Collins.    Frank Hillir~.ro 
l rawforcL    Charles Dayton 
I'avle*.    Robert Canton 
Dtaton,   Clarence CaaUle. N.   Y. 
D-wey, Jack Western   Springs.   III. 
Dippery,   Franklin Van Wert 
Donovan,   John Buffalo.   N.   Y. 
Douglass,   William Detroit,   Mich. 
Downs,    Jack ,,   .Cleveland 
Edwards. William II... K. Wllliston. N.Y. 
Elmer.    Richard Toledo 
roragL   Edward ClnclnnaU 
Png, Thomas Detroit, Mich. 
(•osnell.    Dale Gran villa 
Orabper,   Robert Cleveland 
'.tiffin,    Wllllsm Norwood 
Hanna,   Donald Canton 
Harrison.   Robert   M Newark 
Hastings.    Hubert Ravenna 
Haynea.   Karl Newark 
Hick,    Louis Cambridge 
H-dd.-ii.    James Cranvllle 
Howard,    Robert MaasilUm 
Howland.   James Detroit.   Mich. 
Hudson,   Raymond Rochester.   N.   Y. 
Humphries,   Howald ClnclnnaU 
Irvln.   Frank Shaker   Heights 
Johns-m. John   B Elyrla 
Johnson,   Ray Evanston,   III. 
Johnson.   Tim Mlddletown 
Jones,   Charles Warran 
Jones.    Jack Granvllkt 
Jones,    Orval Gran ville 
Kates,   William Philadelphia.   Ps. 
Kendall, Robert Downers Grove. III. 
Landfear,    Tom Bedford 
Lee,   John Grand   Rapids.   Mich. 
Lewis,    Paul Nswark 
I*wltt,   Richard Detroit.   Mich. 
Linn.    William Dayton 
Little,   Robert Grosse Polnte. Mich. 
I.utton.    Bertram Evanston,   III. 
Mclfurney.   Richard Cambridge 
McCarthy.   Robert Detroit,   Mich. 
McCartney,   Will Cambridge 
McFadden.    Edward Newark 
Mamunrdt,   David Dayton 
Minton, Stephen Beaver. Pa. 
Moore,   Wayne Cranvllle 
Morlan,    Robert Madiaon 
Muench. George Chicago. III. 
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Mungcr.   George        GfOOM   1' 
Mun>hy.   John.   . QtlBM    Hick 
Mun-hy.   Willian. 
Neal.      Klrhard      . ^ 
Neuaehel,   Robert Hamburg.   N    V 
Nlehol,  Joha Ht. Vet   * 
Nytren.   DonaM l I 
Oherhelroaa,   William 
.rihur.      .. 
Orwta,  Jeha Feotorla 
Packanl,  IUII       ....» 
Plaraoa,  Phiiiir ... Pitteavrab.  Pa. 
Plan, J«>hn    . r iu 
Porvli    D nald I ri      P i 
H«i   Gooraa .... Steul* 
Kendall.  William N     1 
William    . l». If 
KHey.   Jack    Canton 
Dudley 
ICohry.     Robert . i "ald»ell 
ii Paul Hebron 
RotlUB,    J"hn   ......... 
Beaton,   Frank T laaaV 
Behreeder,  Joan Bvaai 
•   toy    . 
Slma   John Cleveland 
Smith.    Clifford 
Devld (--■-.-      Pi 
Smith.   Robert Gl 
> 
■ 
Spenaler.   William. T hoe 
Si*rry.   F-I«ard Batf 
| ■     . 
Swainhari.    Robert ikroa 
Tallman.     J»hn   , I    led 
Taylor,   William 
Tlemann.   Jam*- a-. 
Toto,   Pali* * 
Trautman.   George 
i rank Rvai • • 
William-.      <  lyda 
Wlta-m.    Jamen 
Wyman.    John. Lakewuod 
Adam*.   Mary   K 
| i   ., 
Atwat. r.   Mary 
Bnrkua.   Nanry HI 
Raldwm.    Kult 
Bai ■•   - 
I1   *.        ■       K 
Hayrd    •..   ri 
I!    ,.- I 
Bella 
I 
i       a.   Car ■'»■ 
i rt, Hai 
Burgem     tnna 
|t.,(. |   hk r,  Dorti 
tt,    Marrar. t 
I      ■    I   in,    li*U* 
Cha'f       ' 
Clerk.   Mary Jam 1 
i  in 
.      M  rtha Jam 
M   -v    \     . 










I     ■    Park.   lh. «... 
I   real    III 
..      .    ■ 
-a.    Mich. 
■' 
I      . »    R    l I 
■•■       . n,   1 
l 
I 
Geneva,   in 
Cleveland    Mrlahtl 
■       ■ 
i'«i«.    1- tt) Dayton 
I'Hi.i.l-     Mary Shaker   Uelghta 
DayhoaT,   Kit* Oak   Park.   III. 
Done)      \    labetk    .  Findlay 
Doreey,   M.n™n Cleveland   iMirhu 
Dunlaf.     Mary <  olumhua 
I   gllal    Betti Aabnrj  Park. N. J. 
Rrneet,   Jam Akron 
e.   Boeaa .... Ilowllny Greea 
«.r»\r».     Ja.i|ut'llne Akron 
l      Janet   .... Royal    Oak.    Mleh. 
Gran,   l> rli Oak   Park. III. 
liar.-     Sally i   t 1- If    Ssndu.ky 
Ril«efteld.   N. J. 
-.   Mariaret. Detroit.   Mien. 
-y  Ann .  Baxter 
Howard,   Rath           Jameat'iwn.   N.   Y. 
HowelU.   Marale Cleveland 
Eleanor Cleveland  lleirhte 
Hu»h»..   Lorraine, ivtmit.   Mich. 
Ireland.   Virginia lUrmmaham,   Ala. 
VloU Ha|>lewood.    N     J. 
Marhara  Troy 
Kohler,    Mary        ,.   Santa   Monica.   Calif. 
Kreldef      .\MLB Auburn.    Ind. 
Larareod, Harjorie Albion. N. Y. 
AM Shaker    Helehte 
Love,  Marhara Hi    Vernon,  N    i . 
v      •■ ■ k    Badly Chicago,  III. 
M   I     loan.   Lillian   . Par.   Itidae. III. 
Snaanne Cleveland 
Melralf.    Carolyn Lanranter 
Milrhell.    Jeanne Detroit.     Mlrh. 
Mulh.    Shirlee ltrtn.it.    Mich. 
Myler.    Klliabeth Xenla 
Prladlla   Xenla 
am,   Helta... Greenville, Pa. 
PhlMlio,   Alle.n     .        Iltrhland   Park,   III. 
Pilgrim.   Mary    Klv*r   Foreat,   III 
Puffer    Harriet. l.ro.ae   Palate,   Hich. 
Pullia.   Myrle Clifton.   N. J. 
Ban tower,   Uahel . Col   ariyaa 
ICirharda.      UUIM Hex ley 
Rirhey.   Marj.-rle. New   Korhelle.   N.   Y. 
Briaea < antoa 
ri      Rath Norwood 
■■     Marian Ukewood 
Han    Kathryi.    . KM,,*.    N.   Y. 
I '-lie . .   <;ranv|lle 
Helen Akron 
"I.    Alice Cranvllle 
.   Pi illne       Weat Newton. Pa. 
■   r.    Wllma Dayton 
'.    Marlanaa    Ma-afield 
Stewart,    '.ail Kay     Villaye 
Swertl,   Joann Athlon.   N.   Y. 
-ran.     Kliiabeth              Cleveland 
U •      Mary Ml      Vernon 
■      Harloria. Oak   Park.   111. 
Tretheeray,   Thelma.   .     Irxlnirton,   N.   J. 
loaa Detroit,   Mleh. 
K     kei    Betty B.   itranire.   N. J. 
WalU*,«.    Ilaw-I Maa-ill-.n 
old Fort 
H      KliralM-th    . Uonla.    N.   J. 
II,    Betty Columbua 
v-    ■»    Ann Chattanooga.   Tenn. 
Mary (Jranvllle 
I,    Anne Columbui 
meoa.  Praneea oak  Park.  Ill, 
B     dyard,  Sara Oak   Park.   III. 
Wrat.   Anne  S»arthmore. Pa. 
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Andrews,    Robtrt Cambridge 
Anthony,   William Matslllon 
Athey.   Wallace.. Milwauktv,   WU. 
Bailor,    su-phen Columbui 
Beery.    Forrest IIUUIx.ro 
Kighous*.    Robart Wllloughby 
Bo**),    Ja.kaon Cincinnati 
Brfektlt,    Rruca Granvtll* 
Brlui,    Robert Lake wood 
Bright,   Gene Toledo 
Rrophy.   Rex Detroit.   Mlrh. 
Browne.   David Lake   Geneva,   WIs. 
BromboHa,   William Kvanaton,   111. 
RiirrU-,     MrClaln Gran villa 
ButtormoK,   Richard Parkersburg,   W.Va. 
Callaway.   Joseph Chicago.   111. 
c nrtwright.    Dana Cincinnati 
Cnvagrotti.   John Rochester.   N.   Y. 
Chamber!,    Boyd Cincinnati 
Chtlde.    John Wyomhig 
Chirm,   William S    Orange.   N.   J. 
Clements.   Merrill.     I - rankllnvllle,   N.   Y. 
( lendening.    Carl., li, airmail 
Close.   Waller Kn   Avon.   Pa, 
Colby,    Robert Dayton 
Convffnt, Paul         .Concord, N. H. 
' opptl,    Donald Chilllcothe 
Joieph W aldington   C.   H. 
Crooman,  William Evaniton,  III. 
< 'im.r.    Jack B.-\rVy 
Curtln,   <l*nn* Clarkahurg.   W.   Va. 
pavia.   Grayhurn Wllklnahurir.   P«. 
Darker.   James Cleveland    Height* 
I>«11.   Robert Mlddletown 
UU,   Robert   Chicago.   HI. 
".   AI hut Roc heater,   N.   Y. 
Dilirro,  Jo* South   Euclid 
Downing.   Max Detroit.   Mich. 
Duncan.   Robert Huron 
Edwarda,   llomar fronton 
Eiior. John     Bom Orrav, N. J. 
?.-'"'■   fitorg* Brooklyn. N.   Y. 
J-rllahaum.   Warren Toledo 
FWIdt,   llrooka Mlnneapolia,   Minn. 
■'-.    Harold Gallii«.1iB 
Memlng   Robert Manifold 
!".'""'*•   Jsmei Columbui 
'■■ M,    Martin Columbus 
rroneiak   J-a-ph Brooklyn.   N.   Y. 
"-id Farm. 
utbtpn,    Robert Nirwood 
Ooodtll,    Byron <,r anvllle 
U'—iri-h,    Robert Zaresville 
I.rny.    Howard Dayton 
Ormji   Robert Dayton 
Grimm.   Hohert Evunaton.   Ill, 
'.iili.it.   David Cleveland 
llannawa*.   Robert Columbus 
Harris.   Charlei Jaekaon.   Mlrh, 
llurrfmn.   Robert   K Chicago.   III. 
HartaalaD,    Edward Cincinnati 
Hatter.ley.   Joe Pasadena.   Calif. 
Heiferlch,   Cllvo Detroit,   Mlrh. 
Hey-..o.i.   William Toledo 
Hlginhothnm.   Frederick. .. .Ithaca.   N.   Y. 
Hoffmann.    Gordon Toledo 
Jit.  Ward San   Mateo, Calif. 
■It*.   Kdgar Charleaton,   W.   Va. 
Hopkins. William Summit Station 
Huron.   William Omaha.  Neb. 
Unwell,    Warren Toledo 
llubona.   Urban Chicago,   III. 
Hylbvrl,   Pnul Parkershurg.   W.   Va. 
Johnaon.    Dolvln Nteubenvill* 
Judd.   Thomaa LokowQ sj 
K.I.I,..   John Toledo 
Khiney.     Aldon Manemont 
Klnnvy, John Grand Junction. Colo. 
Kridler.   Robert Fremont 
Lake,   Walter Manifold 
Lanti,    Jamea    L:mc:>i'er 
Lay. John Port  CHnton 
I.miner.    Mark Columbui 
McCulloch.   Hush Kvanaton,   III. 
McCune.   John Columbua 
Mackensie.   Robert Adrian,   Mich. 
Maliaiewakl.   Edward. .Gross*   Pte.,   Mich. 
Mai*i. Tom Wheeling;.   W.   Va. 
MofTord.    Ruaitll Cincinnati 
Monaon.   John Rocky   River 
Morgan.   Richard Manifold 
Moyer.     Jamea Columbui 
Murtnn.   William Rocky   River 
Myera.   Jamei Akron 
Ouimet,   Tom Lanidng,   Mich. 
Oaley.    Philip Granvill* 
Parker,    Robert Weitervlllo 
Patrick,    Robert Norwalk 
Pelrce.   Robert Springfield.   Mils. 
Petre.pjln.   Paul Shaker   Height! 
Popaxlvanov,   Joaeph Cincinnati 
Pmhat.   John Weitern Sprlngi.   III. 
Pn.ach.   Dick Brrwyn,   III. 
Randolph,    Roai Delaware 
Rankln.    Wfllard Dayton 
Riddle.   James Cleveland   Hclt-h'a 
Robert!,    Stanley Toledo 
Robinaon,   Gerald Newark 
Robinson.   Howard Newark 
Robinaon.   Thomaa Dnrne-vllle 
Robinaon. Wilaon Detroit,   Mich. 
Root,    David Medina 
■tucker,   John Dearborn,   Mich. 
Sauer.   David Minneapolis.   Minn. 
Searla.   John Detroit.   Mich. 
Slbbiaon,   Robtrt Shaker   lleijriila 
Slaaon.   William Rahway,   N.  J. 
Slvertsen. Paul Orange. N. J. 
Slingerland.   Henry River   Foreit.   III. 
Sparka.   Frank Cranston,   R.   I. 
Stelner,    Edward Baltic 
Stemler.    Robert Cincinnati 
Stephan.    David Sundusky 
Stltt.    Richard Warren 
Strallh,    Richard Detroit.     Mich. 
Swarti,   John Akron 
Taggart,   Frank Wooater 
Taylor,    I.yle Hamilton 
TMolO,   John Chicago.   III. 
Trout.    Thomaa I Indlay 
Tschanti,   Dick Canton 
Vlcken,    Robert Salom 
Welai,   Morton.' Roelieiter.   N.   Y. 
Welf,      Oliver Cleveland 
Wheeler.   Ford Alllaon   Park.   Pa. 
White,    Eugana Coahoct-m 
Wlgle.   Arnold Detroit.   Mich. 
Wllcox.   Norman Detroit.   Mich. 
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Wilmn.   One      .    .    Nrwton   Cenlr*.   Mui. 
Wlnkler,    Richard U-.^.d 
\\     -    «.    Ralnaford  ...       Bvautan,   III. 
Wlar.    JoH-ih Vim • 
Wnirhi.   Harold.. 
Wr.aht.     Mav Gl 
H .     ■ ■'. -i I    lumbua 
Wnut   "nil. . MM i , | 
Y-unir.    CharlM Gl   11 
AVMH Um 
A»hini«T.   Kathryn It-, sh,   Pa 
Ault.    H  t*M-   . .  • a 
Barnette.  Mary Loutae       Si 
Harth.   Betty Jan. I    ■.        d 
Wa]   -.   Ind. 
Bachtol I,   Batty  .. \\ , 
Hrn».'ii.  Mary Jane I BM  ■    I 
'. araoa 
B ': \.r n 
Bjelka.    Barbara Granvtlla 
Hr..  a. Nancy Porta 
N. m    B •  '•!     >n 
I n. Jaw Oak Park. 111. 
Brant         ■   rbara Mai ■'■ d 
ma., Detroit, 1 
.   Virginia Port  t   i   I n 
Call.   Can-Ma. < »ak   Part,   IN. 
C.mrUii.   EHaabetta \ - - ■ 
Chrtateaa.  Soa Indlanapolia,  lnd .     - 
I    Barbai 
Cowan,    Natalia '-■  i «■■ r 
\    - 
II ■ i 
D       baoer.   Gall, - r      . i 
D .   Ky. 
I 
].■■• la,  '-   J. 
i'        n   .r,.   Martha. N     Y. 
D Rill Oaytnn 
I ■      ' ■ ■      . '.,.-■      !■.     . , 
1     ■ ■ ■ i', nail 
Elklni   I R    . . 
Bacfamai 
i 
}   .   -   Man Mlanta, Ga 
I      *   r«n*y  MUh. 
If an ! 
1 roat     Ont. 
'   is         . N irwoad 
i            Panai Tl orn-Hle 
1 '  -• '■         MVh. 
Gai    i     \     .   i.   .. (■:.   • >•■.,..  III. 
Gram,   BlliabaUi..,, Galaa   MlIU 
Gratia.    Margaret 1 .,    Pa. 
Haari. Bl        BI1IW    Jean   Lrndonrllle, N.Y. 
Mari.ara    ..... Rl<-| mo<   I     In-1 
Hamilton,   Hakm. ,., i a      ■•■ r 
Harrla,   M  i    rb Ml   Varaoi 
Hare    Man    I   ■ ■«■• U Canton 
I'              *    ■ Hlnadale.   III. 
Henn.     Batb tahtabala 
Mill.   Virginia Hay   VHIare 
Day/ton 
|( ■■ 1 tl a 
Maria ... 
Boopar,  Jam town   Pa 
\nn  ...   Bantoa   Harbor.  Mich. 
Horn, Jr.it. s   or.nm. N. J. 
v iry Kenllworth. III. 
H ll I     Martha     .  Toledo 
\nn- Uellbrook 
Main Detroit.  Mich. 
Ji>hn»in.   Charlotte Evan-ton.  111. 
J<>hnaon,    l-'iitae Granvtlla 
lohnaoi     Martha. Chleajo, 111. 
R berta. Clavaland llelnhta 
• re     IVtroll.  Mich. 
Jonea.   Jane Mt.   Vernon 
Marcalla.   . Newark 
■Ir,  N. J. 
I  [aabetk. Qlaneoa,  ill. 
>■  - I    BUM Lake wood 
trilya ..... Bprti «■ eld 
Mary   Jane .      , .Clr l.vtll* 
Mary   Belle 
Latter.    Barbara.. Daytoa 
l*»U.     Virginia... ..     ..Toledo 
Mary.. Baltimore.  Md. 
I^*»entha1. Jane. foaktnrood,   N.  J. 
Lorlt, Grata       Pittat-urfh, Pa. 
MrKrll. Thelma Short llilla, N. J. 
Betty Lakewood 
Maearher.    Betty Cincinnati 
Markrw,   J.ar.nette. Klliabeth.   N.   J. 
Man*.   Saaan ThlelU,   N.   Y. 
Anna Newark 
Meddaugh.    Mary.. Berkeley.   Cil|f. 
ROC   | 
Melanar,     Cimatanee  Akron 
v.     -     I a«.        RoatvUta 
Marhara Columbia 
Miller. Joan   . f «1   ILirnn,  Mich. 
Man  I-oulat Atlanta.  Ga. 
•* l'lymnjth,   Mich. 
M-irae.   Hetty  Jane... ..Akron 
M inr .  L'ra Mae  ...       Ft  ifcnlir. N. Y. 
Myera.   Suaan . Dayton 
Nalraa      K i.abeth Cleveland 
'I'Hryan.   Janet Mt.    Vernon 
.     I   ' 
River  roraat, III. 
Marti a t'HriKo,    ill. 
Roeky   Klvar 
tt]         Hlrim- rhain.   Mich. 
Paten    Blanche      Plttahurah.  Pa. 
Mary ... ...    (iranvllla 
Pratt.   Martha      Air   a-orla 
Ra        Eleanor     Aiderw.n.  W.  Va. 
ra  i . Ma.  N.  Y. 
Ithu.    Helen Marlon 
•     I    III K.anaton.  III. 
Roth l.at;ra«B-e.   I»- 
R»aenl«ra.    Ruth Camhrlda* 
Joan  ...TlfflB 
tray Newark 
mna ....    Bophaatar, Ind. 
flatten     Ptoranca skeiton.  Conn. 
I    In I  helnnatl 
Srhurnann.  Barbara. ..  Royal Oak.  Mich. 
Shu«.   Kleanor  May    Buffalo. N. Y. 
Sheldon.    I*or..thy Aahtabula 
Shepard.  Mary Ann Dayton 
Blei h in.    Marrella Lakewood 
Mary   Jean     Shaker   Heltfhta 
-     Ann South   Solon 
Smith,     Betty Chllllrothe 
Klnor Medina 
- Chlcaao,  III- 
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SUtk.   Jeanne Wllmett*.   111. 
Sloven*.   KIOIM Caatlle. N.   Y. 
QlrnM Dayton 
St.-W,ird.   I.ynette Avalon,   Pa. 
8tod*hiU,   Patricia Atlanta.   Ga. 
Stuart,    Aimee Newark 
SulTtin.    .1 »ehanna Df-troit,    Mich. 
Sullivan.   Jane Lakewood 
SutllfT.    I,<>u I at Clev.-land    Hrlfhts 
Taylor.   Betay Danville.   III. 
T ompaon,   Anita Ncwomcrituwn 
■rbara.   ,.   San   Francisco. Calif. 
Upkam,   Jean Mt. Vernon 
Vu   Boron,   Jane Brooklyn.   N.   Y. 
Van   Nnlta.   Mary 1-akewood 
Whiter,    Nancy Shiiker    Habhtl 
Webb,    Virginia Geneva 
Woi»nt.    Helen Newark 
Wt>lahaui*t,    Louise I^ncaaler 
Wella.   Betty G!encoe.   III. 
Wendt,    Carolyn Columbua 
We>u«tt.   Ituth River Forest.   III. 
Wnrelock,   Phyllis Wilmett*.   III. 
White,     Dorothy Lakewood 
White.   Maryllne..Bloomficld   11(11*.   Mich. 
Wllhelm.   Rnherta..Pt.   Pleaaant. W.   Va. 
Wllllama.    Barbara Satan 
Wllann.   Dorothy Jane Ganeva,   N.   Y. 
Winana.   Dorothy Aahland.   Ky. 
Wolf,   Mary   Louiae Akron 
Younr.   Jonn Piedmont,   CnHf. 
Yoxall.   Lindsay London.   England 
Zimmerman.   Jennna Columbua 
Zwayer,   Barbara Detroit,   Mich. 
PART-TIME STUDENTS 
Baker,     Richard Newark 
lh»«.   John Urbana 
MulTman.    Tytua Dayton 
Janata,   Stllea Cheahlre.   Conn. 
I.ont\   Albert   B Newark 
Whitehead.   Itichard.. New   Haven.   Conn. 
Hmiry.   Sue Granvllle 
Jenaen.   Mra.   RaUi   Darrow Granvllle 
Johnson,   Mra.   A.   J Granvllle 
Ruckcr.   Helen Johnstown 
Trine*, Anna-Marie Oakvllle. Conn. 
EXTENSION STUDENTS 
Harlnw.    Paol Newark 
Houat,    Paul Newark 
Lone   Albert   B Newark 
N"urae.   Carl Newark 
Pa»man. Jamea T Newark 
Comiaar.   Mra.   Helen  .Newark 
Proat,   Mra. H. N Newark 
firccn.   Mary   E Newark 
HxthawB*.    Patricia Newark 
Headley.   Ruth Klrkorsvllle 
Hunter.   Mra. Nora Granvllla 
KinK.    Elisabeth Newark 
Kuntz,   Mra.   Mary S Newark 
lx>we.   Mra.   Blanche   U Newark 
Planta,   Mra.   Tasaa Newark 
Ruaaell.    Nell Newark 
Rutledire.    Ethel Newark 
Spanlol, Emma I. Newark 
Vermilion.    Ethel Newark 
Taylor,    Clara Newark 
White.   Mra.   WalUr Newark 
Williama.    Annamar Newark 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC 
Enrollment for First Semester 
1939-1940 
SENIOR CLASS 
'Cello and Public School Mualc 




Andrew*.    Robert Cambridge 
Alhey.   Wallace Milwaukee.   Wla. 
Hailey.   Bernard Waterloo. la. 
Hiirhoover.   Paul llubbard 
R-ardaler,   Charlea Ft.   Wayne,   Ind. 
'Wry.    Korreat llllLh-.ro 
lllithouae.    Robert Wllloughby 
H!o«er,   Harold Harrlaonburs,   Va. 
Hraden.    Paul Newark 
Brannan.   Delhert Kvanaton.   111. 
Urauiiin*.    Robert  .Ztineaville 
Brlckele.    Bruce Granvllla 
Ilrigham.   Jack Wlnnetka.   111. 
Brown.    John Granvllle 
Browne.   David Lake   Geneva.   Wla. 
Burrlea,    McClaln Granvllle 
Chrlatle.   Jamea Detroit.   Mich. 
Converse.   Paul Concord.   N.   H. 
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Cnim. Joaap* , WaenlnfltoB C   n 
Crawford,   Howard I 
IlavU.   Grajburn , Wllklaanorg,    Pa 
■ Van.    Fotott .... w 
Docker,   James Ctevelaad 
Dell.     Hubert  V   .Idowa 
D    keon,  Joatnh.. Barrio**  n    l(    I 
1       .■!»,■.  William Detroit.  Mich. 
I John N .' 
i  .   u    Br* ki M 
Klory.    David Dayton 
Glbbe,    David, I'arma 
Coodell.    »>r.<n .. 
Gmy.      R   I- h 
Gray.     Howard Dayton 
I', auu i law 
-    WlUlaai w- -•           N    i 
Harrlaon,  K.»i*rt   E i      u     l 1 
Hatteratey, Jo* .. Pat 
Hifflnl-thsn..   1 n Itl .. a,   N    V 
in l toveland 
Howmf i.   I. bart . Man 
to.., .  H rnel     N    ^ 
John!   • I.     . 
Howard 
h Dr.  R.K Newark 
Ktcfl        •   ■    -*■ r •.:!.' I   II. 
I.an.l*.     • I. 
l.itil.-.   i; u rf Groaai Poll b 
M Giffln.   U. bail 
Mint... i                 !■». 
DM r ton 
M   ■ than.    Frank. . Chleafo,    III 
M i. v.:,.. Qrora, III 
II .     Wayi 
■■-.*:   \ 
1 ■■ Arthur 
Ik  •. n   P   i    k> t i 
i   ■ ■    I' ■.  | •. 
I   ■ i .     p •.•-..■.    \ 
Pratt.   John Belief .Maine 
Pi     .       M.r 4 NVaark 
Pi W \      an-lrla 
Probst, John... . WVstrrn Bprlnfe, III. 
Rankin.    WiHard. ...I 
Reetrtek,  Witn«m      ...      i> 
Rlddla,   James   .. *   ■ . 
Roblnaon    Howard 
Rot      .    . Detroit,   Mirh. 
Saner.   DaTM Minneapolis,   M.nn 
Balli    I. i: . attar, N.  Y 
BtbUaon   R barl N 
Blacrlat,   Ga .-*■  t n ' «   . 
■>-n Rahway.    N     J 
rtato,   Paul Oraaeo.   N   J. 
Sorenaon.    Bdnrli Plndtu 
Stilt.     Itirl.artJ     Warren 
-,.  Rlrhard     . Detroit    Mirh 
lUnry (.ranville 
Taviiart.   Franl W    ■ >, r 
T-.riii-Tt. James UhjVn 
Vlrk. Robert Ro heater N V 
Webb, Btairord.           Gn antol   ro   N   C. 
White.    Kuicene    . c. 
Wllllama.    Cly.lr ... 
Wrteht,   naroM Cn 
Wright,   Robert Granvllle 
Wyman.  John. [.„;. 
Jran Gran villa 
Vdarns.   Chartyn       1'arker.hurie.    W.   Vo. 
Atwmlar,   Mar*.      Indianapolis.    Ind. 
berta ..... ( aml.rldae 
Baraalta   Mary Lotto.    St.  < lair.  Mirh. 
\mi   . .       r t    W nyne.   Ind. 
Bayrd.   Gaonria       ... <h\ wo,   III. 
IVn»-.n.    Mary   Jane Lancaster 
nt.   Jane Ml    Vernon 
Bl i v.     Marl mU Akron 
I   harl.itle Granvllle 
<trnr«e.    Ilettie      Troy 
■ r. to wo 
ma Detroit,   Mleh. 
\ Ireinla Port CNntoa 
Surah Alexandria 
-   J-mf      Cleveland   lleiahia 
nne Bhakar Heiohte 
CoRrnaa.   Catharlna .Colombu 
:    Martha      IVtrt.lt.   Mi  h. 
• ir.nvilla 
Elisabeth.. Port < Moton 
rf* am,  Mrs    I    t Johnstown 
Daniel*     Mary Shaker    H.-lirhla 
Daurnhauer.    Gall Granville 
M    Thomas.   Ky. 
■ '-■tii Dayton 
l^-onia.   N.  J. 
1    rtha Won   York.  N   1 
thf   CkWalaad  lleichta 
I tayton 
Marian Ctmland H-is;hta 
■       M-rna... |{.«-k.y 
June Akron 
•.ranvlllo 
in.    Barbara Gran>Ula 
..... Hnrl<erton 
M    r.-.r. t Atlanta.   (Ja 
> i.  Patai Koyal   Oak.   Mirh. 
Barbara         Pnliimoiaj 
Ford.   Rutl . TaiiaanlU 
I   itk I.a-. w.-xl 
•    Sue  Itowllnir lir»n 
■■■ <: run villa 
n             GmnvtlM 
If-nny June Columbua 
I"  i  aklphia.     Pa. 
Grimm.    Lillian      ( inrlnnaU 
nn.   Hlllle.. Lynd-nville.    N     Y. 
Hall.   G> n OranvllH 
litre.   Sail*      Uppar  Sandutka 
Harris.    MaTJOria. ...Mt      Vernon 
lUrt.    Msrr    ElitaWth Canton 
Haoeh,   Kayftte   ....      ....   Ilinsdale,    III. 
lUfirel.    M-rtha.. Riehfiald.    N.   J. 
HIM.   Virginia Ray   Vlllan 
Minks..n.   Jean.... Dayton 
Maritaret l-.lr.it.    M|eh. 
Holaar,     Maria Galllnolla 
Jran      Jet.kintown,     Pa. 
Horn, laaa     .-u.uth  riranite. N   J 
Houser.  Mary      Kenilworth,  III. 
Howard    Rail lamaatnnrn    N.  Y. 
Huff.    J.-anett*    H.'th*>ada 
Huffn    .       I" v'lis Alexandria 
Hunt.    Martha Toledo 
.   < hnrlotle Kvanalon.   III. 
n.    Flalne FIlyHa 
Johnson,    l^uiae      Granvllla 
Johnton.  Martha    Chlra«o.  m. 
IBM Mt.   Vernon 
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Jonea.    Marcella Newark 
King.   Emily Upper  Montclelr.   N.  J. 
Kiaaam.   Kliiabetli Glenroe.   III. 
Klein.    Alice Granvllle 
Koehl,    I nutaa 1 jkewood 
Krelwl.  Mary J Clrclevllle 
Lay,  Mary  Virginia Chicago.  III. 
Ion,  Harhara Mt. Vernon. N. Y. 
MrhVI.  Thelma Short Hills.  N.  J. 
.M.i-'h.r.      H.tty Cincinnati 
Marti.   Suaan Thlella.   N.   Y. 
Mather.  Julia Newton  Centre.  Maaa. 
Matthrvra,   Anne Nawark 
MeddaOga,  Mary  K Berkeley. Calif. 
Hllbom,    Barbara Columbui 
Mnon,   Mary Plymouth.   Mich. 
Mylar,    Klisabtth Xanla 
Myler.    Prlacilla Xenla 
(> Hr»Bii. Janet Mt. Vernon 
Puce.  Joan Chicago.   III. 
1'i.rU.   Marian  River   Forest.   III. 
Petae,   Hetty Birmingham,   Mich. 
Phillips,   Aliaon Highland   Park.   III. 
Ptckrel.    Eleanor Dayton 
I'ullia.   Myrle Clifton,  N. J. 
It"..  Bally Ft.  Wayne,  Ind. 
Reese,  Mra    K.  D Newark 
Raid,  Phyllis Niagara Falla.  N.  Y. 
Revts,   Muriel Englewood.  N. J. 
Kit-hard*.    l.oulse Bexley 
Roby.   Paige Evaniton,  III. 
Rommel,   Ruth LaGranga,   III. 
Rowland,    Ardlth Granvllle 
Battem,   Florence -Shelton,   Conn. 
Bebabert,   Elinor Cincinnati 
Seagrave.    Unite Granvllle 
Sheldon.  Ikirothy Aabtabula 
Shepard.   Alice GranvlIU 
Shepard,    Ann Dayton 
Shlvely.    Wilma Dayton 
Siepleln.    Marcella Lakewooa 
Bbm   Marcla Warren.   R.  L 
Smith.    Arllne Granvllle 
Smith.     Betty Cbiltlrothe 
Snedden.   Elnor Medina 
Stander,    Marlanna Manefleld 
Stevena.  Elolaa Caatlle. N.  V. 
Stewart.    Betty Granvllle 
Btoddud,    Glrvlna Dayton 
Stoddard.   Lynette Avaton,   Pa. 
Slodghlll.   Patricia Atlanta,   Ga. 
SufTrin.   Jnehanna Detroit,   Mich. 
Sullivan.   Jane Lake wood 
Sulaberger,   Mra.  J.   D Zaneavllle 
Sutcr,  Mra.  Norton , Newark 
Taylor.    Betty Danville,   III. 
Trctheway. Thelma Irvlngton. N. J. 
Trlnga.   Anna-Maria Oakvllle.   Conn. 
Van Buren. Jane Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Vim Horn.  Edith Nashville. Trnn. 
Vicrllng. Ruth Oradel, N. J. 
Walker,   Hetty South  Orange. N. J. 
Watson. Harriet Old Fort 
Weiahaupt.    Ixnilse Lancaster 
Wendt.    Cnrolyn Columbug 
White.   Maryline..Bloomneld  Hilla,  Mich. 
Williatna.     Betty Granvllle 
Wllaon.  Dorothy J Geneva. N. Y. 
Winnne,  Dorothy Ashland.  Ky. 
Wolf,   Mary  L Akron 
Wrny.  Anne Swarthmore.  Pa. 
Young.   Joan Piedmont.   Calif. 
Znayer,   Barbara Detroit.  Mich. 
1.'4 DEMSON 1'NIVERSITY HILLETIN 
SUMMARY OF  ENROLLMENT  in'  STATES 
ASH 1-' I REIGN COUNTRIES 
Pint Semester l""MW0 
W nwa 
(I I 
California - ■' 
Colof 1 1 






K ■ tucky 1 2 
" (land 1 1 
\ | I 
■4 
2 0 
:ri 1 I 
1 0 
ihire                                     2 0 
NY«   Jer* > 19 
New   '•                                            31 
North   Carolina                                      I 0 
Ohio 214 





vV'< t   Virginia I 4 
wisconnn : I 
Total   U 422 
0 2 
1 
T. -.,1   lull I ■ 422 425 
P ui       ■ ',• 5 
e) 14 :* 
•One name r> | 
I •        T( tal 







































SUMMARY OF STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
(Firs! Semester, 19.19-1940) 
Men Women 
Senior!     71 66 
.1 miori .   89 95 
Sophomorei   115 97 
Freshmen .. 147 167 
Total Pull-Time                   .. 422 425 
Part-time (collegiate rank)      6* 5 
itory of Music (col. rank)    85 133 
(non-college   rank)         5 14 
i                                   5* 17 
Grind  Total  523 594 
Grand Total (exclusive 















(First Semester, 1939-40) 
•Seniors      16 5 21 
    16 19 35 
•Sophomorea    17 28 45 
•Freshmen                     36 81 117 
Son-collegiate                     5 14 19 
Total                                  90 147 237 
'Re irrs u, collegiate rank. 
Isting 













lirvm * i- 
Departitk nti  o\   (nstru I 
\.\\» ■ 








■   ■ 
Faculty 
Con ■ the 





























































i Kappa 45 
136 
91 
Physical   Education ...    .    54 
for  Men .92 
(M 
<M 
\; pointmi   ■ 




K larship 46 
42 
103 
    87 
Speech   104 
'frusta  , Board ol .6 
Tuition .17, 114 
■  rial Guidance ..   22 
.      .106 
